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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation study examines fourth and fifth grade children's response to 

nonfiction and biography that was read to them or they read alone or in pairs. The 

following questions guided the qualitative classroom-based case study: What 

characteristics of the instructional environment influence response to nonfiction? And 

How do children respond to nonfiction? Data sources include audiotapes of interviews, 

interactive read alouds and discussions, student artifacts, journals and field notes. 

The findings fi-om this research demonstrate that an instructional envirorunent in 

which a variety of fiction and nonfiction resources were available and accessible, where 

sharing of thoughts and ideas is invited, and in which reading aloud and demonstrating 

response possibilities occurs, positively affects individual inquiry, continuing exploration 

and sustained response to nonfiction. 

Creating an instructional environment where response to nonfiction is invited and 

supported holds promise for a multitude of responses and for individual, passionate 

inquiry. Learners thrive in an environment where nonfiction is regarded as more than a 

repository for facts to be extracted and reported on. When the potential of response to 

nonfiction is recognized, embraced and supported, students respond in powerful and 

personal ways. 

In this study, children responded to nonfiction and biography by documenting facts 

and retelling information, expressing emotions, feelings, opinions and values, asking 

questions, telling stories and recalling memories, making generalizations and 

intertextualizing with other texts. 
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Additional findings from the research demonstrate that individual students respond 

to nonfiction in varied and often unique and idiosyncratic ways. Different response 

patterns for each child coalesced into a response style based on the students' preferences 

and experiences as readers and thinkers. By acknowledging response style of students 

and challenging them to go beyond a single mode or maimer of response, teachers can 

assist children in developing a repertoire of response to nonfiction. A response repertoire 

can provide learners with a guide and opportunities to express themselves as they grow 

and develop into engaged, thoughtful readers. Finally, this study demonstrated the 

significance of response to nonfiction as a pathway to engage, enhance and enrich the 

lives of fourth and fifth graders. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

"Can I Make a Personal Connection?" 

Towards the end of a graduate course in literature discussion, I offered a series of 

response engagements with nonfiction text. The participants of our class represented a 

range of majors, teaching levels, ethnicities, interests and languages. Issues of society and 

culture were of great interest to them and so I selected expository articles that addressed a 

variety of controversial and current issues surrounding the relationship between society 

and culture as the basis for our class explorations on response to nonfiction. 

Class members chose an article and read with a partner for twenty minutes. They 

were invited to respond to their readings by relating to the bigger concept of society and 

culture. Before we got started, one of the class members asked, "Can I make a personal 

connection?" 

"Of course!" I answered. 

But I was stunned. 

The question caught me off guard because the focus of the seminar was literature 

discussion; personally responding to text was a crucial part of discussions. Her question 

however, typified an attitude and perspective about personal response to nonfiction. 

Even though nonfiction is the most widely read genre (Zinsser, 1998) personally 

responding to nonfiction text is not considered valuable. Rarely is a reader asked to 

describe what a nonfiction text arouses. For the most part nonfiction is looked upon as 

utilitarian, a collection of facts whose purpose is to inform, not to invite engagements or 
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personal connections. Nonfiction was not regarded as literature (Colman, 1999). Further, 

personally responding to literature was primarily reserved for fiction. 

Despite my private reaction, class talk was focused, spirited and connected. The 

students' responses to the readings were determined and fascinating. They noted 

particular use of language in the articles. They identified links to prior knowledge and 

asked questions for clarification. They remarked about how reading and responding to 

these articles led to deep thinking about relationships between society and culture. The 

graduate students mentioned how making personal connections and hearing other 

perspectives enhanced understanding of the readings and the broader concept. It was 

clear that the graduate students paid close attention to experiencing what they read. They 

did not merely focus on extracting information and reporting it to others. They had paid 

attention to what they lived through (Rosenblatt, 1978) during the reading and shared 

ideas, associations and feelings the readings evoked. 

This particular classroom-based scenario illustrates that reading and responding to 

informational literature provoked personal connections, deep thought and dialogue. It 

showed us that nonfiction provoked questions, reflections, personal coimections as well 

as knowledge. The question, "Can I make a personal cormection?" haunted me though, 

because the class was centered on literature discussion and personally responding to text 

was a crucial element in reading engagements and discussions. 

This graduate-level experience piqued my interest in exploring the phenomenon 

of response to nonfiction more thoroughly. If reading and responding to nonfiction at the 

graduate level could engender lively conversations and pointed dialogue, I wondered how 
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undergraduate students would respond to nonfiction. The following semester I explored 

this question with preservice teachers in a required course, children's literature in the 

classroom. During a study of biography and other nonfiction books, I asked the students 

to reflect on their thoughts and ideas about nonfiction literature before and after browsing 

dozens of nonfiction selections: 

I thought of information books the same way I think of reading textbooks.. .a little 
boring. When I started reading Shipwreck at the Bottom of the World (Armstrong, 
1999) I realized that informational books can be very interesting and exciting. 

I would want to replace all textbooks with these books. 

The biographies are written as exciting stories, and science books are written with 
flair and style that make them accessible to young students and adults alike. These 
books are no longer the boring recitation of facts that a child had to endure years 
ago. 

Reading Michelangelo (Stanley, 1999) makes we want to go over there. I'd love 
to go to Italy. I can't wait to see the Sistine Chapel. 

Preservice teachers responded to nonfiction with surprise at how enjoyable 

reading, responding and learning from nonfiction was. They expressed awareness of the 

variety of topics nonfiction provoked and saw possibilities for use in the classroom. 

Nonfiction offered different perspectives, piqued curiosity and stimulated conversation, 

thinking and even travel! 

The comments and ideas of graduate students and preservice teachers caused me 

to wonder how response to nonfiction might be explored with elementary students. Since 

I planned on working with teachers and preservice teachers in the future, I thought I 

needed to know more about practice in the field. I was curious about what elementary 

school students' response to nonfiction sounded like. Thus emerged this study. 
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The purpose of this study was to explore elementary children's response to 

nonfiction. The immediate context for this study of response to nonfiction was a fourth 

and fifth grade multiage classroom in midtown Tucson, Arizona. The classroom teacher 

believed in a learning-centered environment with attention to community and social 

interactions. Reader's workshop provided a format for the daily schedule. The Authoring 

Cycle (Short & Harste,1996) formed the theoretical foundation for ongoing classroom 

curriculum. 

Literature selections for the study were picture book and chapter book biographies 

of people who had lived in the United States in the twentieth century. Data collection 

took place in this classroom during whole group interactive read alouds and individual, 

small group and whole group oral response sessions. The students also responded to 

nonfiction by drawing and writing. Students were interviewed about their interests and 

their particular responses to what they read. The intent of the study was to explore how 

these fourth and fifth grade students responded to nonfiction text that was read to them 

and that they read themselves in an envirormient where the teacher and the investigator 

were sensitive to students' unique, authentic responses to nonfiction. 

Research Questions 

To examine the intent of study, the following research questions guided the work: 

(1) What characteristics of the instructional environment influence response to 

nonfiction? and (2) How do readers respond to nonfiction? 
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Background of the Study 

My personal history as a learner, a teacher, staff development trainer and teacher 

educator provides some background for this study. My history as a graduate student 

propelled me into the inquiry and set the study in motion. 

I grew up in a suburban Midwest household run by an educated, intellectual 

bibliophile who honored achievement, knowledge and intellectual curiosity only an iota 

less than telling the truth. My father built his life and our family's life around books and 

learning. I came to love reading and learning about people, places, ideas and possibilities 

through experiences with nonfiction in a home environment where learning from books 

was demonstrated, exercised and encouraged. I have maintained an interest and curiosity 

with informational literature throughout my life. 

While my schooling experience was rigorous, it adhered to a traditional 

transmission model. In elementary and high school I studied French, Latin and of course 

English. We read classics in three langixages. I listened to lectures about authors and 

literature and wrote essays on themes suggested by the teachers. Despite a mostly passive 

role, I retained a lot of what I heard, read and wrote. I loved learning and found I had a 

gift for teaching. Intent on sharing my passion with children, I studied to be a teacher. I 

continued to love to read and explore the world of books. Nonfiction remained a favorite. 

It brought me joy, fed my curiosity and kept me motivated to explore more. 

In the late 1970s, as a beginning fourth grade teacher in rural Alaska I quickly 

grew disenchanted with teaching reading with the prescribed curriculum of a basal 

reading program. I struggled within the confines of the step-by-step lesson plans executed 
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daily with twenty-eight students in three reading groups. Managing concurrent groups 

provided its own challenges, but I was more concerned that my students showed little joy, 

curiosity or excitement about what they were reading. Something was missing. 

With the blessings of my principal, I overhauled the basal driven reading 

curriculum into an independent literature program in which students selected books from 

the library, read for extended amoimts of time and shared their thoughts and ideas about 

what they read with others. The students kept logs of what they read. They conferenced 

with me weekly and with class members often. They produced artwork to go along with 

their books. They shared what the books made them think about or how the books made 

them feel. 

Periodically, the fourth graders gathered in small groups to discuss their books. 

The readers introduced the book, its author, illustrator and publisher, then described, 

explained or questioned anything the book aroused. We did not establish lists of 

questions to answer about the books, or a strict protocol to follow beyond common 

courtesies of listening and participating politely. 

Our class members experienced dozens of books. They read quietly every day for 

extended periods of time. They talked about books and did projects about books. They 

kept reading. The students were excited and engaged. In time, teachers from aroimd the 

district started to visit my classroom to see what we were doing without basal readers. 

The district staff development coordinator visited often, bringing teachers to view 

and experience our reading program. She was impressed that the fourth graders would 

read for more than an hour, if allowed to. She noted the amount, range and depth of 
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literature being read and talked about, but voiced concern about the unstructured book 

talks and lack of written comprehension questions. 

I told the staff development coordinator that I was more concerned with how 

books affected the readers than listening to, or reading, plot summaries. I was not 

interested in checking up on them. I knew what they were reading from our conferences 

and reviewing their logs; I knew that they were reading because we read together every 

day in class for long periods of time. The staff development coordinator was not 

satisfied. She thought it best to have articulated questions for the students to answer about 

the books they read. She began reading children's literature selections and making 

question cards for each title. Over the years she encouraged many teachers to do the 

same. 

While I did not agree with her, I was not prepared to argue theoretically, because I 

was operating on instinct, curiosity and passion. Intuitively I knew that self-selection of 

books, extended amounts of time to read and personally responding to what was read 

positively affected readers. My students were engaged and curious; they were excited to 

read and explore. At the time I did not know much beyond that. I was a practitioner. I 

knew what was happening every day, but had no theoretical base to support or move 

forward with my practice or debate features and processes. But I was curious. I wanted 

to know more. Thus began my professional quest about children's literature in the 

classroom. 

I became a member of the International Reading Association (IRA). I attended 

and presented at national, regional, state and local conferences. I joined, participated and 
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eventually led the local reading council. I read children's literature voraciously. 

Literature study groups became a staple in my classrooms over the years. My students 

and I talked about books, connected books with themes and experienced the joys of 

literature. I shared what I was doing with teachers across the district. 

In the early 1980s, at the first IRA conference I attended in Chicago, I participated 

in a session about nonfiction children's literature presented by Beverly Kobrin of Palo 

Alto, California. Kobrin shared nonfiction literature and examples of children's reactions 

and responses to nonfiction; I was fascinated and became hooked immediately. Kobrin 

re-opened my eyes to the world of nonfiction and this time in the world of nonfiction 

literature for children. 

The joy nonfiction was rekindled. I found a wide world of quality nonfiction 

literature for children. Kobrin's newsletter. The Kobrin Letter and her books, 

EyeOpeners! (Kobrin, 1988) and EyeOpeners! Two (Kobrin, 1992) served as my 

compass and lighthouse, setting me on a lifelong journey. I built a library of nonfiction. I 

read it aloud with my students. As my career and leadership role developed into teacher 

trainer and staff developer, I shared children's literature - especially nonfiction children's 

literature- with teachers and with administrators. I yearned however for deeper 

understanding about and experience with the power and possibilities of nonfiction 

literature for children. After many years, the opportunity arrived. 

I began my doctoral studies with a seminar. Influential Readings, focused on 

reading original work of seminal theorists. I was reintroduced to the work of John Dewey 

and introduced to the ideas of other thinkers as well: Ludwik Fleck, Paulo Freire, Shirley 
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Brice Heath and Thomas Kuhn. However, the theorist whose ideas and work most 

affected me was Louise M. Rosenblatt. 

The Reader, The Text, the Poem (Rosenblatt, 1978) fascinated me as I explored 

the transactional model of reading. Rosenblatt discussed and described reading as a lived 

through experience implying that the reader fully engages with and attends to what the 

words on the page evoke during the reading, not just after the reading. She argued that the 

reader is constantly making cormections and adjustments during the reading event 

depending on the reader's experiences, purpose and cultural context. Personal 

connections coalesce to form the 'poem,' the individual evocation. The poem is an entity 

with energy and being of its own. Everyone's poem is different. 

I wondered how I, a teacher with more than twenty years of experience could 

have missed Rosenblatt's theory and ideas about the reading event being a unique, yet 

ongoing and recursive transaction between reader and text. 

The tenets of the transactional theory were what I needed back in 1979 to support 

my intuition about the importance of student generated responses and asking authentic 

questions about books, not answering predetermined questions. Coming to believe that 

each reader brings something to the text and gets something from the text helped me 

appreciate different interpretations of readings from a theoretical point of view. Realizing 

the importance of the uniqueness of each reader shone light on my past tensions. 

Realizing that the transaction is dynamic helped me explain the differences 

between responses after a first reading and after multiple readings. That the reading event 

is ongoing and develops over time cast light on why the longer my elementary students 
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read and talked about what they read, the more they wanted to continue and go further. 

When individual transactions were honored and encouraged, the transactions were 

generative. 

Transactional theory made clear what I knew from my practice; that reading and 

talking about what was read invigorates and should entail more than answering someone 

else's questions. This theory would serve as a foundation and springboard for the rest of 

my graduate work. 

I pursued Rosenblatt's transactional model further during a seminar on reader 

response in which we read the work of numerous response theorists. The readings and 

discussions coupled with my love for nonfiction prompted me to wonder why examples 

of response drew exclusively upon fictional literature. I wondered why there were no 

examples of the transaction with nonfiction literature. 

Reading Literature as Exploration (Rosenblatt, 1995) solidified my understanding 

that literature can be experienced, explored and responded to across disciplines and 

curriculum areas. I extrapolated the concept to relate across genres also. Rosenblatt's 

explanation of the attention the reader selects to give to the text at the beginning and 

during the reading as stance gave me language to talk about what readers do before and 

during the transaction. While I had found answers to some questions, my coursework 

tended to generate more questions than answers. Further graduate studies energized my 

thinking and motivated me to pursue inquiring more deeply into response to nonfiction. 
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Theoretical Framework 

The Transactional Model 

This study has its theoretical roots in Louise Rosenblatt's transactional theory of 

reading and writing. Rosenblatt differentiated her theory of reading and writing fi^om 

reader response theory by foregrounding the process of transaction. During the 

transaction two-way, recursive and constructive communications between reader and text 

develop and enrich over time to evoke the poem. In a transaction neither the text is 

privileged over the reader, nor the reader over the text. Each conditions the other in "a 

mutually constituted situation" (Rosenblatt, 1995, p.l058). Personal connections or 

tensions during the transaction evoke the 'poem' (Rosenblatt, 1994) that is singular and 

unique, highlighting the symbiotic relationship between text and reader, a key principle 

of the transactional model. 

More than an interaction, or a series of additive acts, the transaction between 

reader and text brings about an entity that is greater than the component parts, the poem. 

Once the poem is evoked, the transactional model of reading challenges readers to form 

interpretations and opinions with documentation from themselves and texts. 

The poem thus evoked reflects the culture, context and experiences of the reader. 

During a reading the reader is constantly growing understandings connecting experiences 

and contexts. Each reading is therefore colored by what the reader brings to the 

experience as well as social context. Accordingly, there is no single, correct reading of a 

text. 
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From a transactional view, the reader does not extract meaning from the text, but 

evokes a unique set of signals from it to form personal meaning. That the reader infuses 

meaning into the text is particularly significant when considering transactions with 

nonfiction because traditionally the genre has been regarded as strictly information-

giving with readers being guided to summarize and answer specific questions after 

reading. 

Transactional theory is predicated on the belief that text does something to the 

reader and the reader does something to the text. It requires the reader's commitment and 

a decision to fully attend to the potential the text offers. The reader's contributions during 

the transactions are fundamental and essential to the transactional model. 

The Stance of the Reader 

Before and during any reading event, any transaction, the reader makes decisions 

regarding how to approach a text. Rosenblatt argues that the reader selectively attends to 

the text, depending on attitude, purpose and need. Rosenblatt (1994) labels selective 

attention stance, and further describes stance as aesthetic or efferent (p. 1066). 

When one takes an aesthetic stance toward a text, attention is focused on the 

personal feelings and associations being lived through during the reading. With an 

aesthetic stance toward a text, living through a text demands personal, private attention to 

what is being stirred up during the reading event. In contrast, an efferent stance implies 

the primacy of getting through a text simply to extract information, and carry away 

meaning from the text. Most of the reading we expect of students in school privileges 

taking an efferent stance with minimal regard for an aesthetic stance. Rosenblatt (1981) 
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argues "Even when literature is taught, the prevalent model leads often to skimping of the 

aesthetic stance and ... to treat the text as primarily information giving" (p. 29). She calls 

for a more flexible and fluid consideration the stances,especially the aesthetic. 

Rosenblatt (1995) admits that the distinction between aesthetic and efferent is 

very difficult to communicate. Often her theory is misinterpreted, narrowed and distilled 

to the terms aesthetic and efferent, thus implying an either/or philosophy about stance. 

Such a dualism exaggerates the difference between the stances and creates a polarity that 

distorts the theory, overlooking or oversimplifying the power of the transaction and the 

active role of the reader. 

"The reader always blends attention of aesthetic and efferent along a continuum. 

In both kinds of reading, efferent and aesthetic, the reader focuses attention on the stream 

of consciousness, selecting out the particular mix of public and private linkages with the 

words, dictated by the purposes of the reading" (Rosenblatt, 1995, p.292). Therefore an 

inclusive view of the selective attention of the reader, of stance, informs this study. 

The crux of appreciating a broad view of stance as a theoretical construct in this 

study lays in the understanding that there is over zealous attention to efferent stance in 

schools, to the detriment of learners (Rosenblatt, 1981). When students are expected to 

take primarily an efferent stance towards what they read for school, they are being 

limited to focusing on what can be taken away instead of offering attention to what is 

being lived through during the transaction. "Rarely are students asked to pay heed to the 

stream of thoughts and feelings that parallel and interpenetrate the literary evocations" 

(Rosenblatt, 1981, p. 31). 
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Paying attention to what goes on during the transaction, the reading event, is 

important to this study as readers respond to nonfiction, because it relies upon and 

expects reader engagement. When readers are invited to respond to nonfiction text, not 

simply recite or repeat what is read or answer someone else's questions about the text, an 

opportunity to become personally involved presents itself 

Galda and Liang (2003) discuss the issue of stance and its importance in 

understanding transactional theory. The authors posit that a "lack of consideration of 

stance and of the distinction between literature that invites an aesthetic stance and 

literature that invites an efferent stance works against the goal of engaging readers" (p. 

273). Personal engagement and connection with what is read is a necessity if one is to 

create understanding, regardless of the genre or stance. In addition engagement is 

assumed when attention is paid to the ongoing transaction. 

Stance is not static. Characteristics and combinations of the efferent and the 

aesthetic stance exist in all readings. Consequently an efferent stance should not be solely 

reserved for reading for information or reading nonfiction. And similarly, an aesthetic 

stance should be considered beyond reading fiction. Rosenblatt (1981) described 

efferent/aesthetic as equally fundamental altematives, calling selecting one over the other 

a "hypothetical choice" (p.30). Therefore, when readers transact with nonfiction they 

don't have to necessarily choose between the stances. Rather they take a blended stance, 

sometimes primarily efferent, at other times primarily aesthetic, never eschewing one for 

the other. 
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Cox and Many (1992) examined the relationship between stance and personal 

understanding of fiction suggesting that stance plays a role in ways responders transact as 

they understand and enjoy all literary works of art. A blend of the aesthetic and efferent 

and a tacit rejection of the either/or mentality hold promise for an environment in which 

greater weight and appreciation for taking an aesthetic stance toward nonfiction could be 

considered and explored. They designed a five-point continuum to measure reader stance 

from most efferent to most aesthetic with combinations of both in between (p. 45). They 

suggest "If we want students to have literature and other arts in their lives, we must let 

the students make them their own" (p. 67). 

When students read nonfiction they should have the chance to engage fiilly during 

the reading event, and pay attention to what is happening to them, making personal 

connections and creating images while the reading is going on, just like they do with 

fiction. Limiting readers to approach text solely as something from which to extract 

information seriously eiffects the reader's level of engagement and ultimately his or her 

commitment to the event. 

The theoretical frame of blended of stance during transactions with nonfiction 

opens possibilities and challenges the ideas that concerning reading, the literal should 

come first (Rosenblatt, 1989, p.31). Even though nonfiction has in the past been primarily 

considered mere collections of facts, we have much to explore when we free our students 

fi"om the straightjacket of taking a primarily efferent stance with nonfiction. 
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Defining and Describing Nonfiction 

These days many classrooms are rich with literature. Over the past twenty years, 

the numbers of classroom teachers who have made the effort to integrate authentic 

literature into their classroom environment has grown tremendously (Yopp & Yopp, 

2000; Colman, 1999; Pappas, 1999, 1991; Dowd, 1993; Freedman, 1992). Whole 

language philosophy (Goodman, 1996) and literature rich classrooms (Short, 1999) have 

affected teaching and learning as well as the children's literature publishing industry with 

increased availability and developing quality of children's books. 

However, when people refer to and talk about children's literature, often the 

literature considered is fiction. For many educators, experiences and engagements with 

literature are primarily focused on fiction. Students in literature rich environments read 

and respond to real books, often short stories, novels, plays. Classroom settings are rich 

with stoiy (Duke, 2000). Students experience literature, they learn about literature and 

they engage in discussions about critical issues that connect to their lives. The catalyst for 

response has primarily been fiction. Nonfiction has been ignored, dismissed and for the 

most part not considered or utilized on a par with fiction (Colman, 1999; Doiron, 1994). 

Pappas (1993) challenged the privileging of narrative in public schools, suggesting the 

privileging of fiction and ignoring of nonfiction may shortchange some readers. 

Nonfiction has endured a notorious reputation for not being particularly engaging, 

or for being written with little style or conviction. For years nonfiction titles were viewed 

as the "ftisty and lackluster cousins of fiction" (Hepler, 2001, p. 4). A related popular 

notion suggested that nonfiction cannot be enjoyed because reading it is work. Further, as 
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a genre, it has been described as dreary, utilitarian, boring, and more appealing to boys 

than girls (Cai, 2001; Colman, 1999). These perceptions have limited the genre's quality 

and power to being considered as a collection of facts to be memorized and regurgitated. 

That nonfiction can be provocative, engaging and exciting has yet to be widely accepted. 

Most writers of nonfiction lament the stepchild status of the genre and even 

question the use of the term nonfiction. Author David Macaulay (1993) suggested a 

definition: "A literacy work whose content was based on fact and communicated with 

imagination" (p. 145). But as far as making a dichotomy between fiction and nonfiction 

he contends, "I never owned a book that wasn't in some way an information book" (p. 

154). 

The vocabulary used currently to describe nonfiction varies. Author Jean Fritz 

(1993) deplored the genre's being defined in the negative and suggested that both fiction 

and nonfiction draw heavily and powerfully from story, mystery and surprise. Because of 

the subtractive, "curiously negative" (Saul, 1994 p. 25) and empty image of the term 

nonfiction, and considering the growing abundance of information available, the terms, 

informational text and expository text are used to refer to literature that is not fiction. 

Informational texts may have less narrative structure than biography, for example, or they 

may consist of a mix of expository, visual and narrative elements. 

Nonfiction has been regarded differently fi-om fiction because it has long been 

considered narrowly as a resource for information. In schools nonfiction texts have been 

viewed solely as sources for written reports. Unfortunately, the reports are often 
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verbatim, boring reproductions of whatever nonfiction text was consuhed. The reports are 

hard to write and difficult for teachers to read (Kaser & Robinson, 2003). 

Today, in part due to advances with research processes and digital technology, the 

look, quality, and reputation of nonfiction is rapidly changing. The genre for children has 

broadened and improved; it is appealing and accessible. It has developed from being 

looked upon as mere collections of facts to the literature of fact (Swanson, 2001). Collage 

style multi genre pages, photo essays from a telescope or using microscopic looks at 

backyard creatures equally delight the eye. Poignant biographies and tales of journeys 

offer readers chances to immerse themselves in the lives and true-life adventures of 

others. No longer does nonfiction have to be a "ploy adults used to lure readers to the 

academic world" (Fritz, 2001 p.86). Quality and variety are alluring enough. The 

improved quality of nonfiction for children had not gone unnoticed. 

Nonfiction titles are winning more and more awards. The National Council of 

Teachers of English instituted the Orbis Pictus Award for nonfiction in 1989. The 

Information Book Award and the Norma Fleck Award have honored nonfiction books in 

Canada. In 2003, the American Library Association established the Siebert Award to 

fiirther honor work in the genre. The potential for recognition and winning awards has 

stimulated writers and illustrators of nonfiction and raised the visibility of quality 

nonfiction to the public. Evelyn Freeman (2003) looks forward to the time when 

nonfiction is seriously considered as literature and worthy of top accolades and honors. I 

believe that time has arrived. 
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"Nonfiction literature for children has undergone a magical transformation.. .there 

is no genre that has changed as radically in recent years" (Moss, 2003, p. 10). Nonfiction 

titles leave no subject untouched and are more available than ever. At least 45% of library 

collections are nonfiction (Moreillon, 2002) with the numbers growing all the time. 

Furthermore, readers of nonfiction are respected for appreciating quality text as well as 

compelling illustrations. 

Today nonfiction offers an array of topics from ancient China to Mars or 

historical figures such as Charles Darwin, Marion Anderson, Osama Bin Laden and Frida 

Kahlo. No longer are biographies preachy, sanitized, formulaic stories of boyhoods of 

American presidents or inventors. Autobiographies, memoirs and diaries offer readers a 

range of viewpoints about a broad base of personalities around the globe. The genre 

includes books, essays and exposes, opinions and arguments, descriptions and pictures, 

figures and photos, travel and science adventures. It encompasses a treasury of ideas, 

questions and possibilities, providing a springboard for thought, argument, inquiry and 

pleasure (Harvey, 2002). 

With such rich, exciting resources developing in the field of nonfiction literature, 

examining nonfiction in the classroom seems important and valuable. 

There is still so much that we do not know. We do not know nearly enough about 
which approaches to including informational text in classrooms are most 
effective.. .we don't know enough about how children's knowledge of 
informational text develops over time... [nor] how including a great deal of 
informational text in schools impacts children in the long term (Duke, 2003 p.6). 
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Leal (1999) reported that a vast majority of studies of response to literature have 

focused on response to narrative books. She cited a need to explore response to 

nonfiction books. Margaret Meek (1995) challenges: 

We know too little about how children actually read books with titles like Roman 
Britain, Stars and Planets or Light. We need to know much more about how texts 
teach children about learning. We need critics who are prepared to judge the 
nature and quality of the engagement required by the nonfiction offered (p. 237). 

The following section will explore the research on response to literature, on 

nonfiction and on response to nonfiction. It points to the growing number of studies that 

indicates emerging interest in nonfiction literature and in response and the need for 

further research. 

Review of Related Studies 

Numerous studies have focused on reader response to literature, from pre 

kindergarten students to preservice teachers (Duke, 2000; Pappas, 1991,1993,1999; 

Wolf, 1996), including elementary school aged children and middle schoolers (Ho)^, 

2000; Farest, Miller & Fewin, 1999; Hess, 1999; Downing, 1993). 

Cox (1997) found that "when unprompted children's natural responses to 

literature indicate they take a predominantly aesthetic stance, questioning, focusing on a 

part, making associations, ^d hypothesizing rather than a predominantly efferent stance, 

explanations, print and language, content" (p. 31). Cox calls attention to "the dynamic 

interplay of the stances with efferent stance always embedded in a broader aesthetic 

stance" (p. 30). 

Studies focusing on literature discussions with fiction are many and varied. Beds 

and Wells (1989) explored ways in which fifth and sixth graders talked about books. The 
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purpose of the discussion groups was to develop and explore deeper meaning of fictional 

texts. They found that inexperienced members of lit discussion groups contributed to 

discussions in four ways; by constructing simple meaning and being able to change that 

meaning as the discussion unfolded, by telling personal stories, by asking questions and 

inquiring, and by critiquing the literature. They described how students of all abilities 

used talk to clarify, exterid and create better understanding of what they read. Beds and 

Wells found that teachers were surprised by the interpretations and comments of the 

students in the discussion groups. They suggested the power of teachers lies in being 

readers and learners along with students, not authoritative answer caches and question 

askers. 

Noe and Johnson (1999) found that literature circles provided a place for readers 

to reflect and critically think about what they read with others. In literature circles, 

students are encouraged to make personal connections, ask questions and delve deeply 

into issues and ideas the text has provoked. 

Spiegel (1998) described literature response groups as places where students ask 

questions, relate what they read to their own lives, explore issues of personal and 

common interest and are moved to read and discuss more. She found that response helps 

learners grow in their engagement in reading and in their appreciation of the value of 

writing for constructing meaning and exploring issues. 

Short (1997) described topics for literature discussions across a range of 

possibilities; describing favorite parts, retellings, and making connections to other 

literature or to situations in their own lives. Readers often share their enjoyment as they 
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experienced what they read. Readers need "time, patience and encouragement along with 

demonstrations" as they leam to think critically about what they read. 

Barone, Beds and Mason (1995) suggested that literature can inspire students to 

inquire by critically thinking about what they read and relating it to their own personal 

lives. Life experiences provide the basis for making connections with texts, which can 

lead to social action. 

Beds and Peterson (1991) described a literature study group as a place where: 

questions with predetermined correct answers are not asked. Instead, the teacher 
is a participant in a book group, a fellow reader who shares joys and difficulties, 
insights and speculations, and asks only those questions she or he genuinely 
wonders about (p. 119). 

Many studies have been undertaken with students interacting with informational 

text (Leal, 1999; Mazzoni & Gambrell, 1996; Hoyt, 1999). These studies however, focus 

on strategies for helping readers access information and summarize or otherwise recite 

what has been extracted. Only a few addressed response to nonfiction (Daniels, 2002; 

Downing, 1989,1993; Farest, Miller & Fewin, 1999; Hess, 1991; Moss, 2003; Moss & 

Hendershot, 2002). They do not focus on the readers' connecting with and personally 

responding to the text. They do not seem to explore the "curiosity, the wonder and 

marvel" (Doiron, 1995, p. 36) nonfiction texts have the potential to evoke. 

Most studies center on describing ways to assist and guide students in their 

comprehension, not in their personal response to the text. They describe collaborative, 

talked-filled environments where the goal is mastering interactive strategies for 

processing factual material. They highlight techniques and methods for assisting learners 
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in extracting determinate details from text, in confirming and adjusting an understanding 

of the text, checking for misinterpretations and explaining new knowledge. While these 

are valuable tools and activities, they differ from response. They represent "guided 

comprehension" (Short, 2002). 

Despite the fact that these studies are valuable for highlighting, emphasizing and 

promoting the use of nonfiction tradebooks in the classroom and the importance of 

building a knowledge base that may be transferable, they do not address personal 

response. "Response offers possibilities that extend beyond comprehension. In 

comprehension models readers bring prior knowledge and understanding to relatively 

static, determinate texts...in response readers constantly reformulate their own personal 

value and identity systems as they encounter and transform literary works" (Hynds, 1990, 

p. 241). 

In one of the first studies on response to literature in an elementary classroom, 

Janet Hickman (1979) foimd children expressed their responses in a range of ways: 

through listening behaviors, contact with books, expressing the impulse to share, 

expressing oral responses, through action and drama, through making things and writing, 

(p. 195-197). She foimd that flexibility with scheduling the amount of time students can 

read and self selection were factors that positively affected response. While the study did 

not target nonfiction, it suggested that student responses to fiction and nonfiction were in 

some way undifferentiated. Hickman noted that the students were "entertained and 

amazed and even moved by material designed to inform" (p. 188). 
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Sipe (1999) found that many children enjoy and prefer to read information books. 

He suggested using information books to tap into students' joy, wonder and awe about 

the world, not just for extracting information. Further, Sipe (2000) reported that first and 

second graders responded to informational picture books through talk, art, spontaneous 

drama and writing. He found that nearly three quarters of the responses to storybook read 

alouds to be analytical, with one tenth of the responses intertextual, and one tenth 

personal. The analytical responses were primarily based on the book, the illustrations, the 

narrative, the meaning and fiction versus reality. The intertextual responses related to 

other works outside of the storybook being read. 

Newton, Stegemeier and Padak (2000) discussed young children's written 

responses to informational picture books that were influenced by the task and by the text 

and found that students can respond richly across a range of responses categorized into 

three schemes; literal, inferential, and applied. They discussed the complexity of response 

and the influence of the context on response. 

Dean and Small (1997) found that teaching nonfiction as literature using a 

response approach with first graders works. And all responses are wonderfully valid. 

They caution: "instead of posing as authorities, teachers of literature should make 

possible a sharing of students' personal response[whether] valid, semi valid, [or] 

erroneous" (p.237). They recommended that read alouds be interactive, and encouraged 

writing, drawing and retelling with lots of questions and connections to experiences. 

They described sharing responses as powerful and they suggested no difference between 

response to fiction and nonfiction. 
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Spink's (1997) work with first graders and six graders suggested that "not only is 

it possible to simultaneously enjoy and to understand, to merge aesthetic experiences and 

critical efferent thinking, both are necessary for a complete experience with literature" (p. 

148). 

Pappas and Barry (1997) read aloud information books to Mexican-American first 

graders and found the rich potential for transactions with information books. The read 

aloud context invited the students to actively transact with the text, illustrations, each 

other and the teacher. Students offered a range of initiations, or responses: they claimed 

expertise on the topic, made intertextual connections, predicted, asked questions, and 

picked up information. 

Kerper (1994) examined how first graders read and viewed informational picture 

books, focusing on the influence of illustrations and text. He reported the children 

responded to the books by cormecting to life experiences, other texts and media and prior 

knowledge; by speculating about what they read and saw; wondering and inquiring about 

the content of illustrations and print; by analyzing the visual and textual aspects of the 

books and by acting with body, voice and senses (p. 245). His findings prompted him to 

comment about the over reliance on efferent stance with literature: 

As teachers integrate curricula and use more and more information picture books, 
the danger that the aesthetic experience might be overwhelmed by the attempt to 
achieve content-based curricular objectives becomes real.. .Although one might 
assume that efferent reading is the most natural way to deal with informational 
books, the findings of this study do not support that view... .teachers need to 
consider ways of using informational books that will allow aesthetic engagement 
as well as focus on information, (p. 269-270). 
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Doiron (2003) reported that fifth graders responded to information books in a 

range of ways. He found that nonfiction texts triggered personal connections, provoked 

questions, revealed surprising facts, triggered personal narrative, generated a statement 

about a part that stood out, prompted a review of the book or comment about the cover or 

special parts of the book. In addition, students retold facts, rated the difficulty of the book 

and expressed like or dislike. Doiron found students took different stances when they 

read information books: aesthetic, efferent and mingled. 

In a study of urban fourth graders, Dreher, Baker, Voelker and Katenkamp (2003) 

investigated the effects of enhancing children's experiences with informational text 

through reading aloud, promoting independent reading of informational text and teaching 

strategies and text features for comprehending and using informational text. Dreher et al. 

found that in classrooms that used informational books in instruction, children listed a 

higher percentage of informational books as favorites than those in classrooms that had 

informational books available but did not use them in instruction. In addition, the 

students' motivation to read did not decline over the course of the year. The authors 

suggested that information books may have special appeal for struggling readers. 

Moss (2003) examined sixth graders' responses to a wide variety of nonfiction 

trade books and reported the importance of making nonfiction available in middle grade 

classrooms. She found that responses focused primarily on students' curiosity to find out 

information, their level of emotional involvement and the mental images evoked by the 

reading. Further she suggested that student engagement with nonfiction shared 
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similarities with engagement with fiction. She expressed a need to expand the canon to 

include nonfiction so that all students have the chance to engage with the genre. 

Daniels (2002) commented that literature circles have been focused for the most 

part on fiction, and asked, "Will expository text work in literature circles?" (p. 7). He 

suggested expanding the focus of literature circles beyond novels as a way to integrate 

curriculum and to prepare students for life outside of school, giving them practice for 

informational passages on high stakes tests. His recommendations included infusing real 

world nonfiction into the curriculum and less frequent use of textbooks and reference 

books in order to bring energy into content area classrooms. 

Downing (1989,1993) described adolescent boys' written responses to nonfiction 

text after asking, "What happens when older children are invited to respond to nonfiction 

and not simply take away information?" (1993, p. 219). Downing examined three middle 

school-aged boys' responses to nonfiction and found that through expressive writing and 

talk, the boys brought many-sided and varied anticipations to the readings. 

In particular, she found that each boy's response was much more an interpretation 

than literal reproduction of the texts. Her study suggested that the evoked text was 

different for each reader. The range of responses had much in common with those of 

fiction and supported application of transactional theory to informational text. 

Hess (1991) described an inner city elementary classroom in which the students 

applied response strategies to nonfiction that were successful with fiction. The students 

embarked on a study about animals of their choice using discussion, journals, drama, art 

and music. She found the students read selectively to answer their own questions, and 
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took control of their own learning because they had identified a personal purpose. The 

students organized information; they learned to debate and verify accuracy of information 

and explain it. Hess found that by reading, classifying information and talking, her 

students developed strategies for processing new information independently. 

Moss and Hendershot (2002) considered "nonfiction trade books as an untapped 

resource with great potential for motivating many reluctant readers in middle school 

classrooms" (p. 6). Their study described six categories of response to informational text: 

Students expressed questions. They commented on visual features of the text. Students 

recited knowledge of authors, books and awards. In addition, they expressed personal 

connections. The findings highlighted the value of personally responding through talk 

and the importance of readers making choices about what they read, with informational 

text being one of the choices. The study suggested middle graders "bring their lives to 

nonfiction literature.. .and that aesthetic reading of this type of text may be more common 

than we have previously thought" (p. 16). 

In their study with fourth graders, Farest and Miller with Fewin (1995) found 

students' written responses to reading The Incredible Journey of Lewis and Clark 

(Blumberg, 1987) were "rich examples of knowledge, interpretation, criticism and 

extension" (p. 283). The authors noted the students exhibited responses that were similar 

to responses to fiction, as well as noting keen appreciation for the fact that the expedition 

really happened. Findings supported use of quality nonfiction tradebooks in the 

classroom, the opportunity for students to make and pursue connections, and the critical 
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need that the teacher be knowledgeable and comfortable with nonfiction literature in the 

classroom. 

In a study in metropolitan Boston among twenty schools of both high and low 

socio economic states (SES) Duke (2000) found students in high SES schools engaged 

with informational text a meager 3.6 minutes a day; in low SES schools it was 1.9 

minutes. In addition the amount of informational text available for literature experiences 

in classrooms and in school libraries was dismally low. 

These studies point to a growing exploration of readers and nonfiction texts and 

suggest a parallel to response to fiction. They advocate for an enlightened and expanded 

view of stance and appreciation for the wonder, joys and marvels that nonfiction 

literature can offer students. The studies also subtly underline a developing understanding 

of the power that an aesthetic stance yields as a pathway to understanding, appreciating 

and responding to nonfiction. It is critical to create learning communities in which a 

response to nonfiction is honored and is promoted prior to a call for summarizing, 

redefinition or reassembly of facts, or other proof of what is taken away fi-om a text. 

Overview of the Chapters 

The following chapters in this dissertation provide an in-depth description and 

discussion of characteristics of the instructional environment that influence response to 

nonfiction and how children respond to nonfiction. 

Chapter Two includes a description of the setting and an explanation of the 

research methodology with particulars about data collection and data analysis. Chapters 

Three to Five are focused on the questions of the study. 
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Chapter Three looks at the context of the study in answer to the first research 

question, "What are the characteristics of the environment that influence response to 

nonfiction?" The findings in this chapter are organized thematically from four different 

perspectives; Inviting Response to Nonfiction, Initiating Response to Nonfiction, 

Supporting Response to nonfiction, and Sustaining Response to Nonfiction. 

Chapters Four and Five are focused on the second research question, "How do 

students respond to nonfiction?" In Chapter Four the question "How do students respond 

to nonfiction?" is discussed and findings are presented by categories. The categories 

describe responses to nonfiction as students: documented facts and retold information, 

expressed feelings, emotions, opinions and values; asked questions, intertextualized, and 

made generalizations. The categories offer one way to understand the students' responses 

to nonfiction. 

However, in Chapter Five the question "How do students respond to nonfiction?" 

is examined across the categories and described by focusing on five students and their 

particular response preferences, approaches and patterns of response. Finally, Chapter Six 

concludes the work with a summary, findings, implications and recommondations for 

further research. 
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Chapter 2 

Methodology 

"Experience without reflection is hollow." (Dewey, 1938) 

Overview 

The purpose of this study was to examine the characteristics of a fourth and fifth 

grade multiage classroom environment that influenced students' responses to nonfiction 

and to explore how students responded to nonfiction that was read aloud to them and that 

they read alone or in pairs. 

The design of the study included audiotaped read alouds, class discussions and 

interviews, observational field notes, student artifacts, and a reflective journal. Categories 

of response to nonfiction emerged from these data using the constant comparative method 

of analysis (Glasser & Strauss, 1967). 

This was a qualitative case study. Qualitative refers to the particular data 

gathering and analysis techniques used in the study (Merriam, 2001; Bodgan & Biklen, 

1992). The study was descriptive and focused. The study was carried out in the natural 

setting of the classroom. The purpose of this study was to develop and build theory about 

response to nonfiction; it was not undertaken to prove or disprove a hypothesis. I was 

interested in "insight, discovery and interpretations rather than hypothesis testing" 

(Merriam, 2001, p 29). Data was analyzed inductively in a constant search for meaning. 

Case study was the method chosen for this study because a case is boimded and 

finite. This case study was a descriptive, particularistic study, focused on engagements 

and experiences surrounding response to nonfiction as unique phenomena. Since there 
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was little written about reader response to nonfiction, I considered it a phenomenon. For 

these reasons qxialitative case study appeared to be the appropriate methodology. 

To demonstrate that the findings of this study are credible, I employed 

triangulation, thick description and peer reviews. 

The Research Setting 

The School 

The study took place at Midtown Elementary School during the fall of 2003. Set 

in an old, established neighborhood of central Tucson, Arizona, Midtown Elementary 

School is a Title 1 school with approximately 550 students, grades kindergarten through 

five. Eighty-six percent of the students qualify for free or reduced lunches. Midtown 

Elementary was one of seventeen schools in the Tucson Unified School District (TUSD) 

that was labeled by the state of Arizona as "underperforming" the year before the study. 

There was tremendous pressure on the members of the school community to reach 

"performing" status by increasing attendance rates and raising test scores among other 

things. The year of the study Midtown Elementary was told it had advanced to a 

"performing" rating. However, pressure to sustain and even increase scores continued. 

Forty-five percent of the school population was Hispanic, 34% Anglo, 13% 

Afiican American, 5% Native American and 3% Asian. Fifteen percent of the population 

was composed of English Language Learners (ELL). The majority of the students came 

fi-om low-income families. Single parents headed many households. 

Twenty-three fourth and fifth graders, eleven boys and twelve girls, made up the 

classroom community. The diversity of the classroom population generally mirrored that 
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of the school. The mobility rate of the school families was 53.3% (TUSD Statistics web 

site). 

The high mobility rate contributed to concerns about attendance. Raising 

attendance rates was a district-wide goal as well as a factor required by the federal No 

Child Left Behind legislation to meet the goal of "adequate yearly progress." Hence 

increasing Midtown's attendance rate from 93% to 95% was one of the principal's goals. 

Apartment clusters and complexes, trailer parks as well as single-family homes 

surrounded the school. The school was located between two busy streets where a few 

small businesses, a quick stop, an upholstery shop, a law office and a food wagon seemed 

to survive. 

The Administration 

The principal of Midtown Elementary School, Lisa Langford, believed and 

practiced a collaborative leadership model. She worked with teachers and other school 

staff" members on curriculum and assessment as well as school management issues. In 

addition, Midtown Elementary had three curriculum specialists who worked closely with 

teachers and students in their classrooms, held study groups, and were involved in weekly 

staff" development sessions. Jean Schroeder was the curriculum specialist assigned to the 

multiage strand of which this classroom was a part. A former primary school teacher with 

extensive experience in elementary multiage classrooms and current co-editor of a cutting 

edge professional journal, Jean worked closely with the classroom teacher in this study, 

Diane Coleman-Fields, and other teachers over the year supporting classroom 

engagements, curricular implementations and cross-classroom collaborations. Jean 
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generously shared books from her extensive personal children's literature library with 

whoever requested assistance. Jean was often present in Diane's classroom, assisting with 

instruction, listening to kids read, participating in the learning, or observing to give 

feedback. Accordingly, Jean Schroeder served many roles during this study: curricular 

coach and peer reviewer were just two. 

The Classroom Teacher 

The specific context for this study was Room 3 at Midtown Elementary School in 

a 4/5 multiage classroom where literacy, teamwork and personal responsibility were 

emphasized, honored and encouraged. The teacher, Diane Coleman-Fields, was an 

exemplary educator, experienced in teaching in a multiage environment. The Authoring 

Cycle (Short & Harste, 1996) provided the theoretical fi-amework that informed her 

practice. Reader's workshop and writer's workshop (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; Atwell, 

1987) formed the backbone of the day-to-day curriculum, providing the structure for 

reading, writing, speaking, listening and thinking engagements. During workshop time, 

students were offered opportimities to read, discuss, investigate and experience selections 

of children's literature and the thoughts, issues and ideas they stirred up. 

Before accepting this 4/5 multiage teaching assignment, Diane taught 

kindergarten through third grade m collaborative teaching arrangements for many years. 

She was used to and preferred to work with other teachers because doing so reduced 

isolation, enhanced communication, increased possibilities for creativity, and developed 

community. Diane believed in the social nature of learning and exhibited that belief in 

her professional life as a colleague as well as a classroom teacher. She participated in 
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school-based committees, assisted other teachers, and hosted university students in 

practicums as well as student teaching. Diane was a learner who constantly worked to 

increase her knowledge and improve her skills as a teacher in a learning-centered 

environment. 

She moved to Midtown Elementary in part because of the appeal of the K -5 

multi age community beginning there. She was instrumental in developing the multiage 

strand and taught at the third and fourth grade level at Midtown Elementary School. 

Teachers and students in the three classrooms collaborated at least weekly during the year 

to share curricular engagements and to build a larger learning community. Her most 

recent teaching assignment was a 4/5 multi age classroom in which many of the fourth 

graders stayed with her through fifth grade. 

Even though only three of 26 classrooms at Midtown Elementary were multiage, 

Diane preferred a multiage looping arrangement because of the extended amoxmt of time 

she and her students could learn and explore together. It was during the third year of this 

looping arrangement that the study was carried out. At the time of the study, Diane was in 

her 11 year of teaching. 

Diane believed in creating a classroom environment that was learning centered 

and focused on inquiry. She believed that meaning was socially constructed and would 

happen in an instructional environment that encouraged student voices to be expressed. 

In such a classroom environment students were invited to participate in the managing of 

the classroom, negotiating curriculum, solving problems and contributing to the 

community. Individuals were important; the group was important, too. She worked 
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towards unifying the community with an overarching curricular theme or conceptual 

focus for the year. One way she and the children did this was by planning and deciding 

what the conceptual focus for the year would be. Erickson (2002) suggests that in a 

concept centered environment the chances for deep understanding are greater than in a 

topic-centered classroom. When facts and topics are coordinated through a conceptual 

framework, the opportunity for exploring multiple perspectives and relationships offer 

learners ways to cormect information with their experiences in the frame of a bigger idea 

creating lasting and memorable learning. 

The year before the study, the class focused on the concept of 'belonging' as the 

unifying theme; together the students and the teacher selected literature and curricular 

engagements that would further inquiries around that focus. When teacher and students 

negotiate curriculum they create a learning envirormient that is conducive to inquiry 

(Short & Burke, 1991). 

At the end of the year before the study began, Diane and the fourth grade students 

worked together and came to agreement on a conceptual focus for the next year. That 

focus turned out to be 'community,' which was to encompass reading, writing, speaking, 

listening and thinking for the year, and provide the foundation for choice of literature, 

discussions, whole and small group as well as individual investigations of their own 

choosing. 

Diane described to me the results of the group's work: 

We webbed community and the kids did great. They were really thinking.. .There 
are three subsections: 1) Places we form community, 2) what happens to keep the 
community going, and 3) what happens to break the community. 
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1) Places: classroom, school, neighborhoods, churches, clubs, teams, family, 
jobs, coming together over interests, a group of people coming together; 
workshops. 

2) What keeps them going: working together, freedom to share opinions, enjoy 
or have fim with each other, respect, commimication, a comfortable feeling 
which leads to learning new things, relationships bring more people in, 
accepting each other, learning, participation, rely on leadership, and on each 
other, honored and capitalized on to further the learning of all members of the 
group, caring, involved in each other's lives (specifically to families); socially 
talking, cooperation; supporting each other, disagreement, death. 

3) We defined breaking of a community by putting the words "lack of in front 
of those defined in #2 above. (email 13 May 2003). 

This exercise demonstrated that Dizme Fields believed in offering the students an 

opportunity to negotiate curriculum. She cared about creating a community of learners 

where the students' voices were heard and ideas were acted upon. 

I considered the results of this work an example of one way the teacher and 

students worked together. What was unclear to Diane and me at the time was how 

nonfiction and the concept of 'community' intersected with the school district 

curriculum, state standards and district expectations because of the continuous pressure to 

raise test scores and make adequate yearly progress as mandated by the federal 

government's "No Child Left Behind" legislation. 

Because Diane believed in learners having options, exercising responsibility and 

taking risks, she pushed and encouraged her class members to stretch their limits in 

reading and thinking. She created an instructional environment that was active and social 

in which opportunities for choice welcomed and encouraged the students to take 

ownership of their work and responsibility for their learning while contributing to the 

classroom community. 
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Participants in the Study 

The participants in this study were twenty-two fourth and fifth graders in Diane 

Field's multiage classroom at Midtown Elementary School. Twelve of the students were 

male; ten students were female. Four of the previous year's foiuth graders returned to the 

classroom as fifth graders following the multiage classroom arrangement. The diversity 

of the classroom population closely mirrored that of the school: 45% Hispanic, 34% 

Anglo, 13% Afiican American, 5% Native American, and 3% Asian (there were no Asian 

students). 

The majority of time during the study was spent collecting data in the whole class 

setting, reading and responding to nonfiction as a whole group reading aloud and reading 

independently. During the final three weeks of the study, a small study group gathered for 

focused time to follow their personal response into individual inquiry. 

I privately invited six students to be part of the study group. Five students 

accepted. Three boys and two girls, Samuel, Scott, Mario, Adriana and Elisabet met with 

me for ninety minutes each on nine days. The goal of the study group was to continue to 

immerse the students in nonfiction by reading aloud, by responding to nonfiction 

biographies and for each to spotlight and pursue a person or area of interest. A final goal 

was for the students to publicly share their explorations and what they had learned with 

other classmates. I chose these students because each had exhibited interest and 

enthusiasm for our work during the semester. They exemplified a range of abilities and 

interests across the class population. 
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Samuel was an Anglo American fourth grader, new to Midtown Elementary 

School. Samuel seemed to be shy and mostly kept to himself. He was quiet and interacted 

with two boys who shared his table. 

Scott was a Mexican American fourth grader whose first language was English. 

He had been at Midtown Elementary School since Kindergarten. The year before the 

study Scott was in a classroom with second and third graders. 

Mario was a fifth grade Mexican American whose first language was Spanish. He 

was not part of this classroom's multiage arrangement the year before. He had been at 

Midtown Elementary School since first grade. Mario read and wrote in Spanish and in 

English; he spoke Spanish at home. 

Adriana was a fourth grade Mexican American whose first language was English. 

She had been at Midtown Elementary School since first grade. Adriana was a very social 

young lady who struggled with reading and writing. She was curious about the world and 

was unafraid to speak up, ask questions or wonder out loud. 

Elisabet was a fifth grade Mexican American whose first language was English. 

Elisabet had been at Midtown Elementary since kindergarten. She was one of four 

students who returned to Mrs. Field's 4/5/ multiage classroom fi'om the year before. Her 

teacher had expectations for Elisabet as a classroom leader. However, Elisabet did not 

aspire to the position. I noticed that Elisabet was friendly and talkative with most boys 

and girls in the class, although she interacted with adults in a shy manner. 
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Physical Characteristics of the Environment 

Diane Fields' beliefs as a teacher strongly influenced the physical characteristics 

of the environment. Room 3 in Midtown Elementary School was a room that would be 

described as learning centered and literature rich (Short, 1999). Experiencing and 

engaging with literature were privileged over doing activities about literature. Learners 

were at the center. All four walls and were covered with student-made charts, diagrams 

and posters. Math word problems with graphs and explanations of student strategies for 

solving them used students' names and described practical, real, everyday situations. 

Class Rights were developed by the students and handwritten on a poster, with 

consequences attached and signed by all members of the class. 

Our Class Rights: 

We have to be responsible for our own work and actions. We want people to 
respect and support us so we feel comfortable to leam in a safe environment. We 
want other people to not give up on each other. Encourage other people around 
you to be in a positive mood. Do not judge others for what they look like. 
Our purpose here at school is to get an education and have fian. We can choose to 
make the best of our day by staying focused on our work (FN 9/4/03). 

This poster of Class Rights indicated an effort toward development of personal 

responsibility and commimity. The group stated publicly that learning was important. 

They were committed to honoring the individual and the group. Posting the class rights, 

they pledged to value themselves and each other as community members and learners. 

High up the front wall of the classroom hung large posters of artwork portraying 

historical figures that lived in the United States in the century. The work of Diego 

Rivera, Jacob Lawrence, Frida Kahlo, Norman Rockwell and Dorothy Lange provided 
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visual information about the figures whose biographies were available and accessible 

during reader's workshop. The artwork and the charts indicated to me a belief in the 

potential and possibilities of different sign systems as models and demonstrations of 

learning and knowing (Short, Kauffinan & Kahn, 2000). Literacy learning was not 

limited to written alphabetic texts. 

Below the artwork, above the whiteboard was a student-generated and 

handwritten rubric for 'staying focused.' The rubric served as another indication that 

students knew the importance of taking responsibility for their learning and making 

concentrated efforts in the classroom. The ever-present cursive alphabet was prominent 

directly underneath. 

The district mandated certain items be posted in every classroom; the daily 

agenda, with standards and performance indicators, a monthly instructional calendar for 

reading, writing and math, and posters of 6 Traits of Writing. In addition, on the 

information bulletin board were posted the school's mission statement, sheltered English 

information, curriculum strands in language arts, math, social studies and science. 

The whiteboard tray was filled with books to be shared aloud or for book talks. 

The arrival of new books was an event celebrated by everyone. Often Diane shared a new 

book at the beginning of the day by reading an excerpt and leaving the book on the tray 

for others to read or peruse if they were interested. On the floor in front of the whiteboard 

was a chair for the teacher, with hanging charts of poster paper close by. On the 

whiteboard was written the daily schedule 
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The schedule provided a visual notice of the predictable structure of the day. It 

also served as a reminder of the agenda for the day. At any time, students could find out 

what was next by referring to the board. 

The use of space and even how the furniture was set up contributed to an active 

learning atmosphere and community building. The seating arrangement was especially 

remarkable and was concrete evidence of Diane's beliefs about community and the social 

nature of learning. Two sets of plywood risers were placed on the angle, facing the front 

of the room. The whole class gathered on the risers many times during the day to listen, 

share and learn together. The risers provided a convenient and practical place to meet and 

talk, and manifested Diane's beliefs that learning is social and meaning is socially 

constructed through talk. 

Directly behind the risers, bookshelves held hundreds of children's literature 

selections arranged and labeled by topic Arizona, birds, math, and music and by genre, 

poetry, biography, fantasy, realistic fiction, and reference. On top of these shelves and 

others shelves were plastic and wire bins containing book displays and text sets (Short & 

Harste, 1996), a collection of picture book and chapter book biographies of people who 

lived in the United States in the 20'*' century. These resources provided some of the 

materials for reader's workshop. 

Six round tables with four chairs pushed beneath them were behind the risers, 

between the bookshelves and the south wall of windows. The tables were places student 

could work. Because Diane believed in offering options, the students could choose where 



and with whom they worked. Students were not assigned seats; they chose their 

workspace and their work partners. 

Figvire 2. Diagram of Room Three 
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Some students settled at a specific table for reading or writing and remained at 

that table most days. Others changed workspaces and chose a different table every day. A 

few students preferred to read or write on the risers using a clipboard to hold paper. The 

flexible arrangement gave students choice as well as a place to work together if they 

desired. Teachers and other adult helpers in the classroom sat at the tables or on the 

risers with the children. This, I believe, sent a message of the importance of collaboration 

and partnerships in learning. 

On the tables were cylindrical containers for pencils, for all to share. Plastic 

magazine files held students' books and papers being used at that time. Longer-term 

storage of student materials and belongings was in closets along the lower portion of the 

east wall where students kept their backpacks, lunches and clothing. This arrangement 

allowed students to have private space as well as public space. 

On the ledge underneath the south wall of windows sat bins with the students' 

math notebooks and writers' notebooks, next to a shelf with more children's literature 

selections. In the cupboards below science and math materials and art supplies, 

textbooks, audiovisual equipment, previous years' class books and miscellaneous 

classroom resources were kept. Further around the room, an eight-foot tall, full-length 

book case stood on the west wall housing multiple copies of children's literature 

favorites, next to which sat four networked computers. 

The furniture arrangement and wealth of resources contributed to an active 

learning conmiunity as well as one that was literature rich. Community building and easy 

sharing was more apt to happen when the children gathered close together for whole 
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group sessions. In addition the fact that each student had a personal space for storing 

things exhibited an understanding of a need for security and privacy vdthin the whole 

group. 

The physical arrangement of the classroom explicitly exemplified Diane Fields' 

beliefs. However, invisible structuries within the instructional environment were critical 

to the management and flow of the classroom and curriculum and consistent with her 

belief system also. 

Teacher planning, day-to-day, month-to-month and quarter-to-quarter was serious 

and intense in order to meet district and state mandates. Juggling and negotiating 

schedules with the other two multiage classrooms to provide cross grade communication 

and curricular connections were constant. Utilizing sufficiently long periods of time for 

readers and writers workshops was a priority and was rarely compromised. Keeping 

current with students' interests and needs required behind-the-scenes work, too. The 

teacher, the curriculum specialist and I were continuously searching for certain texts or 

amending the text sets to include titles or topics about which students had mentioned 

even a glimmer of interest. 

The infrastructure of a classroom striving towards active, leaming-centeredness 

was important to note because it was invisible and therefore could be dismissed as of 

little value. Similar to Eisner's 'Well run kindergarten' (1994, p. 72) the internal structure 

of the classroom and ongoing, before-and-after school planning were key components for 

success in a classroom where exploration and inquiry were honored. Often when 
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considering an instructional environment, these elements are underestimated or 

overlooked because they are unseen. 

The explicit and implicit characteristics of the physical environment of Room 3 

provided a frame for understanding the context in which the study was conducted. The 

setting demonstrated the teacher's value of learner-owned and learning-centered 

classroom. Certain elements of the infrastructure encouraged freedom to choose, 

commitment to learning and were facilitated by easy movement and flow around the 

room. The wealth of literature, fiction and nonfiction resources labeled and arranged for 

easy access promoted autonomy for learners. In addition, how the school day unfolded 

further exhibited Diane's commitment to commimity and inquiry. 

The Daily Schedule 

Midtown Elementary School's day began with a community time in the courtyard 

where all students and teachers gathered by classroom groups to greet each other, hear 

announcements, salute the United States flag and sing a patriotic song After this event, 

classroom groups were dismissed to their classrooms. Immediately upon entering Room 

3, students put their packs away and assembled on the risers. The daily schedule and 

topics of study were written on the whiteboard in front for all to consult. For example: 

8:45 Math Practice Time: Find the patterns. What's the rule? 
Reader's Workshop: Making connections 
Writer's Workshop: What pulls at Your Heart Strings 
Keyboarding/Art 
Lunch 
Math 
Science 
Clean Up 

2:20 Dismissal 
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Math Practice began the curricular day by offering thirty minutes concentrated 

skill work. A longer math instruction time occurred after lunch. This thirty -minute 

focused practice session was instituted to help raise math achievement scores on 

standardized tests. Math problems during this time usually included a set of puzzles or 

word problems to solve. The students were given directions as a whole group on the 

risers and then moved to work independently or in a pairs if they chose. 

Reader's Workshop and Writer's Workshop followed Math Practice. A modified 

Reader's and Writer's Workshop (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; Atwell, 1987) formed the 

backbone of the mornings. It was during the reader's workshop time especially that 

response to nonfiction was explored and documented for this study. Although some 

students chose to use writer's workshop time to continue with their responses to the 

nonfiction they were reading, for the most part, the study was primarily conducted during 

reader's workshop time. 

The reader's workshop format appealed to us because it offered options for 

learners, gave us the opportunities to demonstrate our personal responses, and provided 

an environment in which students could share their responses with each other in a variety 

of ways. In addition, the workshop afforded an opportunity for Diane and I to be clear 

about the differences between response invitations or engagements and comprehension 

instruction or lessons. Our focus was response invitations, not comprehension strategy 

lessons. 

We adhered to reader's workshop format of mini-lesson, reading/conferencing 

time and sharing time. Mini-lessons were not strictly isolated skill or topic lessons. The 
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mini-lesson time was the time when Diane and I read aloud, demonstrated and modeled 

response to nonfiction and a time for the children to participate with us. We were 

adamant in differentiating between direct instruction and demonstrations of response. 

For the most part, the mini-lesson time began with an interactive read aloud 

selection of nonfiction, with listener responses encouraged during and after the reading. 

Diane and I would chime in, think out loud or comment about what was being read. For 

the most part we endeavored to teach by example and expectation. However, at times we 

were more directive than others and explicit mini-lessons were part of the workshop. The 

purpose of explicit mini-lessons was to demonstrate and teach a specific manner of 

documenting responses to nonfiction. 

During the quiet reading and writing time that followed the read aloud, students 

were invited to browse and select biography from the text set assembled and draw, write 

or sketch a response. We intentionally encouraged students to draw or sketch because we 

believed in the power of different sign systems not only to expand response and thinking, 

but also to create new ideas (Short, Kauffman & Kahn, 2000). Then students were invited 

to talk with a neighbor or partner about their responses to what they read. Individual 

responses were solicited during reading or writing conference time. Small group 

responses were invited after reading or writing time. At the culmination of workshop 

time, the students gathered back on the risers to share responses with the whole group. 

Diane and I believed in the importance of our being part of the learning 

community, not just the teachers at the front of the room directing instruction. Often we 

demonstrated out loud our wondering about something we read. We shared our personal 
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writing and responses to what we'd heard on the news or from our reading. We sat with 

children as they read, responded or wrote at tables or on the risers. We conferenced with 

the students in small groups and one-on-one. We asked certain students to share pieces 

with the whole group, highlighting the connections they made between what they read 

and their lives. 

After reader's workshop sharing session, Diane went directly into the writer's 

workshop with a mini-lesson, writing time and sharing time. This workshop time was 

primarily dedicated to writing what the students chose to write with direction from the 

mini-lesson. Sometimes certain parts of the writing process were to be attended to, for 

example, leads, word choice or paragraphing. For the most part students used this time to 

write stories or personal narratives. A few students chose to continue crafting their 

responses to the nonfiction read during readers' workshop. They were not required to do 

so. For the most part, students exercised choice for writing topics. 

Mornings wrapped up with either a keyboarding session outside of the classroom 

in the computer lab, art with a district-wide art specialist who visited the classroom 

biweekly for hands on experiences with drawing and painting techniques, or physical 

education. Lunch and recess followed. 

After returning to the classroom from lunch and recess, the students once again 

gathered on the risers for another read aloud. Typically this was a fictional chapter book 

that was not specifically related to the curriculum, but connected in a broader way to the 

overarching focus of community. Math and science instruction and explorations followed 

the read aloud. 
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With community as a focus and mandated curriculum pointing to United States 

history of the 20"* century, we decided to begin with a study of Woody Guthrie beginning 

with This Land Is Your Land (Guthrie, 1998) and biographies of others who lived during 

the mid 20'*' century. Bosma (1992) suggests that biographies can help children learn 

about and understand the role of people in history. Zamowski (1990) guides us toward 

using biography in the classroom because it builds historical imderstanding and children 

find learning about people's lives fascinating. They are able to "leam about life by 

tapping in to the experiences of others" (p. 83). Our plan was to read aloud nonfiction, 

share and demonstrate our responses, then invite responses from the students. 

We followed a simple reader's workshop format while encouraging response to 

nonfiction. The next step would include time to browse, peruse and read books in the text 

set of biographies we had assembled. We wanted the students to find something to read 

they were interested in and that appealed to them. We invited them to read and respond to 

what they read by writing or drawing or talking about how it affected them. The next 

component was sharing of their responses, in pairs, in small groups and after, in the 

whole group as they gathered on the risers. 

Our intent was to invite the students to engage in a text of their choosing, to make 

a personal connection to it and express that response. We valued the different ways they 

depicted the world and how they responded. We wanted the children to be autonomous, 

to go beyond finding answers to other people's questions and ask and answer their own 

questions (Dias, 1990; Short & Burke, 1991). We were less interested in the retrieval of 

information and reciting it to us. Dewey (1938) suggests that the role of the teacher is one 
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that should offer experiences and establish learning environments that have the most 

potential for raising problems for students rather than predetermining the problem for 

them. 

We were most interested in the students personal responses to nonfiction. We 

were intent on honoring and encouraging a lived through experience (Rosenblatt, 1978) 

with nonfiction by paying attention to how the text was affecting the students during the 

reading, making clear the many ways of thinking and responding that were available. 

The History of the Curriculum 

For most of the study, the curriculum unfolded with the whole group. However, at 

the end of the study, I selected five students with whom to work closely for nine sessions. 

This section will outline the ongoing curriculum wdth the whole group, followed by an 

explanation of the curriculum with the study group. 

The whole group. I chose Cactus Hotel (Guiberson, 1991) as the first interactive read 

aloud. This was a nonfiction picture book that traced the life of the saguaro cactus, a 

majestic plant ubiquitous, yet unique to the Sonoran Desert surrounding Tucson. I chose 

it because the cactus was familiar to the students and its illustrations were exceptional, 

holding potential to provoke response as well. I hoped the familiarity might increase 

their interest and therefore personal responses. Furthermore, I thought the text held 

possibilities for linking with the agreed upon theme for the year, community. 

After the interactive read aloud, I asked the students to sketch or draw what the 

reading made them think about, a modification of the directions for Sketch-to-Stretch 
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(Short & Harste, 1996). The students shared their work with their table groups, then 

gathered on the risers to discuss their responses with the whole group. 

Next, I chose This Land Is Your Land (Guthrie, 1998). To begin this read aloud 

session, I asked the children to think about what the words meant to them, what the 

illustrations told them and how the illustrations affected them while they were listening. I 

showed them the cover of the book, the endpapers. They were invited to respond during 

the interactive read aloud. We returned to this book and read it aloud several times. 

We also read aloud Woody Guthrie, Poet of the People (Christensen, 1999), a 

picture book biography of Woody Guthrie. We read selections from There Ain't Nobody 

Can Sing Like Me: The Life of Woody Guthrie (Neimark, 2002); Arizona, (Steck-

Vaughan, 1996) and It Happened in Arizona (Crutchfield, 1994). These selections 

provided the basis for whole group responses to nonfiction. 

After the whole group interactive read alouds, the students were invited to select, 

read and respond to books from a text set of biographies of people who had lived in the 

United States in the 20*'' Century. Students were asked to respond to what they read by 

writing, drawing and talking. They shared their responses for the most part in whole 

group sessions. These whole group response sessions were critical elements in the study. 

At the time we did not create a conceptual frmiework for the time period. We did 

not address historical background information by outlining the era with a timeline or 

another structure to create an overview of events of the time period and those who lived 

in it. 
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The study group. The goal of the study group was to look more closely at response to 

nonfiction with five students. My intent was to offer students more time to listen, 

respond, read, explore, wander and wonder and respond to nonfiction. During these small 

group sessions, I read aloud from Girls Think of Everything (Thimmesh, 2002) and 

utilized Sketch to Stretch (Short & Harste, 1996) a response engagement. An article, 

pictures and diagrams in The Arizona Daily Star (Dec 15,2003, page 1) about the capture 

of Saddam Hussein provoked responses with no formal frame for engagement needed. In 

addition, I chose The Important Book (Brown, 1949). I invited the students to 

interactively read aloud with me and solicited their responses throughout and afterwards. 

Following the read alouds, the students had time to explore the life of someone of 

interest from the text set provided in the classroom and from the school library. To 

supplement, I brought resources from the public library and my own collections when 

needed. Elisabet and Adriana worked together to explore the life of Frida Kahlo. Mario 

pursued the life of Cesar Chavez on his own. Samuel and Scott worked together on 

Langston Hughes. They had more than thirty minutes every day over nine days to read 

and explore their topics. After that time they gathered together to share their responses. 

As a culmination and celebration of their work, the students in the study group 

made presentations to the whole class. 

Design of the Study 

This study was designed to investigate the following questions: (1) What 

characteristics of the instructional environment influence response to nonfiction? and (2) 

How do students respond to nonfiction? 
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Data Collection 

Data sets for this study included primary and secondary sources. Primary sources 

were audiotaped interviews (I), interactive read alouds and discussions, my observational 

field notes and journal entries (FN), and student artifacts (WN). Secondary sources were 

Diane Fields' field notes, memos and notes I vwote as I read more deeply in the 

professional literature, and notes firom discussions with Diane and Jean in their roles as 

on-site peer reviewers. In addition, several teachers and colleagues functioned as ad hoc 

peer reviewers who discussed and thought with me at irregular intervals over the time of 

the study. 

Decisions about data collections were made after and partly as a result of my 

observing and participating in Diane's classroom one morning a week the semester 

before the study began. We purposely wanted to create a context for the study that invited 

and encouraged response to nonfiction. Our intent was not to teach strategies for 

particular literacy skills or to focus on specific structures of the texts. We made a 

distinction and difference between actively responding to nonfiction and exploring 

features of the text that distinguish fiction fi-om nonfiction, for example. 

Informed consent forms were sent to the parents. The students signed minor 

assent forms. (See Appendix A). All students were referred to by pseudonyms. 

Audiotaped interviews. I interviewed all class members, who had written permission to 

be in the study, one on one. Many of the students were interviewed twice. The first 

interviews were held mid term. The purpose of the first interview was to get to know the 

students better, develop rapport and find out about their school life as readers. Through 
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these interviews I wanted to enhance the quality of my inquiry by building close 

relationships with participants (Toma, 2000). The interview questions can be found in 

Appendix B. 

The second interviews were held in late January. The second interviews were 

unstructured, follow-up in nature, looking more in depth at and have conversations about 

the students' particular responses to nonfiction. The students who participated in the 

second interview were those whose responses to nonfiction had emerged through data 

analysis as providing a range of examples and about which 1 had questions or needed 

further clarification. Seidman (1998) suggested that interviev^dng is "a basic mode of 

inquiry" (p. 2). I utilized the second interviews to inquire further and more deeply with 

the students about their specific responses. During the interviews, the students and I 

talked about what they had read, their responses and reviewed selected artifacts for my 

clarification. The second interview provided a private time for the students and me to 

discuss and explore their responses to nonfiction. I audiotaped and took notes during the 

interviews. Afterwards, I transcribed the audio- tapes. 

Audiotaped read alouds and discussions. The interactive read aloud sessions with the 

whole group and the discussions follov/ing these read alouds were also audiotaped. This 

collection method, however, proved to be firaught with intermittent challenges. Although 

the original design targeted tapes and their transcriptions as critical data points, the 

effects of backgroxmd noise and technical difficulties with different microphones limited 

using many of the tapes. Regrettably, some tapes were unintelligible. I transcribed most 

of the fimctional tapes. I took notes from others. I sought professional assistance to 
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recover the recording of the final session, with less-than-optimal results. Fortunately, 

Diane and I took notes during all sessions. 

Field notes and journal entries. Data from activities and engagements were preserved in 

my field notes and in the field notes Diane kept. I typed my field notes weekly and made 

copies for Diane. Note taking was most useful. I also kept a reflexive journal. 

Student Artifacts. Student work in the form of written responses and drawings was 

photocopied or kept in their original form. 

Duration of the Study 

Data collection took place three mornings a week over a four-month period during 

the fall of 2003. It began the first week of September 2003 and continued until the end of 

the semester, December 2003. The second round of interviews with students was held in 

January, 2004. 

The Role of the Researcher 

I assumed multiple roles during this study. The most prominent role was 

participant observer. I "enter[ed] the world of the people ...[I] plan[ned] to study, [got] to 

know, be known and trusted by them, and systematically [kept] a detailed written record 

of what [was] heard or observed" (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 2). I endeavored to observe 

keenly while I was interacting with the children. In addition, however, Diane and I 

fiinctioned as co-teachers during the interactive read aloud and discussion sessions during 

reader's workshop. Diane and I interchanged roles. While I read, she wrote observational 

field notes and vice versa. We conferred often and consulted each other on impressions. 
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questions and next steps. Due to Diane's welcoming and positive attitude about 

collaboration, she did not see my presence in the classroom as an intrusion. 

Data Analysis 

I analyzed the data one research question at a time using constant comparative 

analysis methods (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). However, data analysis was not separate from 

data collection. Merriam (2001) suggested that data collection and analysis are 

simultaneous activities in qualitative research. During this study, broad, general and 

tentative analysis began almost immediately. In a journal I recorded ideas, thoughts and 

wonderings after readers' workshop sessions, after meetings with Diane and Jean and 

after reading the professional literature. I was carefiil to clearly label my opinions and 

reflections so that I would not intermingle them with observations. The journal entries 

centered on my evolving understandings of response to nonfiction, certain students or 

classroom engagements. 

I reviewed and typed up field notes weekly, and gave Diane a copy of these notes. 

In addition to brief communications during the school day, Diane and I met weekly and 

reviewed what happened that week and planned our next steps. We spoke on the phone at 

least weekly about curriculum, the children, management and scheduling issues. 

At the end of the fiirst month of data collection, Diane and I made a presentation at 

the Tucson TAWL (Teachers Applying Whole Language) Conference entitled, "Readers 

Respond to Nonfiction." At this session Diane and I shared the goals and methods of the 

study and data collected thus far. Even though the presentation happened very early in the 

study, and we were tentative about any findings, we tried to examine our actions and the 
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children's experiences objectively and freshly and to share with other teachers at the 

conference. Preparing for the session demanded reflection and communication that 

helped produce clarity of ideas and identify examples of responses for the presentation. 

Twenty-three people attended the one-hour session. Questions fi-om the audience 

pushed our thinking about response to nonfiction and highlighted the simultaneity of data 

collection and data analysis. Questions also helped us better clarify our path and cast 

multiple looks at the study in progress. The feedback from this session functioned as a 

peer review and contributed to the credibility of the findings. 

I utilized the constant comparative method of analysis (Glasser & Strauss, 1967) 

in a three-stage, recursive process similar to the one described by Ivey (1999). The first 

stage consisted of an overall reading of field notes, transcripts and student work, and 

writing notes and comments. The second stage was close rereading to look for general 

pattems and to begin preliminary coding. The third stage involved scanning the coding 

for emerging pattems that could be grouped together, searching for categories or themes. 

This recursive process was the foundation of data analysis. 

After each reader's workshop session concluded, the new data was integrated with 

what had come before. I wrote notes to myself, talked to others and considered what had 

come before in terms of the fresh data. In addition, as the study went along, I transcribed 

discussions and interviews. While transcribing, I used the footnote function to write 

memos to myself, noting connections, tensions and questions that arose during the 

transcription process. The purpose of writing footnotes during the transcribing process 

was to record thoughts and ideas that came to my mind in a timely manner directly on the 
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transcript. This method allowed me to record the words I was listening to and still be able 

to note interpretations, questions or ideas for possible examination later on in the study. 

Organizing the data. After data collection was complete, my first step was to organize 

the data. I photocopied pages of notebooks where the students wrote responses to 

nonfiction. I made two copies of each page. One copy went in a red folder with the 

child's name on it. I reserved the second copy for possible use later in analysis. The red 

file folders also housed transcriptions of interviews, student work, and notes fi-om 

discussion, reflections and memos. I created other files for student work that were sorted 

by the classroom engagement. Audiotapes were dated and kept together. All the data sets 

were kept in an expandable file. 

My field notes were kept in an electronic file on my laptop. In addition, I sent 

electronic copies of these notes to a trusted peer for safeguarding on another hard drive. I 

kept the journals with original field notes all together. In addition, I recorded my own 

processes and reflections in spiral notebooks and kept them together. 

Analyzing the data. I began analysis of data in answer to the second research question, 

"How do students respond to nonfiction?" first. This question was explored first because 

basic information and description were needed to formulate tentative findings with 

specific details about response to nonfiction. Analyzing the second question first 

provided the foundation for analysis to answer the first research question, which 

concerned the influences of the environment. Without understanding how students 

responded to nonfiction first, influential qualities and features of the context would have 

no meaning. Therefore, I looked to answer the second question first. 
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The first and most fundamental analytical task was identification and 

documentation of relationships between the students' responses, in search of ways to sort 

and classify them. This was an inductive process. I read and reread the data sets. I re-

listened to audiotapes, taking notes. I read and re read field notes and transcripts of 

interviews and discussions. I looked closely at student work. I conferred with colleagues. 

I made notations, and used colored highlighters to identify items that seemed to 

go together, beginning the coding process. I made notes in the margins with ideas, 

interpretations and questions. Post-its marked passages I wanted to easily access later. I 

revisited temporary codes, searching for connections and possible intersections. I made 

lists of tentative coding groups. Repeated readings helped me sift data (LeCompte, 2000) 

to uncover elements that were potentially relevant. 

Because putting words into graphic forms helps me to think, I rearranged 

emerging information in a number of ways: by drawing, by sketching, by using 

PowerPoint and by creating simple charts or tables. Drawing and sketching helped me to 

explore developing relationships between codes, examples and ideas. Using PowerPoint 

helped unscramble my thinking when I was immersed in coding data. PowerPoint gave 

me a sequential format in which to present my thoughts and ideas and coordinate them. I 

was able to order what I was coming to imderstand about the data. I played the slide show 

fimction then to look for coherency and logic. Often I printed out the preliminary findings 

I had put into PowerPoint using the note-taking format. The format gave me another way 

to look at the data. In addition the printed-out format gave me a place to write new codes 

or memos to myself. 
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Similarly, 1 found that drawing tables or charts helped to organize emerging 

categories and coded examples. Looking at information in tables assisted me in 

scrutinizing preliminary findings visually and across categories. I made simple tables 

and charts on the computer and filled them in by hand, or cut and pasted text firom 

transcribed documents. These processes provided methods for triangulation of data. 

Close analysis of data that explored the research question, "How do students 

respond to nonfiction?" uncovered the following initial categories: Lists Facts, Expresses 

Self, Tells Stories, Intertextualizes, Generalizes, and Evaluates. Once 1 committed to 

these initial categories, to facilitate my thinking about this analysis and to better examine 

student examples by category, 1 created a table with the categories as columns and 

students' names as rows: 

Lists 
Facts 

Expresses 
self 

Tells 
stories 

Intertextualizes Generalizes Evaluates 

Student's 
name. 
Data 
source 

Example 
fi-om 
student 
work 

Example 
firom 
student 
work 

Example 
firom 
student 
work 

Example from 
student work 

Example 
from 
student 
work 

Example 
from 
student 
work 

Arranging the data in this table helped to reveal a broad picture of how students 

responded to nonfiction. For me the data became much more understandable when I was 

able to see the categories, students and examples all together. The table served as an 

organizational and analytical tool as well as a mode for communication with Diane and 

other peer reviewers who helped me look for holes, wonder about applicability of 

examples and refine, and sometimes, collapse the categories. The table helped me see the 

parts as well as the whole. It was during a close look at one of the tables that 1 noticed 
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students had embedded questions into their responses. The questions they asked on their 

own and the questions they asked in response to nonfiction seemed very important and 

emerged as a significant category. 

In addition, I used drawing and doodling to try to ascertain relationships between 

emergent categories. "Doodling is one way to begin...to display relationships among 

pattems" (LeCompte ,2002, p. 152). I constantly searched for a visual to demonstrate and 

describe relationships and name the categories. I attempted Venn Diagrams, continuums 

and flow charts to portray and explore potential links between data. Several times during 

analysis, I shared my drawings and attempts to visually present the data with Diane who 

helped me to clarify and identify coimections and possibilities. 

These analysis processes led to further refinement of the categories to describe 

how students respond to nonfiction. The final categories that emerged in answer to the 

question "How do students respond to nonfiction?" were: Documents Facts, Retells 

Information; Expresses Emotions, Feelings, Values and Opinions; Recalls Memories or 

Tells Stories; Intertextualizes; Asks Questions, and Makes Generalizations. While I was 

comfortable with these categories, I wanted to make sure by presenting the information to 

those who were not as involved as I was. 

Making another presentation at a local conference proved to be very worthwhile 

and productive. Presenting a preliminary analysis of data at the Children's Literature 

Conference at the University of Arizona in March 2004 proved valuable as an aid to 

analysis and thinking. It also served as another measure of trustworthiness. 
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More than a dozen people attended the session; Diane was present as well. Her 

presence offered another peer review opportunity. Comments from participants 

challenged me to be clear and gave me confidence about the categories and examples. I 

knew I was taking a risk by going public so early in analysis with tentative findings, but 

the effort towards public, formal articulation of ideas helped me refine and confirm 

categories and pushed me deeper into analysis and inquiry. 

Presenting preliminary analysis, asking and answering questions and wondering 

out loud gave me assurance about the categories. Details and analysis of the data in 

answer to the question, "How do students respond to nonfiction?" examined through the 

above categories is described in Chapter 4. 

The next step in analysis for this same research question was to examine 

responses to nonfiction by focusing on a few students. While the categories helped me 

better understand how students responded to nonfiction, they did not paint a complete 

picture of how individual students drew on the types of response in their own response 

styles. I felt confident that the categories laid the groundwork and provided a beginning 

to understand response to nonfiction, but something seemed to be missing. Considering 

the uniqueness of transactions with text, an individual look at a few students seemed to be 

crucial for a broader understanding of response to nonfiction. 

I organized and reorganized the data in tables by student with examples from their 

work. Analysis using tables supported me in looking at how specific kids responded to 

nonfiction. The tables and charts provided the foundation and framework for casting a 

slightly different look at the data and fimctioned as a useful structure for re-assembling 
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and reorganizing the data. I examined the students in terms of three different roles: (1) as 

a person, (2) as a member of the community in Room 3 at Midtown Elementary, and (3) 

as a responder to nonfiction. The notion that students responded in unique yet explicit 

ways as they expressed personal evocations of nonfiction texts emerged from the data. 

Analysis  of  how f ive focus s tudents  responded to  nonfict ion is  descr ibed in  Chapter  5.  

To answer the first research question, "What characteristics of the environment 

influence response to nonfiction?" I utilized parallel and similar constant comparative 

processes as I did for the second research question. However, this analysis proved to be 

confounding and challenging. 

Sifting and resifling data, I examined field notes with a lens considering 

influences of the instructional environment. Looking for patterns to begin preliminary 

coding, I reread field notes, color-coded with highlighters, used post-its and made tables. 

During this initial round of analysis, four ways of looking at the environment seemed to 

logically emerge: Beliefs and Intent, Physical Characteristics, and Curriculum and Social 

Interactions. I conferred along the way with Diane and Jean, sending them drafts of the 

results of the initial coding via email. They sent feedback, verified examples and made 

suggestions about collapsing the categories. While their feedback helped with details, the 

categories were not problematic to them. 

For me, however, nothing of import seemed to emerge by dividing the 

environment into the above four categories. The grouping seemed finite and rigid and did 

not properly ascribe anything remarkable about the data or the question. I conferred with 

my advisor who suggested I look at what influenced response to nonfiction by theme, not 
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categories. Themes might present a more fluid, dynamic and inclusive way to consider 

the environment that was fluid, dynamic and inclusive. I returned to the data. 

Sticking to my analysis processes, I made tables to view themes with examples, 

used colors to differentiate codes, and drew digrams to search for connections. I 

reorganized the data and I came up with the following tentative themes: 

• Response is supported by a place in which movement is easy and flexible and in 
which materials are available and accessible to all. 

• Response is possible in a setting in which everyone is a learner and a teacher, in 
which listening and helping are the norm. 

• Response is promoted in an atmosphere in which questions are respected and 
expected to generate more questions than answers. 

• Response is nurtured in an envirormient in which personal cormections and 
experiences are honored and encouraged 

• Response thrives when choice, ownership and personal responsibility are 
exercised in an atmosphere in which individual ways of knowing are sought out 
and celebrated. 

• Response is generative when ideas shared appear in many, varied ways. 

The result of this round of analysis, however, still was not satisfying because the 

themes still seemed too obvious, too broad and too descriptive. They did not serve to 

elucidate or facilitate ui\derstandings about the characteristics of the instructional 

environment that influenced response to nonfiction in particular, I went back to the data, 

this time using post-its to sort information. 

To begin this analysis, I looked for features of the envirormient that simply 

seemed to be most important. Using post-its made recasting order and reorganizing items 

by moving data around very easy, flexible and visual. This third method lent order and 
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meaning to what was important in the environment and gave me a foothold for this 

analysis. 

Having made progress using post-its and focusing simply on elements of the 

environment that seemed important, I proceeded to create tables, use colors, and draw 

diagrams. From the data, the following thematic perspectives of the instructional 

environment emerged; Inviting Response to Nonfiction; Initiating Response to 

Nonfiction; Supporting Response to Nonfiction; and Sustaining Response to Nonfiction. 

Analysis of characteristics of the instructional environment that influenced response to 

nonfiction is described in Chapter 3. 

Summary 

This qualitative case study utilized a participant-observer stance because of the 

nature of the two research questions: (1) "What characteristics of the instructional 

environment influence response to nonfiction" and (2) "How do students respond to 

nonfiction?" The setting was a 4/5 multiage age classroom in Midtown Elementary 

School. The duration of the study was five months, September 2003 through January 

2004. Data was collected through observational field notes, interviews, read aloud and 

discussion transcripts, researcher reflective journals and student artifacts. Multiple 

sources provided possibilities for triangulation. 

Data was analyzed inductively using constant comparison methods. From these 

processes categories and themes emerged and were refined. Peer reviews served to clarify 

and identify assumptions, interpretations and potential theories. 
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Chapter 3 

The Context of the Classroom 

As the undergraduate members of Children's Literature in the Classroom entered 

the classroom, they found tables covered with picture book and chapter book selections 

of nonfiction for children. Each of the seven tables held at least a dozen nonfiction books. 

Several tables offered a range of biographies of historical figures, sports figures, and 

women, written by many different authors. On a few other tables the nonfiction books 

were grouped by author. Two tables held many nonfiction books that shared similarities 

in format and design, but addressed different topics. 

The students were invited to sit wherever they wanted and browse the selections 

at the table. I asked them to look closely at as many books as they cared to and talk with 

each other about them. After a few minutes, I asked the students to get up and move to 

another table, browse the selections exhibited, and talk with each other about what they 

read and what struck them as particularly noticeable. Five minutes later, they were to 

move to another table and repeat the process. This sequence continued until each student 

had spent time at each table examining and responding to the wide variety and large 

number of nonfiction books for children. 

Next I invited them to select one set of books that stood out to them during the 

browsing and return to read selections from it for a longer period of time. The students 

were then asked to share response to what they read with people at their table, come up 

with an overview of what they noticed about the books, what parts affected them and 
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share their observations and ideas with the whole group. They were invited to ask 

questions and make notes about their reactions and responses to the books. 

Before class was over, I asked them to write their thoughts about that day's class 

session. One student wrote; 

Reading is so satisfying when one is allowed to make personal connections. It is 
therapeutic, sometimes even cathartic, to write one's personal response to 
literature - even nonfiction can evoke this response. It is probably easier to relate 
to a biography.. .but there are also many personal responses to science books like 
A Drop of Water (Wick, 1997) or Sharks or Exploring the Titanic, (Ballard & 
Marschall, 1993). 

Another student wrote: "Some of the books I recently read like Bats really 

surprised me because I found it interesting even though I have never held an interest in 

bats before." 

I offer the above vignette to describe a college classroom environment where the 

students had many different types of books available to read, time to browse and wander 

among them, opportunity to choose something of interest or intrigue to explore fiirther 

and a chance to express a personal connection or response. Their journal entries indicate 

how that one ninety-minute class session affected their understanding and appreciation 

for nonfiction children's literature. 

To explore the research question "what characteristics of the instructional 

environment influence response to nonfiction?" I analyzed notes from discussions, my 

observational field notes and my journal entries. The data led me to consider elements of 

the instructional environment that influenced response to nonfiction fi-om four different, 

but related perspectives. These perspectives were (1) Inviting Response to Nonfiction, (2) 

Initiating Response to Nonfiction, (3) Supporting Response to Nonfiction and (4) 
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Sustaining Response to Nonfiction. From these perspectives I examined how response to 

nonfiction was affected and, ultimately, how the perspectives converged to describe a 

classroom where response to nonfiction thrived. 

Inviting response to nonfiction refers to attributes of a broad classroom 

environment where reading and responding to nonfiction were honored. It reflects beliefs 

about choice, social interactions, community and literature. 

Initiating response to nonfiction refers to the qualities and conditions that 

prompted the students to respond to the nonfiction that was read aloud to them or that 

they read. It centered on what brought the students into responding to nonfiction, what 

got them started and what hooked them into experiencing response to nonfiction. 

Supporting response to nonfiction accounts for interactions that provided the 

students with opportunities and choices to express their responses in personally 

meaningfiil ways. This section will center on what guided, encouraged and promoted 

students' ongoing focus on response to nonfiction. 

Sustaining response to nonfiction includes elements that buoyed and bolstered 

students' engagement so that they explored their own questions and topics, and publicly 

expressed their responses in meaningful ways. 

Examining the classroom environment fi-om the four perspectives of inviting, 

initiating, supporting and sustaining offers one way to consider aspects of the 

instructional environment that influenced to response to nonfiction. The perspectives 

described do not represent finite categories, exclusive entities or strict guidelines, but 
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suggest a structure through which to explore and characterize an environment conducive 

to response to nonfiction. 

To understand the environmental influences surrounding response to nonfiction, I 

discuss the perspectives independently and sequentially, however, in practice they are not 

independent or sequential. The areas overlap and are interrelated. Even though I will 

discuss them separately, each fimctions in synchronicity and simultaneously with the 

others to create an environment where student engagement with and response to 

nonfiction thrived. 

Inviting Response to Nonfiction. 

Inviting response to nonfiction refers to qualities and elements of the classroom 

environment that nourished a learner-centered atmosphere and cultivated the notion that 

students can do more than extract information fi-om nonfiction. It was in this context that 

personal response to text rather than recitation of specific answers from text was invited. 

Our purpose was to invite individual engagement with text, not identify fimctions of the 

text or features that characterize it. Creating a learning community that invites response 

to nonfiction is inextricably tied to the teacher's beliefs. Attention to beliefs about social 

interactions, choice, classroom community and literature is necessary to cast light on 

inviting response to nonfiction. 

Learning as Social Interaction 

Conditions of the classroom environment that invited response to nonfiction are 

dependent on welcoming and encouraging students to contribute to the community as a 

whole while expressing themselves as individuals. The balance between individual 
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interests and group good is constantly in mind. The teacher's beliefs were borne out as 

the students in this classroom negotiated curricular foci and engagements, solved 

problems and managed day-to-day events in the community. Students were encouraged 

and expected to speak up, contribute and improve the overall learning situation. 

Opportunities for involvement and communication were consistent with the notion that 

response to nonfiction can be individual, valuable and personally rewarding as well as 

positively affecting the whole group. 

Diane believed that learning is actively and socially constructed and that learners 

thrive with options and choice. She believed that in a learning centered envirorunent 

individuals need chances to explore their interests and ideas that intrigue them as well as 

opportunities to share with others. Consequently, the day was structured so that students 

had time and opportunity to select, try out and reject, if necessary, books to read and 

questions and topics to explore. The students browsed, read, responded to nonfiction and 

then gathered together to share their responses and listen to each other. 

Derived from these beliefs was an environment that encouraged social 

interactions. The use of space and the furniture arrangement contributed to an active 

learning atmosphere that also invited response to nonfiction. The seating arrangements 
; I 

provided concrete evidence of Diane's beliefs. Two sets of plywood risers were placed on 

an angle facing the front of the room. It was here that the class gathered many times 

during the day to listen, share and learn together. 
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The Role of Choice 

Behind the risers six round tables with four chairs each provided places students 

could work. Students were not assigned seats; they chose their workspaces and partners. 

Constant sharing of thoughts and ideas, books and questions necessitated a tolerance for a 

busy, buzzing noise level with readers and responders moving around the room without 

restraint. When the students engaged in reading and responding to what they chose, they 

often talked in pairs or small groups. They found places to work that suited them at the 

time: at tables, on the risers, on the floor, in the comer. They moved around the room 

freely and used materials as they needed to, browsing materials and selecting some to 

read or putting back others that didn't seem to fit. Students chose their work, work area 

and work mates. There was a noticeable productive buzz (Calkins, 2001) in the classroom 

yet it was well organized and movement was not restricted (Kauffman, 2001). These 

elements were critical for a successful workshop classroom and invited response to 

nonfiction. 

Experiences with Children's Literature 

Diane provided a literature rich curriculum. She believed in the power and 

promise that children's literature, fiction and nonfiction, offers to inquirers (Short & 

Armstrong, 1993; Short & Harste, 1996). This belief was manifest by the wealth of 

materials and literature resources available and accessible to all learners and by the 

purposeful, constant and continual reading of and experiencing literature throughout the 

day and across the curriculum. 
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Having reading materials accessible for the students created a positively charged 

learning atmosphere because there was something for everyone regardless of reading 

level or interests. We were fortunate to access a tremendous range of children's literature 

in the classroom. Students had plenty of books on many levels to choose from as they 

browsed and read. They could try out several titles before settling in to reading one book. 

They shared and read to each other. They found books to talk about and recommended 

books to others. 

Adriana was fascinated by the paintings of Frida Kahlo and searched every book 

she could for renditions of paintings that were quickly becoming her personal favorites. 

She looked closely at the paintings, comparing them and wondering why Kahlo painted 

what she did. Similarly, the gun-toting marshals who escorted Ruby Bridges to school 

struck Alana. She compared what she found in books about Ruby Bridges to a Norman 

Rockwell poster on the front wall. The Problem We all Live With and asked if it was the 

same as her book. 

Books were accessible to all. Displayed on the tops of shelves in wire baskets 

labeled by general category, books were within easy reach and placed at many spots 

around the room. The arrangement of the books around the classroom added to the 

invitational nature of the setting for browsing, reading and responding. Hickman (1979) 

suggested that providing contact with books as well as providing a range of quality books 

contributes to a nurturing environment for response. She found that attention to the 

context of an environment conducive to response was critical. Sipe's work (1999) echoed 
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the suggestions of Hickman, and highlighted the importance of creating time and 

opportunity for students to read, explore and respond. 

The number, quality, variety and accessibility of children's books motivated the 

students to read and piqued their interests. Sometimes they vied loudly for a chance to 

read certain books. Particular titles drew interest at different times. And as a certain 

interest grew, a bit of competition emerged. When I asked Gerald how he got interested 

in reading about Frida Kahlo he explained one such incident: 

Why I chose it was everyone was all talking about Frida and fighting over the 
books and while they were fighting over the book while they were talking with 
each other I snuck in and took it. So they wouldn't have to fight anymore (I 
1/27/04). 

While I wouldn't characterize the incident as a fight, I considered having a scuffle 

over who was to read a certain book as a positive. Diane and I purposefully did not have 

multiple copies of the biographies so that students could experience a wide range of life 

stories and discuss across them. This is consistent with the underlying philosophy of 

using text sets in a literature rich classroom (Short & Harste, 1996). A variety of texts 

related conceptually offer possibilities for conversation, comparisons and thinking. The 

students' competing for certain books suggested to me that the resources available piqued 

the students' interest thus contributing to an invitational environment. 

The teacher's beliefs about social interactions, choice and literature strengthened 

the invitational atmosphere where response to nonfiction could thrive. These beliefs built 

the foundation of the learning environment by consistently inviting learners to participate 

in their own learning and in the classroom community (Short, 1998). 
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Building a Learning Community 

In a classroom where community is a goal, and response to literature is a meaning 

making endeavor, collaboration and trust go hand in hand. Working together and sharing 

in a safe place form a basis for responding. Without trust neither working together nor 

sharing happens. 

Building a community was a goal Diane and I agreed was essential to inviting 

response. The multiage looping arrangement capitalized on and depended upon returning 

students to support the community created and nurtured the year before. The ideal 

situation involves a group of learners from one year who share a sense of responsibility 

and commitment for self and to the group that carries over to the next year. 

Only four students from Diane's fourth and fifth grade class the year before the 

study returned to their room as fifth graders. While this is reflective of the over 50% 

mobility rate at Midtown Elementary School, it affected the classroom community that 

fall. The foundation of the classroom community almost had to be completely rebuilt. 

Rebuilding the classroom community was difficult, laden with frustration and false starts. 

Building trust and mutually respecting relationships did not come easy. Diane and I 

continually worked on this throughout the semester. 

Because this study took place during the first semester, the group was in its 

beginning stages of development. Diane and I were constantly worked at shifting the 

students' passive, teacher-dependent behaviors toward more self-sufficient and group 

oriented practices. This particular group of children included a mix of personalities that 

made the goal for community and responsibility more difficult to achieve and a constant 
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struggle. For theses students, response was neither automatic for natural. At times the 

students were not keen on responding to us or to nonfiction literature. Diane and I 

monitored and adjusted our interactions with the students in a continuing effort to 

reinforce the goals of creating a community of learners. 

In the beginning of the study, our initiations, promptings and questions were often 

met with silence and stares. We demonstrated, probed for clarification and urged 

participation. Hickman (1979) mentions patience as a desirable quality for teachers who 

investigate response to literature: "Teachers need to realize that the response process can 

continue while nothing is said and no product is seen, and for a very long time" (p. 217). 

Despite challenges at first, Diane and I held to the belief in an open shared community; 

we tried to exercise patience and persevered by sharing our responses and inviting the 

students to do the same. This took time and great effort. Building the classroom 

community was not easy, quick or simply achieved. 

Analyzing data from this perspective provided evidence that the instructional 

environment itself invited learners into a place where their literacy processes could 

flourish and grow. Inviting response to nonfiction served as a crucial and foundational 

part of the instructional envirormient. An invitational classroom setting created by 

carrying out strongly held beliefs about choice, social interactions, children's literature 

and community held the promise for students to leam collaboratively with those who 

read, think and personally respond to nonfiction. 
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Initiating Response to Nonfiction 

Initiating response to nonfiction involved engagements that introduced students to 

response to nonfiction. The engagements capitalized on the invitational atmosphere 

described above and was continuously affected by it. Even though invitations to respond 

were necessary those features of the environment were not sufficient to engage students 

in response to nonfiction. Simply inviting response does not ensure that it will unfold. 

Explicit means were necessary to ignite the students into responding to nonfiction. For 

these students, response was not automatic or a natural activity. Often our invitations 

were met with silence and blank stares. At other times the students were obviously not 

keen on participating at all. We saw that they needed assistance and guidance to get 

started. Therefore we orchestrated actions and engagements that we hoped would open 

them up to response to nonfiction. These were interactive read alouds with 

demonstrations, drawing and sketching. 

Interactive Read Alouds with Demonstrations 

Reading out loud from nonfiction books and picture books was the primary 

means we practiced to get the students involved with nonfiction and response. We began 

each reader's workshop session with a nonfiction read aloud. The power and effects of 

reading out loud are widely known and accepted (Fox 2001; Huck, 1998; Kobrin, 1995; 

Trelease 1995; Routman, 1991). Traditionally, most classroom choices for read alouds 

are fiction. However, this doesn't necessarily have to be the case. Reading aloud 

nonfiction an be an easy and effective way to introduce nonfiction to students, to arouse 
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their curiosity and develop interest in a wide range of topics (Moss, 1995,2003; Calkins, 

2001; Dreher, 2000). 

The read aloud sessions were not performances in front of a silent audience with 

time for questions and answers at the end. Our intent was to initiate the children's 

engagement with the text and illustrations by soliciting their comments, ideas and 

questions as we went along throughout the read aloud. We wanted the students to interact 

with me and the text and others during the reading event, emphasizing the processes not 

the products. 

Smolkin & Donovan (2001) herald the significance of the teacher and students 

learning together through talking about what is being read and whatever seems to be 

related during the read aloud. Their work with first graders suggest that interactive read 

alouds can shed light on the upset of authority in the classroom by eliciting and honoring 

students' questions rather than predetermined questions by the teacher. Interactive read 

alouds also benefit learners as they enhance understanding of text and acquisition of 

strategies to become independent learners. 

Interactive read alouds can facilitate readers' ability to respond (Barrentine, 1996) 

by bringing response into the social realm. The active roles of participants and dialogue 

during read alouds invite students to connect personal experiences with what they are 

listening to and thus initiate oral responses. Pappas, Varelas, Barry and Rife (2002,2004) 

suggest that read aloud sessions should be collaborative and orchestrated to that students 

"voices, comments, ideas, interpretations and questions can be offered" (p.94). We 

endeavored to make the interactive read aloud sessions reflect the above ideals. 
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Encouraging spontaneous exchanges that one might, in another context, consider 

interruptions during a read aloud was planned purposefully. I considered these exchanges 

as a demonstration of what living through (Rosenblatt, 1978) a text meant. We wanted to 

draw the students into the nonfiction reading experience and focus on what was going on 

throughout it, not just report on it afterwards, which is a more typical post reading 

activity with nonfiction (Doiron, 1995; Pappas, 1999; Dias 1990). Living through the 

text, rather than getting through the text, was my prime consideration for reading aloud 

interactively. Therefore, I stopped often and responded to what I had just read by making 

comments, associations and connections. In this way, responses and meanings were 

considered as tentative and open to revisions and different interpretations. 

Utilizing a modified Say Something (Short & Harste, 1996), commented out loud 

about what I was reading and viewing. I wanted to show students how I responded to a 

nonfiction text by demonstrating how the text was affecting me and give them a chance 

to participate as well. Diane did the same. She and I wanted to create a safe and informal 

forum to share what words and pictures stirred up. We shared what the reading made us 

think about and wonder about. We described personal coimections and feelings the text 

conjured up for us. We invited the students to comment on what they had read or listened 

to by identifying any feelings they had about it. 

In addition, we consciously elicited the students' responses by accepting their 

spontaneous comments and questions along the way. Hickman (1979) advocated these 

actions because "spontaneous sharing served as natural motivation for response and 

legitimized social behaviors that occur when they talk about books" (p. 203). Our goal 
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was to have students engage with the reading by connecting with their feelings. We 

begun to get the students responding to nonfiction by expressing something they noticed, 

wondered or felt during reading it. When we showed them how and what we felt when 

we read and asked them to join in, they engaged quickly and positively. Rachel Carson 

(1956) suggested that feelings have the possibility to open pathways to personal 

discovery: "Once the emotions have been aroused - a sense of the beautiful, the 

excitement of the new and the unknown, a feeling of sympathy, pity, admiration or love -

then we wish for knowledge about the object of our emotional response" (p.45). 

For example, when I read This Land is Your Land (Guthrie, 1998), I asked the 

children to think about what the words meant to them, what they saw and how the 

illustrations affected them while they were listening. I showed them the cover of the 

book, the endpapers and paged through the book to give an overview of the images. 

Attention to and interest in illustrations in nonfiction books can provoke rich possibilities 

for response and engagement (Sipe, 2002; Kerper 1994; Hickman, 1979). In picture 

books, illustrations and text work in partnership to create a potentially meaningful 

experience for the reader (Hancock, 2000). Often illustrations suggest an additional layer 

of meaning for the reader, more or less coordinated with the words on the page. In 

concert with the text, I hoped the illustrations might serve as catalysts for response. 

The students recognized the title as a familiar song. As I began to read the text, 

the children spontaneously began singing the words. This was a comfortable beginning. 

The whole school community was accustomed to singing a patriotic song at the 

daily opening ceremony of school. Often This Land was the song chosen. Familiarity 
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with the song generated interest and initial engagement in responding during the read 

aloud. Further, during the reading we all looked very closely at the illustrations. Response 

to This Land was active and spirited. Students commented on the no trespassing signs, the 

people lined up for food and the change in the illustrations from the beginning to the end. 

Diane and I wondered out loud about the words 'this land was made for you and 

me' asking if this land really was made for you and me. Adriana commented, "They 

shouldn't let the poor be hungry" (FN 9/15/03). We probed for more, asking who is they? 

And why? A brief discussion followed about some people not having enough food while 

others had plenty. Angela mentioned that she was happy and surprised to see an image of 

Martin Luther King jr. at the end of the book. An African emigre, Angela said she had 

heard of Martin Luther King Jr., but had never seen him. Later on, in her notebook, she 

recreated the picture that appealed so much to her. 

During the interactive read aloud, we invited and expected the students to engage 

in some way with the text and express their responses out loud in personally meaningful 

ways. These demonstrations and invitations got the students into the mind set and 

practice of personal response in a low risk environment. 

Their spontaneous oral responses sometimes took the form of clarifying 

questions. When we read Woody Guthrie, Poet of the People, (Christensen, 2001) they 

asked, "What's a drought?", "Where's Okema?, "Do they grow okra in Oklahoma?" 

Scott asked, "Is this the dust thing?" Alana wondered, "Is this a true book?" Christina 

was shocked, "They called them Okies just because they're from Oklahoma? What if 

they called my mom a Califomie?" (FN 9/16/03). 
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Keeping the read alouds as active and interactive as possible, I welcomed and 

accepted all spontaneous responses. The read aloud sessions provided a place for students 

to identify the gaps (Iser, 1978,1980) between what the students knew and what the text 

or illustrations was offering. Identifying and wondering about these gaps initiated 

response. 

While we tried to be consistent, Diane and I knew there was nothing formulaic or 

mechanical about interactively reading aloud. Because of the indeterminate nature of 

personal response (Hynds, 1990), we were aware of how little control we had over how 

the students were going to respond to the nonfiction read aloud selections; we could not 

predict their responses. Therefore we had to be prepared to follow where the students 

questions and comments wherever they took us. Smolkin and Donovan (2001) suggest 

that when students are allowed to be interactive during a read aloud, the different 

comments and questions that arise can often prompt the teacher to wonder what to do 

with comments that don't seem substantive or seem off topic. Diane and I strove to honor 

and accept each student's response and follow up with clarifying questions to probe for 

details and specifics about the responses. 

Pappas (2003) asserts that reading aloud nonfiction upsets the traditional IRE 

pattern in teacher-student classroom discourse. Typically lessons are presented in 

classrooms by the teacher who initiates (I) the discourse with a question related to a 

subject or topic being taught. A student replies to the question (R), then waits for the 

teacher to deliver the evaluation (E) of that reply. The cycle is repeated. The teacher 

begins and ends the discourse patterns. There seems to be little room or availability for 
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variety or variations. Teacher asks. Student answers. Teacher evaluates. It seemed the 

power of the interchange resided solely with who asked the question. In the prototypical 

IRE pattern, the teacher asked the questions. Dreher (2000) suggests that this traditional 

pattern of classroom interaction is inadequate for developing deeper meaning of texts. It 

was clearly not conducive to response to nonfiction. Buehl (2000) presents the idea that 

asking questions and getting answers is not teaching. Beds and Wells (1989) discuss the 

"inquisition model" (p. 118) of education where the teacher and students gather to 

'discuss', but the session is really a question and answer session with success measured 

by how closely the students' answers matches what the text or teacher deems correct. 

When we read nonfiction out loud, we foimd something very different from the 

IRE pattern ensued. Students listened to what was being read and of their own accord 

responded out loud. They constantly made comments and asked questions. They were 

confident that articulating one correct answer or particular way to respond was not the 

goal. The authentic questions that arose from these read alouds showed us the variety and 

possibilities that initiating response might provide. 

When questions came up we worked together to puzzle out a response to the 

question or a resolution to a quandary. At times the students' questions would stop the 

reading altogether and send someone to a reference, a map, another book, a dictionary. 

These features of interactive read alouds mirror the findings of Fisher, Flood, Lapp and 

Frey (2004) who found that when text is selected carefiilly and purposefully engagement 

and discussions that ensue during the read aloud are focused and lively. Fisher et al. 

suggest that reading aloud is paramount in a child's literacy development. Pappas, 
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Varelas, Barry and Rife (2004) suggest that collaboratively reading aloud "exploits the 

potential of literature because it empowers the thinking of those who use it" (p98). 

Over the course of the study Diane and I continued to read aloud nonfiction 

interactively and focused on response to nonfiction during readers' workshop through 

demonstration and interactive talk using examples from our reading and from the 

students'. Throughout the term, we read selections from many different nonfiction books. 

There Ain't Nobody Can Sing Like Me (Neimark,2002); Arizona (Steck Vaughn, 1996^ 

and It Happened in Arizona (Crutchfield, 1994). One of our goals was to closely connect 

the read alouds with the ongoing curriculum in an effort to increase student engagement 

and continuity of ideas. 

Reading out loud nonfiction interactively initiated, sanctioned and inspired a 

variety of genuine response from predictable questions about meanings of words, to 

simple associations, to connections to deeper questions and wonderings about the world 

around them. Reading aloud also challenged us to make on the spot decisions and go to 

another resource to answer or support a question. Pappas (2003) suggested that this is 

what makes reading nonfiction out loud challenging and daunting for teachers. It did not 

seem to be challenging for the students, however. The children became more familiar 

with and comfortable with responding to nonfiction and began to develop a trust that their 

responses to nonfiction would be accepted. Interactive read alouds were instrumental in 

initiating their response. 
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Drawing and Sketching 

Inviting the students to use sketching and drawing rather than writing about their 

thinking about a book further initiated response to nonfiction. Sketching and drawing 

gave students the chance to express themselves beyond the written word and to come to 

new meaning through transmediation across different sign systems (Short, Kauffman & 

Kahn, 2000). Having the fi-eedom to explore thoughts and ideas graphically helped 

students get started with their responses. Drawing seemed to elicit ideas and confidence 

from students that they could not or would not express only through writing or talk. 

Sketch to Stretch and Graffiti Board (Short & Harste, 1996) were two 

engagements whose directions I modified for response to nonfiction that seemed to 

engage certain students in response. Sketch to Stretch assisted the students with response 

to the first read aloud, Cactus Hotel (Guiberson, 1991) and several others. The Graffiti 

Board engagement elicited expanded responses to the broad concept of taking a stand. 

After hearing Cactus Hotel, (Guiberson, 1991), Carlos simply sketched a one 

armed, flowering cactus, in the act of collapsing, complete with scorpion, underground 

holes for animals, and snakes. He wrote undemeath his sketch: "That story made me 

think of eating firuit that is sweet. Also when I was at a hotel" (WN 9/11/03). 

Even though the response was succinct, I saw this sketch as a response. Carlos 

identified the taste of the cactus fhiit that he remembered and also associated the book 

with staying at a hotel. I considered this to show that Carlos knew something about the 

fruit of the saguaro as well as staying at the hotel, showing me that he connected with the 

metaphor. However short, this was a personal response. In addition, I believe sketching 
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what the book made him think about initiated Carlos's written response. Eisner (1991) 

distinguishes between a response that is aesthetic and a response that leads to something 

aesthetic. In Carlos's case, I believe his sketching was an aesthetic response itself that 

also led to further aesthetic response expressed in words 

In contrast, Scott's sketch depicted the various weather patterns described in the 

book. He wrote the follov^dng words on the top of the sketch: "Protection, home, food, 

environment, community...the birds pay... by paying the saguaro" (WN 9/11/03). In this 

response, after he sketched the weather conditions, Scott jumped directly to stating some 

themes that stood out for him. 

Christina's sketch (Figure 3.1) and response showed something much different 

from Scott's. Her drawings indicated the time elapsed for the saguaro to grow to 

maturity. The words coming out of the bird's mouth however suggested something much 

different:" If you have a dream there's no reason you shouldn't go for it this is for every 

one who has creams but need a spark of courage" (WN 9/11/03). My confusion with 

Christina's response harkens to Commeyras's (1995) caution that responses that may 

seem off topic or tangential because they don't match the intent of the teacher, could well 

produce deep student initiated discussion and interpretation. I considered Christina's 

example another case of sketching as a response as well has holding potential for a more 

expanded response. 

Elisabet sketched a house with a family in it next to a flowering saguaro with 

birds and animals in it. She wrote underneath it: "They are both families but living in 
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different kinds of homes. Not all families look the same" (WN 9/11/03). Her comments 

initiated a brief discussion about diversity of human families as well as animal families. 

I welcomed and accepted all responses evoked by sketching after reading Cactus 

Hotel (Guiberson, 1991). Though clearly some ideas were more developed than others, 

and the possibilities for further discussion and comment varied, sketching initiated 

written and oral response. 

In addition, drawing and doodling contributed to getting response started. 

Following a class discussion about the idea of taking a stand, we asked the students to 

freely draw or doodle on a graffiti board about what taking a stand meant to them. 

Elisabet's Graffiti Board drawing (Figure 3.2) showed how she interpreted the 

concept of taking a stand. "When one person takes a stand it does not only change that 

life but other people, too" (GB, 10/2/03). 

Elisabet was willing to share her sketch with her tablemates (and graffiti board 

mates) and discuss it in a small group. Even though she had to be prodded to share in the 

whole group, her ideas were expressed graphically and in writing on the Graffiti Board. I 

considered the drawing and sketching to initiate her responses. Without them Elisabet 

may have remained silent 

For Darwin, sketching helped him write: "I'm drawing real quick so I can 

remember what I want to write about" (FN 10/14/03) 

Samuel's graffiti board response about taking a stand was not a drawing or sketch, but 

simply written words that denoted a different view: "There is taking a stand for your self 

and there is taking a stand for others" (GB 10/2/03). This one sentence response led to a 
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Figure 3.1 Cactus Hotel 
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whole group discussion incorporating the people whose biographies the students had 

read. As the class discussed Samuel's comment, I drew a web on the board to note 

relationships between the ideas. The web helped illustrate the connections the children 

were exploring and kept track of their thinking. 

Reading aloud interactively and demonstrating our responses was the most consistent and 

primary way response to nonfiction was initiated. During the read alouds, Diane and I 

demonstrated our own wonderings and responses, we looked closely at illustrations as 

well as text and commented about what we noticed, we welcomed spontaneous remarks 

and questions. Students' questions were followed up with questions and probes to more 

clearly identify connections to what the reading stirred up. The interactive read alouds 

gave children the chance to share out loud their personal experiences and connections 

during the event, not just after it. In addition, the students developed trust that Diane and 

I were not making them answer our questions to prove something to us, (Beds & Wells 

1989), but to engage with the text and ask their own questions. Wells (1999) suggests that 

children's questions should be regarded more as points of departure for teachers rather 

than outcomes in and of themselves. This ideal was a goal of Diane and mine while we 

were initiating responses to nonfiction. 

Further, drawing and sketching during and after reading, and identifying personal 

connections initiated response. These features converged to open an awareness to fully 

explore living through (Rosenblatt, 1981) the reading event. 

The actions that initiated response to nonfiction worked in concert with those that 

upheld an enviroimient that invited response. The association and interplay between the 
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Figure 3.2 Taking a Stand 
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two domains contributed to an atmosphere of personal engagement and curiosity, 

which emerged as key ingredients for initiating response. 
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Supporting Response to Nonfiction 

This section highlights attributes of the instructional environment that provided 

students with options that supported expressions of response. Those were explicit mini-

lessons, whole group sharing of response with peer examples, conferences with students 

and incorporating fictional resources with the nonfiction. 

Explicit mini-lessons 

Diane and I continued to begin each reader's workshop session with an 

interactive read aloud of nonfiction and to demonstrate our response as we read. When 

we found something intriguing we made personal connections to what we read. For 

example, "Hmmm," Diane said, as she read a passage from Woody Guthrie: Poet of the 

People (Christensen, 2001), " he wrote his songs fi*om memories of all the sounds around 

him... Oh, the birds around him and his mother were always singing. That makes me 

think of... .my mother... Sometimes these musings and oral comments did not always 

seem to engage the students in response in any way. Because of students' initial reticence 

to make personal connections to what was being read, we devised explicit mini-lessons to 

assist the students. Explicit mini-lessons refer to pointed instruction designed to 

particularly further students' responses. 

From the work of Ruby Paine (1999), we knew the significance of graphically 

organizing thoughts and ideas especially for children in poverty. Diane and I wondered if 

we had the children somehow graphically display something that caught their interest, 

and their responses to it, they might respond more, more fully or more deeply. 
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Therefore, as an explicit mini-lesson, when Diane read Poet of the People 

(Christensen 2001), I documented her responses on a large piece of paper formatted into 

two columns: FACTS- PERSONAL RESPONSE. In the first column, I wrote" he wrote 

songs from memories: In the second column I wrote, "that makes me think of my 

mother..." 

Next, the students were invited to respond to what they were reading during 

reader's workshop using FACT- PERSONAL RESPONSE format as a beginning, a 

springboard for personal response. 

The simple yet explicit mini-lesson showed the students how an honest and 

straightforward personal connection to what was read could be considered as a personal 

response. We suggested that sometimes a personal response to a fact or information 

would be a statement of what the reading made them feel. We put that on the chart, too. It 

was during this mini-lesson we intentionally fostered responses that were expressions of 

feelings and memories. Our purposeful invitation to express feelings also worked to 

support the students by expecting them to attend to both the verbal signs of the text and 

the "qualitative overtones" being evoked (Rosenblatt, 1981 p. 22). The suggested format 

supported some students in their response. 

After listening to several sections from Arizona (Steck-Vaughn, 1996), Gerald 

responded using the format from the explicit mini-lesson: 

FACTS MY PERSONAL RESPONSE 
The Whites did not allow them to speak 
their own languages 
Central Arizona Project (CAP) made pipes 
that make where Phoenix and Arizona get 
water from the Colorado river 

How could [they talk to] one another if 
they couldn't speak thefr own languages? 
What would we do without water? 
Nothing! We'd be dead! 

(WN 11/23/03) 
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Gerald wrote his personal responses in the form of questions; those questions 

indicated to me that he was engaged in the reading and expressed an emotional response 

to what was read. The questions could serve as an entree into a personal inquiry. 

In another example, during a read aloud from a different section of Arizona, 

(Steck-Vaughn, 1996), Scott commented, "a wasteland? There's a ton of stuff out there!" 

(FN 11/24/03). Scott responded in an unexpected way, once again challenging me to 

follow up with clarification. 

FACTS RESPONSE 
I feel that it is great that the saguaro only 
grows in the Sonoran desert 

Arizona is the biggest wasteland in the 
USA 

It makes me feel that the Sonoran desert is 
special. 

The coolest I ever seen. 
(WN 11/24/03) 

I considered Scott's response about the wasteland most intriguing. While his 

words showed me he was attending and responding I wondered about his point of view. 

His response seemed to exemplify what Downing (1993) noticed in her study of response 

to nonfiction with middle school boys. She found that the evocation is not a literal 

reproduction of the text and that it is different for each reader, at times making one 

wonder if everyone read or heard the same words. Further, Scott's response reminded me 

of the importance to honor the students point of view, however off topic it may seem. 

I probed further with Scott about his response. He explained how he loved the 

desert and how much he loved living there. I wondered about his view, and choice of 

words. But I came to know more about Scott's concept of a wasteland when he responded 

after viewing a photograph by Emmet Gowen entitled Arizona Landscape. Scott wrote: 
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I'm caught by a desert because it looks beautiful and it reminds me of home. The 
first word that came to my mind was wasteland and I feel like I want to jump into 
that photo. So I can hike and have a good time (WN 11/04/03). 

This response is significant because it demonstrated Scott's personal connection 

to what he saw and while it is so different from others, it seemed important to him. While 

it did not fit with my reality, Scott's response was consistent with his understanding and 

appreciation of the geography of his home. I see it as being an example of what 

Rosenblatt (1978) called the idiosyncratic nature of the transaction: 

Under the magnetism of the ordered symbols of the text, he marshals his 
resources and crystallizes out from the stuff of memory, thoughts and feelings, a 
new order, a new experience, which he sees as the poem. This becomes part of the 
ongoing stream of his life experience, to be reflected on from any angle important 
to him as a human being (p. 12). 

During explicit mini-lessons, Diane and I continued with a graphic organizer to 

support response to read alouds, to encourage students to ask questions about what we 

were reading. We made another chart, adding questions to the FACT- PERSONAL 

RESPONSE chart. Students asking questions has long been considered an indicator of 

engagement (Dreher 2000) and can be considered as a means of empowering learners 

(Baumfield & Mroz, 2002). We wanted to give the students a place to raise questions, 

and a format to remind them to do so. 

As part of an explicit mini-lesson, as we read aloud, we'd stop at a point that was 

puzzling. We isolated that part, asked a question, and then made a personal response. We 

found that the chart supported students by giving them suggestions for a place to begin. It 

was not a rigid model, but offered possibilities and a place to arrange their words. 
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Our expectation was that the students would find something intriguing in what 

they read, ask a question about it and then add their personal response. At first, their 

questions were statements of the fact they had chosen. We challenged them to think about 

why that piece of information stood out for them. Over time, we coaxed them to ask a 

question that they really cared about, not simply an inversion of a statement into the 

interrogative. With this careful and pointed support, the students began to ask their own 

questions. For example, after reading a biography of Ruby Bridges, Carlos responded: 

FACT QUESTION PERSONAL RESPONSE 
Jolies window got hit by a 
brick 

Jolies see a church on fire 

Jolie's friends were helping 
build the church again 

Why is she being tortured? 

How does the church get on 
fire? 

How did they get the 
equipment? 

I feel sad. She is being hurt 
because if they did that to 
my mom... 
The way I feel about the 
church getting on fire is sad. 
It is like a body being 
burned. 

I feel good for them for if I 
broke something [I'd want] 
to fix it. (WN 11/6/03) 

Carlos's responses are clearly in the beginning stage, but he expressed feelings 

about what he read; the questions he asked indicated he was curious about some part of 

the text, comparing the church to a living body. The explicit mini-lessons concerning 

questions and responses reminded Carlos to ask a question about what he read and gave 

him a specific place to record his work. 

Douglas on the other hand modified the format to fit his needs. He rearranged the 

columns. He wrote the fact, responded to what he wrote, then posed a question. 
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Sometimes during and after interactive read alouds, explicit mini-lessons were 

necessary to support students in their response by giving them a format to follow and a 

place to record their responses. 

Whole Group Sharing with Peer Examples 

When the whole group met on the risers after reading time, students shared 

responses to what they read. Hearing the variety of possible responses fi'om their 

classmates gave students examples for response. As useftil as our demonstrations of 

response were, those of their peers seemed especially powerfial. As time went on, 

students listened more closely to what each other was reading or saying and they grew as 

responders by becoming aware of different ways to respond and by questioning each 

other. 

I noticed that as they gained more experiences, the students listened to each other 

and questioned each other. They stated associations and made cormections between what 

one person was reading and what another was reading. These peer interactions supported 

and encouraged them to continue to respond. When learners actively processed what they 

have read with each other they began to act on their responses. Their engagement was 

obvious. One student might comment on what he just heard fi'om a class member. That 

made him connect what he heard to something else. Occasionally, a curious student 

would address another to clarify information, agree or extend a comment or response. 

In response to reading about Frida Kahlo with a partner, Alana shared how sad 

she was about Frida always being sick. Another student chimed in from across the risers 

"Hey I want to read that book!" And another voice was heard, "Who's Frida?" These 
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questions prompted a flurry of activity around the classroom with students sharing 

personal responses, information and books about Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera. 

The out loud, whole group sharing of responses honored all responders regardless 

of their strengths, talents or responses. It supported everyone's response to nonfiction and 

the development of the community as well. The whole group sharing was a different type 

of group interaction for these children and it seemed to support their work by 

encouraging connections and communication between readers and across texts. 

For example, Douglas asked the whole group "What was it about Frida and self 

portraits?" Adriana spoke up. She told him and the others that Frida spent a lot of her 

childhood in bed due to illness and an accident. So, art became her life. Her parents 

installed a mirror on the ceiling over her bed. Frida painted a lot of portraits of herself 

because she was her only model. In addition, Adriana added that Frida painted her 

feelings instead of expressing them in language. 

The above exchange prompted another student to ask why Frida always drew 

herself with a unibrow and why she never showed her teeth when she smiled. No one 

knew, but a few were motivated to find out. They knew where to find the answers. Books 

and pictures were available in the classroom. During reading time, a small group 

gathered, foimd answers and reported when the class met again on the risers. This showed 

me how peers and peer examples supported ongoing response to nonfiction. 

I saw these exchanges as examples of how peers helped answer each other's questions, 

how examples from their work supported everyone's work and motivated them to find 

out more. Sometimes their responses led to unplanned discussions. 
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When Samuel and Darwin read Black Misery (Hughes, 1968) together, they 

talked about their response with the whole group on the risers. "You feel bad because his 

dad named his dog Blackie and 1 thought that was not a bad name for a dog" (FN 

9/23/03). This comment set off a flood of remarks about things they had read that made 

them feel bad. Donald said, "What makes me feel bad is that black people had to sit at the 

back of the bus!" (FN 9/23/03). 

Donald's response prompted observations about Jackie Robinson's life and how 

Negro baseball players were discriminated against. It almost seemed like a ping-pong 

volley, as the students responded to each other. The conversation started with Langston 

Hughes, went to Jackie Robinson, and then to explored segregation. 

The talk on the risers with the whole group motivated Donald to write: 

I felt terrible after reading Leagues Apart (Ritter, 2001). How every one of the 
black baseball players was forced to make their own leagues. They weren't 
allowed to play on white people teams. They couldn't even eat in the same 
restaurants or sleep in the same hotel as white people!" (FN 9/23/03). 

The whole group exchanges promoted the contributors to speak up more and more 

often. They piqued other students' interest in Langston Hughes, for example, his poetry 

and especially the book Black Misery (Hughes, 1968). Interest in reading and exploring 

the book grew. The book was passed around the classroom from reader to reader. Many 

children read it and responded to it by talking with others about it and by writing. This 

prompted more sharing parts of other books that caught their interest. 

In response to Harvesting Hope (Krull, 2003), Mario chose to share an 

illustration. He almost came to tears when he showed a certain page to the whole class. 
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The picture of Cesar Chavez in a dunce cap wearing a sign that read 'I am a clown, I 

speak Spanish' so moved Mario that he choked when he shared it with the whole group. 

"This is not right!" he said (FN 10/3/03). He wrote in his notebook "What I don't like 

about those times is how they treated Mexican people" (WN 10/03/03). Mario's personal 

involvement with the book was contagious. Students vied for it, one after the other. Other 

books about the life of Ciesar Chavez got more attention after that, too. 

These vignettes show how peer examples of response motivated and supported 

others as they read and responded to nonfiction. By listening to each other, asking 

questions and sharing what they knew and how the reading affected them, students got 

ideas from each other. They were able explore possibilities and variations in their 

personal responses. They learned about new and interesting books. They paid attention to 

each other as they responded to nonfiction. 

Conferences with Students 

During readers workshop time Diane and I sometimes read alongside the students 

and other times conferenced individually with students. Conferences are an essential and 

basic communication tool in workshop format (Atwell, 1987). Conferences give teacher 

and students the opportunity to meet briefly about something of concern or interest. A 

conference can support students in response because it can provide private assistance 

with their work exactly at the time they were reading or responding. 

For example, I met with Samuel when he was responding to Love to Langston 

(Medina, 2002/ He had at least ten pages of written response to what he'd read about 

Langston Hughes across many books. His responses included webs and lists of facts he'd 
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collected about the poet. Samuel told me he was proud of all the facts he'd collected 

about Hughes. However, when I asked him how he had them organized, he said that he 

didn't know how to organize all the facts he had amassed. This is not an uncommon 

predicament when children begin to read nonfiction (Jobe & Dayton-Sakato 2002; Short 

& Armstrong, 1993). He said he didn't know what to do. I made a suggestion and 

prompted him to describe what the facts made him think about. 

I suggested Samuel write one of his facts or an idea about the life of Langston 

Hughes that particularly interested him, and then follow it with a connection or personal 

thought - his response to it. I gave him a quick example. He needed very little support 

after a simple demonstration. Samuel constructed a response to his reading by alternating 

information with his thoughts, comments or opinions. After he wrote the paragraphs, he 

reviewed and assessed them, writing on bottom of the page "I am writing pretty good 

here" (WN 10/23/03). The conference with Samuel assisted him and supported his 

request for organization. He was able to craft a number of paragraphs in response to his 

reading about Langston Hughes (Figure 3.3). 

In order to support the students' response to nonfiction, one-on-one conferences 

were the norm. Sometimes we conferenced with a group of students. When they were 

working on a web about the concept of community, three boys seemed to be struggling. 

They had plenty of information and ideas to contribute, but seemed to lack the ability to 

make ftirther sense of them. During the conference they explained their web to me. We 

discussed ways some of the things they'd written might be grouped. We came to an 

agreement about ways to consider community: kinds of, definition, things we do in. The 
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boys reorganized the web and were better able to articulate what they knew about 

community and relate it to what they were reading. I considered that conference to be 

Figure 3.3 The Life of Langston Hughes 
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Figure 3.4 Community Web 
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supportive to their thinking and responding to nonfiction. The students asked for help as 

they attempted to make order out of their assemblage of facts. The conference got them 

back on track and supported them. They acknowledged the support they received by 
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writing on the back of their web (figure 3.4); "Mrs. Armstrong's help on our web." 

Incorporating Fiction as well as Nonfiction 

Using fiction as a support for responding to nonfiction emerged as a necessity and 

proved to be powerful. The materials we had purposefiilly assembled were primarily 

nonfiction, biographies and poetry. However, it became obvious that while biography and 

poetry were critical components of the text set for this study, they were not sufficient. 

Something was missing. 

During readers workshop time, students read biographies of Woody Guthrie, 

Martin Luther King, Jr; Cesar Chavez, Jackie Robinson, Rosa Parks, and Langston 

Hughes and shared what they had read and responses with the whole group on the risers. 

They shared information about the person they'd read about and followed it by a personal 

connection or response, mostly discussing their feelings of sadness or expression of 

unfairness. Diane and I participated, doing the same. 

During a whole class sharing time after individual reading, Diane wondered out 

loud if there was some way the work of these people, Guthrie, King, Chavez, Robinson, 

Parks and Hughes, might somehow be linked, connected, or thought of together. Diane 

honestly wondered out loud if there were an overarching idea that might unify our 

thinking about all of the people. By asking this, she demonstrated an authentic response. 

She was searching for connections among the people and asked, spontaneously, "Aren't 

they all taking a stand for something?" This comment reflected her involvement as a 

participant in the learning community by asking a question that was important to her. 

Diane was not checking up on the students, but wondering out loud about a possible 
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association. This is consistent with the description of the teacher as participant by Beds 

and Wells (1989) who, as "a fellow reader... shares joys and difficulties, insights and 

speculations and asks only those questions she.. .genuinely wonders about" (p. 119). 

Diane's question sparked a series of discussions about how certain people in 

history and today stood up for what they believed in despite the hardships provoked by 

those actions. The students were able to contribute briefly. They remarked with facts 

they'd learned about certain historical figures they had read about: Cesar Chavez formed 

a union and went on a hunger strike. Rosa Parks did not give up her seat on the bus. 

Jackie Robinson was the first Negro player in the National Baseball League; Ruby 

Bridges went to school all by herself; Langston Hughes wrote poetry about racism and 

segregation. 

However, Diane and I noticed that for the most part the students were not able to 

sustain a discussion of the idea, with examples and questions, even though they had read 

about many figures who may have taken a stand for something they believed in and had 

seemed to be engaged and able to respond personally. 

The students struggled making much of a connection between people whose 

biographies they'd read and the bigger idea of tjiking a stand. We were puzzled and at a 

loss as to how to help explore the concept. We talked with them. We drew webs and 

made lists. Still we did not see that the children were making sense of the relationships 

following through with discussing it (FN 9/03). We were aware of the power of a 

conceptual focus for deep understanding and enduring connections across disciplines. It 

was clear to us that deeper understanding about the relationships between the people 
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whose lives the students were reading about was not going to unfold or develop without a 

conceptual structure (Erickson, 2002). 

However, it seemed that the concept was too abstract or beyond their field of 

experience. Diane and I were perplexed and stymied. This threw us into our own inquiry. 

We wondered, perhaps the students hadn't had wide enough experiences, the 

concept was too abstract or perhaps because it emerged fi-om one of us, not one of them, 

they were not interested in it. It could be that because they were not invested in the idea, 

they felt little ownership and therefore motivation or interest in coimecting with it, let 

alone pursuing it (Jobe & Dayton-Sakari, 2002; Short & Burke 1991; Dewey 1938). 

We also considered that the students were conditioned by schooling and textbooks 

to accept that they didn't know much about their historical figures and didn't have to 

make much effort beyond that, especially if they didn't speak up. Still another 

explanation might center on their lack of experience reading a wide range of nonfiction 

titles. This is not an uncommon situation even in classrooms where literature is used for 

and during teaching language arts (Moss, 2003; Pappas, 2000; Dreher, 2000; Coleman, 

1999; Duke, 1999). 

We conferred with Jean Schroeder, a curriculum specialist at Midtown 

Elementary. She suggested we read some fictional pieces of literature to augment or 

broaden understanding and appreciation for the concept of taking a stand. At first I was 

hesitant because I was intent on using nonfiction for response in this study. We were 

aware of Camp's (2000) suggestion to pair fiction and nonfiction in an effort to increase 

critical reading and as a bridge between curricular goals and textbooks. But we decided to 
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branch away from nonfiction for the purpose of enhancing a possible connection and 

relationship among the people whose biographies they children had read. Together we 

found many fictional titles and put together a text set around the idea of taking a stand. 

It was not vmtil we read aloud several fictional picture books that the coimections 

between the biographies and the idea of taking a stand became clear. Diane read Pearl 

Moskowitz's Last Stand (Levine, 1991). Before she began, she showed the cover, talked 

about the title and solicited comments. As usual, we invited interaction. During the read 

aloud, I noted the students' bodies leaned toward Diane and the book (FN 9/30/03). 

Diane stopped for the children to make comments and ask questions. They were at once 

attentive and animated. They talked with each other, arguing about what was happening 

in the story, about what might happen next. At one point a student got off the risers to 

touch a pinata in one of the illustrations. 

Mario: it looks like a book I read. 
Adriana; It looks like New York. It looks like France 
Alana: They're going to cut down the tree? 
Others: No! Yes! No Way! 
Christina; oh no! what are they going to do now? 
Douglas: Oh! I know what they're trying to do. They're trying to pull Mrs. away 
from the tree. 
Samuel: They are trying to help her. 
Another: Oh yeah, I get it now. 
Others: What? What? What? 
Adriana: " She's standing up! She's Taking a Stand!" 
DCF: Adriana, do you agree with Douglas and Samuel? 
Adriana is frowning and her face is looking very serious: NO: I Want Justice! (FN 
9/30/03). 

A lively discussion followed. The students debated and argued about Pearl's 

actions. They talked about which parts of the story showed them that Pearl Moskowitz 

was taking a stand. From there, the students gave examples about family members who 
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stood up to others at their apartment, at the border or at a store. Those stories prompted 

one student to remark that sometimes you take a stand for yourself and sometimes people 

take a stand for others. 

Christina: She stood up for what was right. It's the last tree... And she got the 
credit. Finally she took a stand and everything started changing. 
DCF: what about that? 
Scott: They need the tree for shade, to breathe. It was the last tree. She had a lot of 
pride to stick to the tree. She stood up for what she believed in. 
JS: What did she believe in? Why was the tree important? 
Student: Her grandma planted it special. She grew up with the tree. 
Christina: like S said, she gave her life to protect the tree. 
Carly: Without plants or trees we couldn't breathe 
Peg: She was believing what she thought was right (FN 9/30/03). 

This discussion of the fictional story prompted me to consider that the students 

were better able to grasp the concept of taking a stand after exploring it through hearing a 

fictional story. Fiction definitely supported their understanding of the broader concept 

and so also their response. The students were better able to see possibilities after hearing 

the fictional story. This seems to supports Rosenblatt's (1995) assertion that one of the 

most important flmctions of literature study is an "increased ability to imagine the human 

implications in any situation.. .a democratic society needs citizens with the imagination to 

see what political doctrines mean for human beings" (p. 175). Developing imagination 

can foster new attitudes and new understandings, deeper feelings and an expanded sense 

of others. 

Following the read aloud of Pearl Moskowitz' s Last Stand (Levine 1991) and the 

discussion, the students read and responded to the books in a text set we put together on 

taking a stand, this time we added fiction to the nonfiction titles. The students browsed 
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and read excitedly. Then they offered other examples from fictional stories that might be 

considered in one way or another as showing a character taking a stand. 

We read The Great Kapok Tree (Cherry, 1990), then Taking A Stand: Generation 

Girls (Stewart, 1999). Next we read The Recess Queen (O'Neill, 2002). When we offered 

fictional literature to expand the concept, the students seemed to much more easily relate 

to the ideas. 

Their responses led me to believe that the fiction clarified and enriched their 

understanding of the concept of taking a stand. Perhaps their rich experiences with story 

made the concept more accessible. Pappas (1991) describes and questions the primacy of 

fiction in schools yet does not suggest there be no story. A blend and balance of fiction 

and nonfiction definitely helped the students foster their imaginations so they could see 

the coimections between the biographies, the fictional stories and the concept of taking a 

stand. For example, Donald wrote: 

Taking A Stand 
I think Jackie Robinson really took a stand by being the first black person in the 
major leagues. Even if the white people on his team tortured him he still stayed a 
good sport. He inspired other people to join the major leagues. 
Frida took a stand by always trying to be different. She took a stand by being in a 
political group. One thing that really made her different is how in her self-
portraits she paints how she feels. 
Diego Rivera took a stand by painting huge murals. He only wanted to paint the 
things he saw. He painted the poor people and he painted farms mostly. 
Woody Guthrie really didn't take a stand at least that I know of. He was just a 
really good singer. 
Taking a stand means going against something that you think is wrong. Like in 
Jess was the Brave One. Claire stood up to the big kid and got the pink teddy bear 
back. Or in Bossv Boots Abigail stood up to the criminal and sent him packing. In 
both of these stories someone stood up for what was right. Now in Click. Clack 
Moo, the cows went on strike because the farmer would not give them electric 
blankets (WN 9/30/03). 
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Donald's entry showed how he connected the concept of taking a stand with both 

fiction and nonfiction. While I thought his examples with the fiction were deeper and 

showed more promise for development than those relating to the nonfiction, his 

mentioning that he didn't know how Guthrie took a stand indicated to me that there 

remained possibilities to consider further if he were inclined to pursue it. 

In contrast, Scott's entries showed responses that employed fiction, nonfiction and 

his life experiences. He wrote about what he read, made a personal connection and added 

what he knew from fiction, adding his comments about believing in oneself. 

Taking a Stand 
Frida took a stand by being different and doing things that people wouldn't 
normally do.. .Martin Luther King took a stand by stopping the law that is white 
people get everything. Martin had a lot of pride to stop that law because black 
people are some of my closest fiiends.. .J. Roberts[sic] took a stand by not leaving 
the major league and by being one of the best baseball players.. ..Taking a stand 
in the book Sato, Sato took a stand by believing that he could carry a very thick 
piece of ivory and it took him all night to carve it and I think believing in himself 
took a lot of confidence. He had carved a elephant and he went to think about 
elephants and he got scared.. .(WN 9/30/03). 

Even though he did not elaborate his reasoning in this above written response, he 

made a personal connection and comment. Scott showed how he linked the concept of 

taking a stand to the biographies he'd read as well as a piece of fiction. He linked what he 

knew with what he'd read. This also showed potential for further exploration of any 

number of related topics. 

The children seemed better able to understand and apply the concept of taking a 

stand after reading fiction along with biographies. These cases examples point out the 

ways that fiction touched their hearts, tapped into their emotions (Huck, 1998) and fired 
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their imagination (Rosenblatt, 1995) to see the possibilities in the world of historical 

figures and their world, too. It also points out the power of biography for children as they 

" become increasingly interested and involved with people and situations..."(Zamowski, 

1990, p.8). Coupled with nonfiction, fiction offered a powerful means of extending a 

concept and supporting response. 

Explicit mini-lessons, whole group sharing of response with peer examples, 

conferences with students, and utilizing fictional resources supported students in their 

response to nonfiction. At the same time, the invitational atmosphere of the classroom, 

opportunities to exercise choice, the importance of community and social interactions, the 

variety of materials and resources available, interactive read alouds, sketching and 

drawing all worked together to catalyze and foster response to nonfiction. 

Sustaining Response to Nonfiction 

Certain qualities and circumstances in the instructional environment carried 

students beyond initial reactions and brief connections through to individual inquiry. 

Students' individual interests and commitment to inquiry coupled with the expectation of 

a formal public presentation of their work drew the learners beyond initial responses into 

prolonged engagement that sustained them in responding to nonfiction. 

The convergence of the interest and commitment sustained students' efforts of 

response and eventually paid off with satisfaction and personal pride about their work. Of 

course, these features did not fimction independently; they came into practice because of 

and capitalized on all the factors that initiated and supported response in the invitational 

environment as described above. 
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Individual Interest and Commitment to Inquiry. 

What truly sustained the students in response to nonfiction was their interest and 

independent efforts to continue the study of a historical figure. Diane and I plarmed the 

time, space and engagements to advance initial efforts and attempts for response to 

nonfiction. But when students who gathered in the study group made choices about topics 

and materials, directed their work and presented it on their own, their efforts were 

sustained. 

The students carried their budding interests beyond the initial fascination 

provoked by prior demonstrations and engagements with nonfiction. When readers ask 

questions that are significant to them (Baumfield & Mroz, 2002; Commeyras, 1994, 

1995; Short & Armstrong, 1993; Dias,1990; Short & Burke, 1991) they are empowered 

as they embark on a personal path of inquiry and become problem posers (Freire, 1985) 

rather than merely those who solve problems others suggest (Dewey, 1938). Problems 

and questions of others hold much less sway than those created by the learners. Pursuing 

their own questions propelled them into inquiry. Short and Harste (1996) described 

curiosity as a key process of literacy and a propeller towards inquiry. 

The students in the study group were fascinated by their topics; they even took 

work home with them. For the most part and for most students, this was not typical of 

Midtown Elementary School children. For most of the students at Midtown Elementary, 

school life was separate from life outside of school. In the case of the students in the 

study group, interest was strong enough to prevail beyond the classroom. For example, 

one morning our study group began like this: 
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Adriana: I have a brand new Frida book. My mother's friend got it for me. She 
found it and she bought it for me. And she didn't want it. I wanted to check out 
something. I wanted to check out why she put the wrong leg in the picture. 
Elisabet: How do you know it's the wrong leg? 

The two girls left the group to examine a few different publications of Frida's 

work and come up with an explanation for Adriana's quandary and Elisabet's challenge 

(FN 12/09/03). 

I saw this interchange as an illustration of the extent of Adriana's interest, 

motivation and engagement. Adriana was very close to her family and connected most of 

her responses to family members and family stories; it appeared that she also involved 

friends of her family in her growing fascination with Frida. That her mother's friend 

knew of Adriana's interest and fascination with Frida was significant. 

Adriana's case is noteworthy because she struggled with reading and writing and 

told me she did not consider herself smart (FN 12/03/03). However, her interest in Frida's 

life motivated her to share her passion and seek out resources beyond the school day. 

Adriana obviously felt deeply about what she was learning about Frida; she cared about it 

and talked about it outside of school. It showed me she was pursuing this inquiry under 

her own power. Adriana was an inquirer; her curiosity sustained her response. 

For another student, the character he chose seemed to permeate his life. Samuel 

reported to me that he "got possessed" by Langston Hughes (FN 12/10/03). He collected 

massive amounts of facts about the poet and did not explore any other person in depth 

over the course of the semester. Samuel told me he got addicted to collecting facts about 

Langston Hughes, which made me think of Ken Macrorie's (1986) suggestion that the 
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true I Search topic picks the searcher, not the other way around. I considered Samuel's 

focus and admission to being possessed sustained his response. 

In the same vein, Elisabet begged me to let her take home a book on Frida Kahlo. 

When I hesitated, she pleaded with me. She told me she wanted to do more work on Frida 

and had no books at home. I finally agreed. She returned the next day with pencil 

portraits of Frida replicated from the book. I did not assign this as a homework task. This 

was her personal exploration. 

On another occasion, again Elisabet demonstrated attention and dedication that 

further indicated how interest and commitment sustained her inquiry. At home, on her 

own, she did some writing, highlighting events fi-om Kahlo's life. The day she forgot to 

bring what she had written to school. She lamented, but told me she remembered what 

she had written and could easily write it again. 

I suggested she bring it in the next day and work on something else. She disagreed 

and promptly got to work on one of the classroom computers, willingly and easily 

reconstructing what she had written about Frida's life. 

Elisabet's actions showed independence and interest that sustained her inquiry. Her 

creations were not results of assignments from the teacher. Her personal interest 

produced them. By rewriting her work about Frida, she was not recreating knowledge for 

someone else; she was reconstructing it for herself, indicating the power of the 

transaction (Rosenblatt, 1995). She admitted to me later, that she actually surprised 

herself, "It was a good thing I got so hooked on her! I had no idea I'd do this project on 
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Frida" (1 1/27/04). I considered this evidence that interest sustained her response about 

and continued study of Frida. 

Adriana told about her Tia, who brought posters of Frida's paintings back from 

Mexico as an early birthday present. It seemed obvious to me that Adriana was sharing 

her passion for Frida with those around her. And it didn't only happen on days when I 

was in the classroom. 

One Monday morning Adriana announced, "I had extra time on Friday, and you left 

books. I found more facts and I have a connection" (SG 12/15/03). Adriana's individual 

quest was not limited by time or by walls. She connected to Frida Kahlo and her work. 

Those connections and curiosity sustained her and propelled her to continue beyond our 

scheduled time together; she acted independently. 

This example also shows that Adriana had begun to use the vocabulary I used in our 

study of response. This is consistent with Hickman (1979) who found that response can 

be learned. In addition, learners imitating teacher's talk illustrates the power of 

demonstrations and the belief that what the teacher does matters. Adriana explored a facet 

of her topic on her own, without assistance and proclaimed her actions using language 

she had learned through response engagements. 

This was most unusual for Adriana whose reading and writing experiences in 

school were, for the most part, struggles. Inquiring into Frida Kahlo's life provided 

Adriana with a focus that propelled her into a successful and invigorating exploration 

despite her needing help with reading and writing. Her curiosity truly worked to 

minimize her challenges. 
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In another instance, curiosity about the poetry of Langston Hughes set off a 

discussion among the five students, initiated by Samuel and Scott. The two found in their 

reading that Langston Hughes was called a Jazz Poet. They talked with each other and 

with the group. Members of the group could not agree on why Langston Hughes was 

called a Jazz poet, but they wanted to explore some possibilities. 

Scott decided to read some poetry out loud. While he read The Negro Mother 

Adriana kept a beat saying she could hear the jazz in it. The kids debated and argued 

about jazz and poetry. They read more poetry aloud. Adriana read April Rain Song. 

Scott: find the rhythm with your voice and you'll find it in the poem. 
Adriana: this poem is about loving the rain and it will love you back. It's not Jazz. 
It's a poem. I was trying to think it's Jazz, But I can't hear it. 
Elisabet: All I can hear is Adriana pounding. Why was he called the Jazz Poet? 

Samuel: What made him be the Jazz Poet was being lonely, and what he goes 
through to express himself by writing poems. 
Scott: I think he got some of this out of his dad 
Adriana: There's something else about what Scott said. It's about Black people 
being firee. April Rain is a lot of things. Rain cleans you. Sounds like rain. It can 
be free (SG 12/16/03). 

While their question is far from resolved, the above example leads me to believe 

that the students had moved beyond information gathering to involvement in their topic 

(Galda & Liang, 2003) without much assistance from me. The boys' interest and 

involvement in the life and work of Langston Hughes sustained them and sent them to a 

place they had not experienced before. These actions were done independently, which 

reflects their interest and commitment. The curiosity of these students was obvious and it 

was the fuel that got them reading and responding with each other. It seemed that as 

curiosity developed toward inquiry, the students went beyond accumulating a mass of 
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disorganized information. They began to connect facts into a coherent message (Buehl 

2002; Jobe &Dayton-Sakari 2002) that was personally meaningful. 

Personally meaningful connections cemented Mario's interest and commitment to 

learning about the life of Cesar Chavez. Mario showed a quiet, steady focus while 

reading about Cesar Chavez and sharing his responses. Several times he offered to read a 

particular section of a text out loud, mirroring what we had done in the whole group, 

showing what he had learned. 

He intensely and personally connected with the challenges Cesar Chavez 

experienced mostly because they shared a Mexican American heritage. Personal and 

cultural connections sustained Mario longer than anything in his schooling experiences. 

"I've never, ever so long studied one person, it was almost the whole semester.. .it was 

great, just great...." (1 1/26/04). It also impressed a classmate who said, "I'm glad you 

stuck with him because I didn't (FN 12/18/03). Mario's connection supports the assertion 

that "personal aesthetic response permitted the reader to stay longer and process more 

deeply" (Downing, 1991, p.230). 

These examples of students sustaining interest and commitment to nonfiction make 

me think of Meek's (1995) words: 

Readers who give passionate and continuing attention to books and topics that 
enthrall them convince me that they are engaged in the same kinds of quality 
imaginative interactions as we attributed to readers of stories (p. 11). 

These students were enthralled with their topics and that's what sustained them. 

They sorted through facts and information and made meaningful cormections that were 

memorable for them. While I nurtured the environment of the small group to support 
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their work, I did not structure specific engagements for their inquiries. The students 

provided the impetus to keep going to a point where they could share the work with their 

classmates, which was another key to sustaining interest. 

Expectation of Formal Presentation 

The expectation of a formal public presentation of their work was the second facet 

to sustaining response to nonfiction. Diane requested that the students present something 

to the class in order to honor the time and work expended in the small group and to 

celebrate their experiences with response to nonfiction with their classmates. The 

presentations turned out to be formal displays of works in progress, not exhibitions of 

completed projects. The students showed their classmates what they learned and 

expressed their personal responses to it. 

The expectation of a formal presentation emerged as an interesting blend of 

pressure and support that kept the students exploring and moving toward a goal kept them 

focused. I believe the expectation that they 'go public' pushed them to continue as well 

as sustained their interest and personal commitment to their topic. This was consistent 

with the philosophy of the authoring cycle (Short & Harste, 1996) highlighting the 

generative power of inquiry. 

While preparing for the formal presentation the students exhibited independence 

and self direction. I believed their dedication deepened response and sustained their 

conunitment to the task. When responses to nonfiction were invited to be displayed 

formally and explained publicly the students took the work seriously. They presented 
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personal connections to their work with confidence. They exerted their own 

interpretations of the knowledge they gained 

In order to display their responses to nonfiction through inquiries on the life of 

Frida Kahlo, Adriana and Elisabet created a trifold cardboard exhibit. The display 

included a timeline of Frida's life, a portrait Elisabet re-created in pencil, and highlights 

from Frida's life. They posted other pieces of Kahlo's artwork found in different books, 

making a point to contrast interpretations of the works as well as describing the reasons 

she painted what she did. Adriana brought several books they used in their explorations. 

She showed the class illustrations and shared questions that remained. 

Mario drew webs, wrote a list of important things about Cesar Chavez (modeled 

from The Important Book [Brown, 1949]) and described his personal connections to 

Cesar Chavez. He told the audience the basis of his connections with Chavez was that 

"we were going through the same thing." Mario came to this school as a first grader 

speaking only Spanish. He saw a parallel between his life and Cesar Chavez's. He 

related stories about how people were mean to him and made fiin of him because he 

didn't speak English. This was the key to his connection to Chavez. He never let it go. 

Samuel and Scott recited multiple facts about the life of Langston Hughes and 

read aloud their favorite poems. They focused on how miserable his life was due to 

segregation and racism. 

I offer these as examples of the students' distinctive choices of method and idea 

for the presentations. I believe they were indicators of their interest in and commitment 

to and engagement with their task. 
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During the presentations, the children stood in front of the class, tall and looking a 

bit agitated yet showing confidence in their work. Jean Schroeder remarked about their 

poise and confidence, characteristics not often seen in students at Midtown Elementary 

School. She passed me a note during the presentation: "They are doing this with great 

confidence. I think that says something about engagement" (FN 12/18/03). I saw this as a 

compliment to the students, but also a positive statement about the sustaining power of 

interest in personal inquiry stimulated by response to nonfiction. 

The presenters were affected by their explorations and what they had discovered, 

as were members of the classroom audience. The question and answer sessions after each 

presentation consisted of applause and kudos," Oh, that was goodV and" I think that's 

great you stuck to it, because I didn't." and predictably, further probing about minutia on 

the life of the person studied. Interestingly, a few questions from the audience had an 

initiating effect on other students. One student asked what segregation was. "It's 

separation." Samuel replied. Another student asked "What's response?" "It's making a 

connection." Adriana answered, using language she had leamed during the study (FN 

12/18/03). 

Formal presentations sustained the students and inspired their peers, hinting at 

possibilities and promise for response to nonfiction, essentially serving as invitations and 

beginning a cycle of inquiry for others. Presenting formally and in public contributed to 

the students thinking more deeply and more critically about their chosen subject matter. 

Each student indicated an interest in further pursuing their topics. Their interest sustained 

their work and would propel them further. 
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Mario expressed interest in reading more books about Cesar Chavez. He stated he 

had things he still wanted to find out. Scott and Samuel knew there were more poems to 

leam firom Langston Hughes' work and they still wondered about his father. Further, 

Scott said, "1 want to figure out about Langston Hughes" (FN 12/18/03). 

Elisabet wanted to know more about females who'd made a difference, "this 

makes we want to study more about women like Bessie Coleman, Amelia Earhart and 

Harriet Tubman" (FN 12/8/18/03). Adriana expressed many lingering questions about 

Frida's artwork and how Frida's life and Diego Rivera's life intersected. Adriana was 

curious about aspects of Diego Rivera's relationship with Frida. Whether I thought the 

topic was worthy of pursuit did not matter; Adriana was curious. She had developed into 

an inquirer. She was passionately curious about the storied life of Frida Kahlo. 

Individual interest, commitment to inquiry and the expectation of making a formal 

presentation to the class converged in an environment that sustained response to 

nonfiction. This instructional environment where a variety of resources were available 

and accessible, where sharing of thoughts and ideas was invited, and where reading aloud 

and demonstrating response possibilities got them started honored individual inquiry and 

continued exploration, thus sustaining response to nonfiction. 

Inviting, Initiating, Supporting and Sustaining Response: A Model 

Elements of the instructional environment that influenced response to nonfiction 

do not function separately or sequentially. All features depended upon the others to create 

the desired atmosphere where response to nonfiction thrived. The inter-relationship of 

perspectives promoted an environment that held promise for response to nonfiction. 
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Three circles bordered by a rectangular box present a model for considering the interplay 

between inviting, initiating, supporting and sustaining response to nonfiction. 

Initiating response to nonfiction is the largest circle. Interactive read alouds with 

demonstrations, and sketching and drawing ignited response processes, got them started. 

Rosenblatt (1995) tells us "impulse is needed to arouse thought, incite reflection and 

enliven belief (p. 218). Initiating engagements provided some of the impulse needed to 

get the students started responding. The engagements were designed to cormect text and 

illustrations with learners' lives and experiences, and challenged the students to get 

beyond simple recitation of facts and identify feelings and questions that were stirred up 

by what was read, paying attention to what was happening during the reading event, not 

just report on it afterwards, thus forming a solid begiiming. 

Two overlapping circles, representing "supporting" and "sustaining" reside within 

the larger "initiating" circle. The circles represent movement and flexibility. The dotted 

lines signify the dynamic relationship between elements that support response and those 

that sustain it. Dashes and spaces are meant to denote fluidity between supporting and 

sustaining response and suggest the level of support and direction from the teacher, from 

quite a bit (dashes) to not very much (spaces) where individual inquiry processes unfold 

and progress independently. 

The rectangle surroimding the circles connotes a broader environment that invites 

response to nonfiction. Its flat edges imply stability and grounded ness which is defined, 

explicated and buoyed by the teacher's beliefs about social interactions, community and 
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choice invites response to nonfiction. Inviting sets the stage, opens the door and promotes 

the processes that can initiate, support and ultimately sustain response to nonfiction. 

The model depicts the important considerations and functions of the invitational 

environment. The teacher must create the box, squarely based on her beliefs. With the 

tools of children's literature and the wide, wonder-filled world, the teacher exudes an 

attitude that is patient with the creative processes, and is open and accepting to 

developing responses. The goal of the teacher is to maintain the box, the envirormient so 

that each child can reach the "sustaining" circle. The teacher must identify and utilize any 

and all triggers available to assist the students entering into the "initiating" circle. Each 

learner will take her own path, uniquely expressing interests, commitment and energy. 

The model (figure 3.5) suggests that inviting response to nonfiction functions as a 

frame in which all the circles revolve and evolve. An invitational environment under 

girded by the belief in socially constructed learning is indispensable and essential for 

transactions with nonfiction to flourish. This theoretical base nourishes £in invitational 

environment conducive to response to nonfiction even in the face of difficulties. 

When students are immersed in an instructional environment that supports 

response to nonfiction, they are invited to live through a text, not just get through it and 

attend to associations, connections and ideas (Rosenblatt, 1978, 1995) it suggests during 

the reading event. When students are provoked to connect what they are reading to their 

life experiences from whatever angle suits them, engagement is the anticipated outcome. 
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Figure 3.5 The Model 
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An environment that is dedicated to personal response to nonfiction gives 

opportunities for exploring the wonder and fascination of the world around us (Daniels, 

2002; Doiron, 2002). Attending to how the text affects a the reader and the dynamic 

nature of the reading event (Iser, 1978,1980), identifying connections and tensions the 

reading provokes (Short & Harste, 1996) and inviting an appreciation for what is being 

lived through (Rosenblatt, 1978), offers potential for students' thinking, imagining, 

questioning and ultimately, inquiring. 
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Creating an instructional environment where response to nonfiction is valued 

enough that it's practiced holds promise where individual, passionate inquiry may be 

fulfilled. Heretofore reading nonfiction had been relegated to the flmctional realm of 

extracting information for its own sake, with no regard to the power and possibilities the 

personal, aesthetic response might engender. 
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Chapter 4 

Categories of Response to Nonfiction 

Members of the second/third grade multiage class were exploring nonfiction texts 

of many varieties on different topics. They studied weather, the globe and bats. When I 

read aloud The Cloud Book (de Paola, 1984), we stopped and talked about the plays on 

words, the terms and the illustrations. We contrasted weather words from their study of 

the water cycle. Angelica asked, "How are tornadoes made?" My response to her 

question was a question, "How would you find out?" which prompted looking at the table 

of contents, the index and paging through the book. However, the students were not 

satisfied. Angelica's question generated a flurry of suggestions and differentiations of the 

terms twister, tornado and hurricane; she wanted to clarify whether tornadoes had smoke 

in them. She was not interested in how the book was laid out. She wanted answers to her 

questions! My agenda was of no interest to her. 

After reading out loud Weather Words (Gibbons, 1992) I asked the students to 

draw whatever the book made them think about. Several asked to borrow "that big book 

on clouds" or "that other book you read". One student asked to take Weather Words back 

to her desk. I watched as she leafed through the book, from the back, "there we go" she 

said as she found just the right page. "I'm seeing how to make a rainbow." And she 

began to draw. A pair of students insisted on writing their responses instead of drawing. 

Still another student asked me to help her find a certain picture in a book because "I don't 

remember what a sandstorm is." Kevin told me, "I'm going to write about how hurricanes 

make me think about black holes and stuff." Drawing a line down the middle of his 
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paper, he sketched and colored a hurricane on one side of the line and a black hole on the 

other. When he shared his response with the class he went into depth and detail about 

how black holes and hurricanes were similar and different. When he finished, his second 

and third grade classmates applauded! 

These vignettes show different ways responses to nonfiction books can be 

expressed. Children drew, consulted other texts, asked questions and made comparisons. 

Nonfiction presented these young learners with opportunities to explore the world around 

them and relate it to their personal world through response. 

The second research question that guided the analysis was "How do readers 

respond to nonfiction?" Interviews, field notes, and students were analyzed to answer the 

question. 

Even though readers responded to nonfiction in idiosyncratic ways, careful 

analysis made it possible to categorize, in general, students' personal connections to 

nonfiction. The manner in which they shared and described their connections emerged as 

the categories. The six categories that emerged were: (1) documents facts and retells 

information, (2) expresses feelings, emotions, opinions and values; (3) asks questions, (4) 

recalls memories and tells stories, (5) intertextualizes with other texts, and (6) makes 

generalizations. 

This chapter defines and describes the categories of response to nonfiction that 

emerged fi-om the data. I give examples of each category that support the definition and 

show the range of responses that illuminate the descriptions of each category. 
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Documents Facts, Retells Information 

When students responded to nonfiction they collected, listed or documented facts 

or retold information about their topic. For a few students, this appeared as a primary 

means of responding to nonfiction. Because nonfiction is often regarded as the literature 

of fact, (Moss 2003; Saul 1994) it is not surprising that response to nonfiction would 

include attention to and reporting of the information presented in the text. Information is 

the backbone of nonfiction; it is appropriate that facts are attended to. 

For those who documented facts or retold information, facts themselves were 

treasured and honored on their own merit, often with greater the amount of facts or 

information collected, the better. Students often collected facts without apparent need to 

editorialize about them or justify them. 

Hutchinson (1971) suggests that some young readers are delighted and astonished 

by facts and consider them playthings with no need to do anything with them. Jobe and 

Dayton-Sakari (2002) identify students who collect facts and information seemingly for 

its own sake, Info Kids. Info-kids are good at picking out details within a topic. Usually 

Info Kids exhibit an ability to concentrate on one interest in depth, however, often they 

are not able to see the connections between and among facts (Jobe & Dayton-Sakari, 

2002). Fisher (1972) suggests that one who collects facts at random may need discipline. 

Clearly, collecting facts offers opportunities for many linking and thinking experiences 

and possibilities for conversation and dialogue. 

For some students, amassing great eunounts of information about a topic was a 

focus and purpose in response to nonfiction text. However, documenting what was found 
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out was more than simply transferring marks from one page to another sometimes with 

no apparent order. I considered documenting facts and retelling information indicative of 

the students' engagement and commitment to increasing their knowledge about their 

topic. It was the particular choices that signaled to me a heightened level of engagement 

with nonfiction. 

In response to nonfiction students copied words, phrases, sentences and/or 

paragraphs verbatim from what they were reading; others recast facts in their own words. 

On occasion the facts were collected in webs as well as lists. Samuel collected numerous 

facts all together on one page, he also singled out certain facts and wrote them on a 

separate page. Darwin wrote what looked like a paragraph, but upon closer examination I 

found it to be simply a list of facts strung along the page in no apparent order. 

While the range of ways in which students documented their facts was interesting, 

what I deemed significant was that these students actively responded to what they read by 

selecting and retaining the facts. I considered these actions as response because students 

ascribed great importance to specific facts and sharing them. Facts characterized their 

response. 

The act of finding facts about Langston Hughes and recording them captivated 

Samuel and was itself motivating. He told me, "I started finding out facts on him and I 

wanted to find out more" (11/27/04). It was clear that Samuel was interested in finding 

and collecting facts. Once he started, he was dedicated to collecting as many facts as he 

could. Two examples stood out from his written responses: 
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Langston Hughes: I have a lot of facts about Langston Hughes because I look up 
to him and his poetry. He wrote poetry about racism...he expressed his feelings 
about racism in poetry instead of speeches. He was doing poetry since high 
school.. .1 think he had a lot more to say but didn't have enough time to say who 
he really was. Some people used to think that he was writing poetry for nothing. I 
think that if he was still alive the world would be a better place (WN 11/10/03). 

On the next page, in the same notebook, he wrote what appeared to be a list: 

facts: (a lot).. .Never had a chance to say who he was... 
Expressed his feelings in poetry 
Wish he was still alive 
Want to meet 
I think he didn't have enough time to say everything he wanted to (WN 11/10/03). 

hi both responses Samuel stated that he had a lot of facts about Hughes, and then 

listed some of them. There were repetitions of certain facts in his entries, which led me to 

believe that Samuel held them in special regard. Several times Samuel shared with the 

group the fact that 900 people attended the funeral of Langston Hughes. 

Samuel documented facts in a few different ways. At first, placing relative 

importance or hierarchy on the facts did not seem to carry as much weight as simply 

amassing them. Samuel told me he copied facts so as not "to forget them, not to lose 

them.. .1 didn't want to forget facts that I found out about him... [so I] started making a 

web" (1 1/27/04). Samuel was passionate and committed to responding to nonfiction by 

gathering facts and keeping them fresh in his mind. 

He valued facts themselves, took pride in collecting them and recited them for me 

in litany fashion from his web. He tried to organize them, but had difficulty doing so. 

Even though sections of his web were numbered, had arrows to show relationships and 

sequences, and some words were circled, bolded, or underlined (See Figure # 6) he told 

me he not see any organization to his web. Amid the facts, he wrote "what order?" 
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Figure 4.1 Langston Hughes Web 
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Notably Samuel retained the information he gathered and always kept it in mind. 

And he was intent on sharing it with me. During an interview he read to me from his web, 

in a monotone, alternating talking to himself and reading to me. He searched for pieces of 

information that he remembered fit together when he had written them: 

In the 1940s he became delusioned [5/c] because of radical politics, tired of living 
hand to mouth, used money to promote left wing anti imperialist causes, thought 
Stalin a good leader, signed an agreement with Hitler, wanted to make money 
and... one more.. .1 wrote one with Stalin... it's not here right now.. .but I 
remember writing 'wanted to make money'.. .oh yeah.. .right here.. .(1 1/27/04). 

This entry was significant because Samuel selected dozens of facts about 

Langston Hughes and tried to report them in a semblance of order. It was obvious to me 

that he remembered that he had written down certain bits of information, but at one point, 

he could not locate them. Persevering, he searched his web and eventually found what he 

was looking for. 

I noted from the tone of his voice, that Samuel was not totally clear about the 

interrelatedness or the meaning of some of the facts he was reporting. Surprisingly, he did 

not seem confused or frustrated. I believe this was true because having lots of 

information about Hughes was Samuel's priority. He focused on what he found out about 

Langston Hughes. He was hooked on gathering and reporting the information; he loved 

finding and recording more and more facts. His response motivated him to continue to 

search out information on his topic. I see this as consistent with Meek's assertion (1988) 

that texts themselves bring the reader along and assist them in the discovery processes. 

Organizing the information was not Samuel's concern; that would have to wait imtil later. 
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In contrast, Gerald responded to reading a biography of Jackie Robinson by 

organizing and arranging the facts he'd collected into a poem: 

It was crazy 
Jackie went from getting bloody faces 
To stealing bases 
He went from pains to stains. 

He was quick 
Maybe he would blow a candlestick! 
Don't look away he'll make his way 
Swoosh, you all gonna lose. 

He had to stay in the bus 
That made nor difference he made no fuss 
He was proud that he was 
More free than most Negroes 
If he weren't the first black person in the anti-colored league 
He'd be someone else in the world 

What happened to Jackie was wacky 
He would either stay in the bus or fuss 
Got threatened too many times 
More than I can rhyme 
They said they'd kill him 
Or they'd run him over with wheels (WN 9/23/03). 

When I asked Gerald about why he chose to respond the way he did, he told me: 

I knew that he was a very quick man and the he could hit home runs, but he was 
mostly famous for stealing home...they said he used to play dodge ball he'd 
always win, sometimes he'd get hit not that many times, but very rare... So I just 
compared this is baseball - dodgeball to baseball- the reason is they are kinda like 
the same except on you on purpose you'd get hit by the ball and the other it'd 
probably kill you... yeah it would hurt really bad (11/26/04). 

Gerald collected facts about Jackie Robinson and reported them in verse. 

However, in answer to my question he explained how the facts from Robinson's life were 

connected with the ideas in the response poem. Gerald was not concerned or focused on 
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the format of his response. He wanted to be clear about the contents of the response, the 

facts that stood out for him. Gerald response is consistent with Fisher's (1972) suggestion 

that for some readers the value of facts lie in what the information leads to. Gerald's 

response showed me he valued facts, yet made cormections that could lead to 

explorations and discussions about baseball, segregation, and/or United States history in 

the 1940s. 

Darwin was another student who responded to nonfiction by documenting facts 

and retelling information. While Darwin amassed facts and held high regard for a lot of 

information, he showed Uttle connection to or passion for doing so. A struggling student 

who was challenged by reading and writing every day, Darwin nevertheless seemed to 

have an awareness of the value information held in school. He told me that he just wrote 

down the facts... "that's what you do... so I can remember... I just pick stuff from books 

and write what they say.. .just write down the facts" (1 1/26/04). Darwin knew that 

copying "stuff from books" was a part of going to school. So that's what he did in 

response to reading nonfiction. 

Darwin wrote seemingly unrelated facts about Langston Hughes, initially 

documenting them in a web, with 'Langston' in the middle and seven facts surrounding 

the web: "He got the worst dorm because of his colors .. .he had a brother that died 2 

years early.. .hated dad.. .dad hated Negroes...died at age 65 in 1967.. .moved to Ohio 

then.. .he was poor..." (WN 10/7/03). 

Using the web as a guide, he constructed what looked like a paragraph, complete 

with a title. When I read it, I noticed it seemed to be in disarray. Nevertheless the 
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response highlighted the facts that he'd amassed, and he even included facts he had not 

put on his web: 

Langston Hughes 
Bom February 1,1902 
He wrote his statement before he died. He did not like his dad. two years nearly 
died... him and his mom moved to Kansas when he was 12 his grandma died. Died at 
65 moved to Ohio. Cleveland. Approached poetry from Jazz. Died on May 22,1967. 
Dad hated negroes. Returned [to] New York in 1924 Wrote first book Big Sea Left 
University he got worst dorm on campus, read poems at graduation (WN 10/8/03). 

This example showed a collection of facts that was not organized, but written in a 

format that might resemble a paragraph. I saw this as an indication that Darwin vaguely 

knew something about putting facts together as a way to respond to nonfiction. His entry 

signaled a need for an organizational format, but I also regarded documenting facts as his 

response to what he read. 

When I asked him why he chose certain facts over others, Darwin told me, "It's 

interesting to know stuff about people" (1 1/30/04). However, Darwin added no editorial 

comments about Langston. He did not act as if he were invested in or hooked on 

Langston Hughes or the process. My observation was that he simply wrote down the 

information he found in books. He confirmed to me, "I just pick stuff and write other 

information" (1 1/30/04). 

From these coirunents, it was clear to me that Darwin knew that writing down 

information was an appropriate way to respond in school. Even though he struggled, he 

said he was interested in different topics. And despite the fact that all he appeared to do 

was document or retell what he'd found out, he was very comfortable and proud of his 

work. He knew how to record information from what he read. He knew writing "stuff 
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from books" was expected in school. For Darwin, "writing stuff from books" was 

response. I accepted this as his entree into reading biography and responding to it. 

In contrast to Samuel and Darwin, who collected massive amounts of information 

about Langston Hughes, but varied in their passion and commitment, Mario got stuck on 

a just a few bits of information about Cesar Chavez. Mario read widely about the life of 

Cesar Chavez and discovered a deep, personal connection to the man, finding parallels 

between their lives. Once those similarities were discovered, whenever Mario wrote a 

response or when he talked about what he read, he reverted to two or three facts about 

Chavez, facts that clearly cormected to his own life. 

Mario told me he read lots of books about Cesar Chavez: "And while I was 

reading it was bringing lot of memories back to me... The kids were mean to me, too and 

sometimes I cried... (I 1/27/04). 

When he read Harvesting Hope (Krull, 2003), Mario was transfixed by an 

illustration of a classroom scene in which Chavez's teacher made him wear a hand 

written sign around his neck that read" I am a clown. I speak Spanish." This scene proved 

to be a recurring topic of response, discussion and emotion for Mario. Mario shared his 

outrage about Chavez's treatment by the teacher and kids in school with the whole class, 

almost coming to tears (FN 10/5/03). 

I observed that Mario talked with his tablemates about it; he shared his response 

with the whole group on the risers; he wrote about it. The coimection lingered, 

permeating much of what he did. When he wrote a personal narrative that was published 

in a class book, he compaired his own situation as a non-English speaking first grader, in a 
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new town, at a new school with new classmates and a new teacher, to something he had 

read and strongly associated with about the life of Cesar Chavez: 

She [the teacher] yelled at me very loud and sometimes I got scared. The kids 
there didn't like me much because I didn't know any English.. .that reminds me 
about Cesar Chavez. I was going through the same thing he did because we were 
made fun of because we didn't speak English (10/22/03). 

This excerpt was significant because Mario selected a few facts and immediately 

made a personal link to his own life. In a way it seemed that the facts chose him, much as 

Macrorie (1986) described the process identifying a topic for an 1 Search. It seemed to 

me that Mario could not move beyond the intense personal association between his 

experiences and those of young Chavez. 

While several students collected facts as if they were charms without assigning a 

particular value or priority to any one over any other, and others focused on a few 

personally relevant facts, Elisabet was not interested in accumulating huge amounts of 

information about Frida Kahlo (FN 12/6/03). But she did exhibit an understanding of 

relationship between facts. 

She introduced to our study group the idea that some facts were 'big facts' and 

some were 'little facts.' She explained her thinking to me in this way; 

Well, like, that she [Frida] was an artist I think that was .. .a big fact. Because she 
was famous mostly for that.. .1 really can't find a little fact.. .well, Mexican.. .1 
don't know that's sort of in between.. .Some are very important and some are, like 
you don't need that.. .(1 1/27/04). 

When she commented, "You don't need that" about a fact that may not be as 

important as another, I wondered about her thinking and asked her how she determined 
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which were big facts and which were little facts, she continued using Frida as her 

example: 

If you said that her being an artist was a little fact, I'd really disagree because 
that's what she was .. .famous for and what she mostly did...[but] I don't think 
that [dates] are really important.. .sort of in the middle.. .everyone looks at 
it.. .dates... if they studied about some one, about when they died or that [other] 
date.. .but the main thing is what they did (11/27/04). 

Elisabet's comments about dates not being very important were noteworthy here 

because they suggested she knew that learning things in school often times included 

memorizing dates and that she had an idea about the relative importance of certain facts 

over others. The difference between "big fact" and "little fact" generated considerable 

debate and discussion among the group members. How one was to ascertain which fact 

might be a big fact and which one might be a little fact challenged the students to 

consider the reasons for selecting specific information to share. The students came to the 

conclusion that the designation between" big fact" and" little fact" depended upon the 

topic and the purpose. 

For example, Samuel and Scott showed a powerful example of ascribing relative 

importance to certain facts after they made a presentation to the whole class about the life 

and work of Langston Hughes. During the question and answer period, a classmate in the 

audience asked," What were his parents' names? when was he bom?" Samuel and Scott 

looked at each other, looked at their trifold display, on which they posted information 

about Langston Hughes as well as copies of some of his poems, and answered, 'James 

and Carrie', and then 'we don't know (regarding the date)'. Right after that, I noticed 

they turned fi-om the audience and negotiated with each other for a bit then said: "We 
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don't really know that because in a biography about Langston Hughes that would be a 

little fact.. .we can find their names.. .of their parents.. .but [we did not include that] 

because that's not what this is about" (FN 12/18/03). 

During the formal presentation, Scott and Samuel read their favorite poems 

written by Langston Hughes and recited dozens of facts about his life and about 

segregation and racism of the times. But they did not spend time focusing on dates or his 

parents. These information bits were not relevant to the purpose at that time. Even though 

the boys knew the names of Langston Hughes's parents, and they were able to report 

them when asked, Samuel and Scott deemed those facts extraneous to their purpose, or 

"little." It seemed that even though they, in particular, sought comfort in building a cache 

of information about Langston Hughes, when pressured, they were able to justify leaving 

out certain pieces of information to remain true to their purpose. 

Documenting facts or retelling information was one way students responded to 

reading nonfiction. When examining response to nonfiction through the lens of 

documenting facts or retelling information I was able to look closely at kids who were 

obsessed with facts in one way or another (Jobe 2002). Students passionately collected 

massive amount of facts; they were fascinated with their topics. Others documented facts 

with little enthusiasm, but imderstood the value of facts in school and considered that to 

be response to nonfiction. Still others were clear about hierarchical relationship between 

facts. 

They copied verbatim; they paraphrased. They wrote lists, created webs and wrote 

paragraphs. Assigning priority to facts challenged some students but did not seem to 
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concern others. Some sought order; others put no value to ordering facts, they simply 

documented facts. Still others were able to ascertain a value to certain facts over others 

depending upon their self-ascribed purpose. Some students took very seriously the 

process of accumulating facts. They exhibited an intensity and commitment to reading 

and responding. Others simply wrote down information with little commitment to the 

process or product. Ultimately, response to nonfiction by documenting facts or retelling 

information held a place of importance because it described the engagement and 

commitment students experienced. 

Expresses Feelings, Emotions, Opinions and Values 

Responding by expressing feelings and emotions was often a preliminary personal 

response to text, an early manifestation of initial engagement with text (Rosenblatt 1978). 

When readers responded by describing feelings or emotions they began to be explicit 

about the extent to which the text affected them. When personal connections contribute to 

making meaning, the reader is experiencing what Rosenblatt (1994) terms the evocation, 

the first feelings, and associations of the transaction. Often expressing feelings and 

emotions provided the crucial first step for deeper examination of ideas and inquiry. 

These expressions were not to be considered the end or goal, but they are necessary for 

exploration and interpretation. Therefore, they must be valued. 

I considered expressing emotions or feelings important to consider because 

without taking into account the personal, emotional connection to some part of a text, the 

reader's possibility of interpretation is diminished. This is consistent with Eisner's (1994) 

argument that "One's experience of the world is basically qualitative" (p.33) and that 
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"refinement of the senses is a primary means for expanding our consciousness" (p. 29). 

Therefore, in addition to the fact that the data were clearly pointed to support this 

category, it seemed theoretically sound that expressing emotions, opinions and values be 

considered. For purposes of this study, values refer to abstract concepts and general ideas 

of what is right. A close relationship between emotions and values exists. Expressing 

values is one way the reader placed significance on the stated opinion, belief or judgment 

(Eisner 1994). 

It is not uncommon that readers experience emotions as they interpret what they 

read in light of their experiences and relative to their values (Marzano 1991). I considered 

this to be one mark of engagement and the transaction, the lived through experience 

(Rosenblatt, 1978). Therefore as statements of feelings and emotions emerged from the 

data, I was confident of the theoretical basis for considering expressing feelings and 

emotions with values and opinions as a category of response to nonfiction. 

Every student did not attach values to their expressions of emotions. At the very 

minimum, some readers responded with simple statements of feelings and emotions, 

stopping short of making value judgments or connections to their system of values. 

For example, Christina wrote "He [Martin Luther Kmg, Jr.] dedicated his life to 

finding out why we were separated and treated different...it really touched my heart" (I 

1/26/04). This response showed uncomplicated and imexamined expression of emotion or 

feeling. Christina did not elaborate on her feeling, she just stated it in response to a fact 

she documented. 
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Douglas responded, "I read about Cesar Chavez. 1 think it's sad that they only get 

30 cents a day working on a farm" (WN 9/23/03). Douglas responded to nonfiction by 

simply stating emotion. Further probing and follow up might have prompted both 

Douglas and Christina to support these expressions of feelings. 

Angela described an emotional response evoked while reading The Children We 

Remember (Abells, 1983): "My story makes me cry because they don't have water, food 

and [the]people [were]hungry. They share the little food with everybody that is why it 

makes me cry" (WN 9/5/03). Angela's response went beyond a statement of emotion. 

The words "it makes me ciy" signaled a deeper expression of emotion than a statement of 

sadness, as the two examples above showed. In this response, Angela transferred and 

personalized the feelings and emotions of hunger and homelessness the reading 

provoked. 

Appearing to delve a little deeper than others, Gerald responded to Frida (Turner, 

2001) by describing an assortment of emotions: 

It made me shocked that the Mexican Revolution was that bad.. .1 felt disgusted 
because she had to stay in her room for nine months from polio when she was six 
years old and one month from the wreck with the trolley...It is devastating to see 
how she got her pelvis almost smashed and how her foot and leg were crushed... I 
felt blue when she painted since she was lonely in her room.. .1 would love to 
have her talent to paint and express myself just by painting on a special piece of 
paper.. .if she were in my shoes right now she would love her life over how 
beautiful her paintings were way back then" (WN 9/17/03). 

The range of emotions generated by reading about Frida Kahlo's life suggested to 

me that Gerald was able to convey feelings provoked by different aspects or experiences 

of Frida's life. But in the beginning of the response, the expressions seemed flat, devoid 

of voice. However at the end of the entry, Gerald branched out of what struck me as 
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banal statements of emotions and feelings and put himself in Frida's place as a painter. I 

looked at Gerald's last statement as an indication that he thought perhaps Frida never 

knew how great her work really was. These responses suggested to me that Gerald's 

transaction with the text eventually extended beyond a simple expression of emotions and 

showed involvement and understanding by postulating how Frida might have felt about 

her work and by stating his admiration for her work. This response seems consistent with 

Eisner's (1994) belief that "there can be no affective activity without cognition" (p. 21). 

For the most part, when readers expressed a feeling or emotion evoked by 

nonfiction, that feeling or emotion was followed by an evaluation of it, in a way that I 

saw as personal support for that particular response. Elisabet offered a potent example. 

After reading about slavery and Harriet Tubman's being beaten for a small transgression, 

Elisabet went beyond a nominal statement of emotions to describe her feelings, and 

connected the reading to herself and her own value system. She told me: 

She got beat so many times. And [it] got me angry that they'd sell people and like 
they'd beat Harriet for just eating a sugar cube, they beat her and they sold 
her.. .I'm, like, what the heckl It's a person] I was thinking, what if they sold that 
person? It gets me so angry knowing that people can treat people that way. 1 can't 
stand making anyone cry it's hard for me to do because I feel sorry for that person 
and sorry for myself (1 1/27/04). 

Elisabet's words offered an example of what Rosenblatt (1995) described as 

emotional impact of the text. A follow-up discussion could be stimulated by the 

emotional impact of Elisabet's statement and become the conduit to dialogue about 

broader ideas and implications of those ideas. The question Elisabet asks in this response, 

"What if they sold that person?" reflects what Conmieyras (1995) considered as an 

authentic question because it expresses a problem or puzzle generated by the reader, not 
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by the teacher or other authority. That question could also be looked at in terms of the 

importance and power of imagination (Rosenblatt, 1995) to the development of 

democracy. Elisabet's question, "What if they sold that person?" offers a hypothetical 

consideration of a very complex issue. Her suggestion holds promise for fiirther 

investigation and discussion. 

Elisabet obviously expressed feelings as well as thoughts and value judgments 

about what she read about Harriet Tubman's life. I saw those expressions indicating an 

engagement vdth the nonfiction and evidence of lived through experience (Rosenblatt 

1978). 

In another example, Elisabet responded to reading and studying about Frida Kahlo 

by expressing a feeling and following it with a report of value. 

Other people let things stop them. And that's what I don't like. People.. .say... I 
can't do this anymore because of this and that. I don't like that. It's like they are 
giving up. Like me and my brother say [people in our family] never give up... If 
you really love something you shouldn't give up... you should keep doing it (I 
1/27/04). 

This example provided an illustration of how Elisabet became focused on the idea 

that Frida persevered through hardship and criticism, and she did not give up. 

Perseverance was a value honored in Elisabet's family, Elisabet extrapolated something 

significant from Frida's life and applied it to values that were seemingly reinforced by a 

family member. I believe this response illustrated Rosenblatt's (1995) suggestion that, 

"When literary experiences are made the material for reflective thinking, they may be one 

means of providing this sorely needed linkage between feeling, thought and behavior" (p. 
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227). Elisabet's literary experience with nonfiction showed she linked feelings, thoughts 

and behavior. 

Scott exemplified a fiuther connection between feelings, thoughts and behavior 

when he responded to a picture book biography of the opera singer, Marion Anderson, 

When Marion Sang (Selznick 2002): 

She believed in herself.. .she had confidence.. .she had the support of her friends 
and family to accomplish this.. .It's really tough to be a singer, you do a lot of 
stuff, you rehearse, you practice, it costs money and then.. .you can't accomplish 
your dream because of your color and that's not right because everybody should 
deserve to accomplish their goals.. .If I wanted to be an actor and they wouldn't 
let me in because I'm Mexican then I'd be really mad. Yeah, I worked hard, 
practiced, rehearsed...I'd be pretty mad (1 1/27/04). 

Scott linked what he read to emotions as well as to ideals about his future, his 

cultural identity and values that he held to be important. He was able to express in this 

response that he regarded certain experiences in Marion Anderson's life as potential 

models for others, and made parallels to his own life as well. 

A different text, a lyrical presentation of bigotry and stereotype. Black Misery, 

(Hughes, 1969) provoked Scott to go beyond stating his feelings and describe values: 

Black Misery makes me feel bad.. .that people were getting judged by the color of 
your skin and being called negro to me that's mean and disgusting because it 
doesn't matter what matters is what's inside. You should treat others how you 
should [like to] be treated... it makes me think of colored people, because I'm 
Mexican and I'm sort of brown.. .and it really makes me mad that they.. .see us 
with no freedom. Everybody in the world deserves freedom.. .except Saddam 
Hussein (WN 9/23/03; 1 1/27/04). 

In response to Black Misery (Hughes, 1969), Scott expressed an emotion or 

feeling, provided an example fi-om the reading and immediately personalized it with an 

acknowledgment of his own skin color, followed by an expression of value about racial 
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prejudice and freedom. The fact that he finished with a powerful statement of value about 

freedom and Saddam Hussein, in this example demonstrated to me that Scott was 

strongly affected by the reading and by current events. He transacted with the literature to 

create a poem, (Rosenblatt, 1978), unique to him. 

In describing her transactional theory, Rosenblatt (1995) referred to a personal, 

initial response as being the beginning of the unique experience. Often the initial 

response to a reading event is an expression of feelings, emotions, values and opinions. In 

this study, transaction and engagement with nonfiction text stimulated readers to share 

opinions as well as the values that form the basis of the spoken emotions and feelings. 

Furthermore, opinions were expressed that might offer possibilities for debate and 

inquiry, illustrating the ongoing nature of the transaction, and holding promise for on 

going investigations. 

In response to nonfiction, some students expressed emotions or feelings with little 

or no support or personal comment. Others followed their expressions of feelings and 

emotions with statements of value and opinions as explanation for their feelings, 

indicating deeper connection or tension with what was read than when only a feeling was 

expressed. When values and/or opinions were stated as part of the response, student 

engagement in the transaction seemed to be more evident. 

Asks Questions 

Asking questions in response to nonfiction did not become apparent immediately 

during initial analysis and preliminary coding. After close re-examination of the students' 

responses that expressed feelings and emotions I noticed many students embedded 
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questions in their responses. At first glance, the questions looked rather innocuous, 

superficial and not remarkable. In fact, I passed over them in the early stages of coding. 

But during deeper analysis I took note of the kinds of questions the students asked. The 

students asked questions that show consciousness, ownership, curiosity and wonder 

provoked by the text. Commeyras (1994,1995) argues that good discussion questions are 

the ones the students want to discuss, not necessarily the ones that the teacher deems 

suitable for dialogue and instruction. She cautions against teachers dismissing a student's 

question because it doesn't match the teacher's intent. I found myself at first dismissing 

some of the students' questions, judging them to be unrelated. However, on looking 

closer at their questions, I noted the value and potential for discussion and inquiry on 

related issues of interest to the students, not necessarily to me or Diane. 

Baimifield & Mroz (2002) discuss the empowering role of questions in the 

classroom and argue that when given permission to do so, students can and do ask a 

range of questions. The questions students ask can provide links to what they are thinking 

and begin to support further exploration in addition to informing their cognitive 

processes. As I analyzed the students' work, questions seemed to be significant. 

For the most part, the questions the students posed were not situated apart from 

the body of their other responses; they seemed to be natureilly occurring, embedded in 

their other responses. While we did ask the students from time to time to list things they 

were curious about, I rarely found a list of questions as response to nonfiction. I attribute 

this to the fact that the questions were their own, authentic questions, curiosities and 

wonderings stimulated by and flowing naturally (further suggestion of the lived through 
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experience of the transaction) from the readings and their responses to them. This was a 

manifestation of the importance of Paulo Freire's (2000) concept of problem posing that 

he used to describe his literacy for liberation effort with disenfranchised workers in South 

America. 

In Freire's work, as learners became more conscious of their world and their place 

in it, they asked their own questions, instead of answering the questions of others. Thus 

they had the potential to become autonomous thinkers and learners. When readers 

become problem posers in addition to problem solvers they exhibit a responsibility for 

and interest in their own world. I judged that consciousness to be related to a certain 

intentionality that honors and heralds communication. 

A learner who poses his own problems, asks his own questions, is a learner who 

exhibits an active engagement with the topic, idea or issue. The engagement goes beyond 

the 'banking model' (Freire, 2000) of schooling in which education is described as 

depositing information into the inactive learners. This parallels the futility of the 

inquisition model discussed by Beds &. Wells (1989). 

In the world Freire admonished, and worked to improve, learners were passive 

recipients of knowledge; they were not asked to participate in their own learning, nor 

were they expected to do so. Consequently they were taken advantage of. In such an 

environment learners had no investment, no commitment and, in my opinion no need to 

pursue anything with any passion or vigor. In contrast, when people are invited to ask 

authentic questions, and explore wonderings that effect them the onus and the joy of 
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exploration and learning have been taken up. Consciousness was raised. And 

commitment was palpable. 

For example, Samuel embedded a few questions in his response to reading Black 

Misery (Hughes 1969). Samuel alternated personal response with reporting information; 

he utilized documentation from the text and he asked questions: 

My favorite page is about a boy wishing his dad had not named his dog 
Blackie.. .1 feel sad because of the way black people were treated. I do not think 
that is right. Black people are people too, the world does not belong just to white 
people.. I think it is sad that if a black person makes a new friend that is white and 
he or she [is] not allowed to talk or play with him or her. Just imagine being 
called nigger or negro. I am also confused because if they felt sad because Santa 
[was] white, how would they feel about Jesus being white? These are my feelings 
about Black Misery by Langston Hughes (WN 9/23/03). 

It is clear in this example that Samuel conveyed a number of different emotions 

provoked by Black Misery (Hughes, 1969). After he wrote a succinct synopsis of the 

book, he chose three parts to respond to, describing his feelings as he responded. In the 

response, Samuel called out, beyond himself, to the reader to "Just imagine being called 

a nigger or negro." I likened this phrase, 'Just imagine...' to a question. I considered this 

a plea to the reader to look beyond the words and get involved in the situation suggested 

by the text. Here Samuel demonstrated his conscious involvement with what he read by 

asking a question. 

Interestingly, during an interview, when Samuel read this entry out loud to me, he 

would not voice the words 'nigger' or 'negro.' He skipped over them, telling me, "Ah, I 

don't really want to say that part" (1 1/27/04). I considered his resistance to utter aloud 
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the words 'nigger' and 'Negro' to indicate that Samuel was impacted by the mere thought 

of being called a racially derogatory name. 

He implored his audience to settle into the same position of Langston Hughes, 

stating emotions, then added his thoughts to the facts he had selected. The entreaty to the 

reader suggested a genuine connection to the times through imagination. He exhibited 

what Rosenblatt (1995) suggests as the power of imagination for the viability of 

democracy. Literary experiences enhance imagination and enrich the xmderstandings of 

possibilities open to the world. Samuel's curiosity and intensity of conunitment to further 

inquiry about Langston Hughes, the times or the social climate was obviously strong. 

At the end of the above entry, Samuel asked a question that might seem rhetorical, 

but conveyed need for extension and further investigation. "I am confused because if they 

felt sad because Santa was white, how would they feel about Jesus being white?" This 

question might hold promise for a personal investigation into issues of race, perception 

and popular culture. Surely the question represented another example of problem posing, 

where the learner spontaneously or after much thought and consideration asked an 

authentic question. I saw this to be further evidence for Samuel's engagement and 

interest in his topic as well as an alternative way of looking at asking questions. From 

these responses, Rosenblatt (1995) offered a suggestion about the teacher's influence "By 

helping focus students' attention on the actual emotions through which he had entered the 

lives of others" (p. 178). 

Asking questions in response to nonfiction manifested itself in a number of other 

ways, differently for different kids. For example, Mario was deeply affected by reading 
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Harvesting Hope (Krull, 2003). In response, he described his feelings and values, then 

asked a question followed by another statement of emotion. The embedded question 

seemed to pop out of nowhere, but was clearly important to Mario: 

I feel sorry for him [Cesar Chavez] because he got beat up and what I didn't like 
about his teacher [was] she put something on him that said that he was a clown 
because he spoke Spanish. That's not right!... What I don't like about those times 
is that they used to make fun of Mexican people... I was saying why do teachers 
do that to Cesar Chavez because he was Mexican looking? And that makes me 
really mad (WN 9/18/03; 1 1/27/04). 

I believe the question "why do teachers do that to Cesar Chavez because he was 

Mexican looking?" showed that Mario was problem posing, indicating a consciousness 

and a personal interest in understanding more about the world around him. His question 

exemplifies what Conmieyras (1995) discusses as how a student identifies a puzzling 

situation that may not be honored by the teacher. Mario's question was clearly relevant 

to him and his life. That he asked the question out of genuine interest in response to 

reading a biography of Cesar Chavez suggested to me a high level of curiosity and 

passion about his topic, which reflect the ongoing transaction and engagement. His 

question might provide wide opportunity for investigation. 

Passion, interest, and curiosity cannot be manufactured. These traits seemed to be 

signals of engagement, often evidenced by questions posed. Authentic questions cannot 

be predicted. For example, I was taken by surprise by Douglas's questions in response to 

reading Love to Langston (Medina, 2002) Douglas wrote a list of questions: "Why did 

Langston used to write poems? Why did people like his poems? Why do Jazz singers use 

the word ain't a lot?" (WN 11/03/03). Douglas's third question was unique among his 
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classmates' because it attended to use of language. The question about "ain't" caught my 

attention because I hadn't anticipated the tension ain't might provoke. 

Before he wrote this response, Douglas came over to me and asked if ain't was a 

word. 1 told him, yes it was. He returned to his seat. Five minutes later he returned to me 

and asked what ain't meant. I told him. He returned to his seat, continued reading and 

then wrote his questions, indications of open curiosity. 

Moreover, I considered this question, "Why do Jazz singers use ain't a lot?" to be 

able to address ideas beyond vocabulary. It seemed to me to hold potential for rich, 

interesting inquiry about the times that had been stimulated by a question about word 

choice. Douglas's question led me to believe that he was interested and engaged in 

reading Love to Langston (Medina, 2002). He was conscious of the language being used 

and wondered about it. Further, Douglas's questions and my initial reaction to them shed 

light on the argument Dewey (1938) and Commeyras (1994) puts forth regarding the 

critical need for teachers to let questions arise from the students, not predetermining the 

questions. Often the teacher's interpretations have little to do with the student's 

perspectives. 

In a different manner, Christina posed authentic questions in response to what she 

was reading about the women's suffrage movement. She expressed her feelings, opinions 

and values about what she read, inserted more information, and then asked a question that 

could easily propel her into further exploration; 

That woman had to suffer...that woman want to be equal...in 1870 men, whatever 
color they are, are allowed to vote.. .1 feel bad because it's not fair that they 
couldn't vote but the men got to vote and it's not right, it's wrong... 
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Why can't women whatever color they are [be] allowed to vote? 

Susan B Anthony should have stood up and she did stand up for what she 
believed in and that is what gave her courage.. .Black people were slaves but still 
can vote.. .how come women can't vote? I don't think it's fair (WN 10/6/03). 

Christina queried about what she saw as an obvious difference in the rights of 

black men and of women (whatever the color of their skin) of the times. Her question 

also showed me she was questioning a fact of history. I considered Christina's response 

as a variation of what Shor (1993) termed "questioning an answer" (p. 26). That is, she 

was engaged in her reading of nonfiction to the extent that she challenged what she read. 

She did not accept at face value the ideas she read about. She questioned the fairness of 

the facts presented; she was not answering a question posed by someone else. The 

questions she asked showed me Christina was engaged in her topic. Christina found 

something in the text that stimulated her to wondering about the lack of equal rights 

during those times. Her questions indicated that the topic held some power over Christina 

and caused her tension. Her questions could become useful in generating a greater 

understanding and appreciation for the history of the suffrage movement, slavery and/or 

post Civil War America. 

The questions students asked in response to nonfiction were embedded within 

other forms of response. The questions seemed to develop seamlessly from students 

reading and writing. When students responded to nonfiction by asking questions, 

sometimes those questions seemed literal and superficial. After analysis, I came to 

understand that even straightforward questions could be considered as springboards for 

further inquiry. The key here appeared to me to be that the reader was asking questions of 
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his or her own making, developed from their own consciousness during the transaction. 

Guthrie, Cox, Knowles, Buehl, Mazzoni & Fasulo (2000) suggest that when readers pose 

questions they are showing engagement with reading. Self-questioning should be 

encouraged. This is consistent with what Dias (1990) suggested, "to read to answer 

someone else's questions is not to read to appropriate the text for oneself (p. 289). 

In these examples, what was important to note was the ownership of the questions 

and the possibilities they might provide for individual or group quests. Short & Burke 

(1991) suggested that questions "keep us going" and that "progress is measured by 

having new questions" (p. 59). The questions posed by the students were indeed potential 

seeds for personal inquiry and indications of progress. The students' responses indicated 

involvement with their topic and their learning beyond seeking answers to someone else's 

questions. Asking questions empowered them to move further. 

Recalls Memories and Tells Stories 

Responding by recalling memories and/or telling personal stories indicates a 

personal connection to what was read and a need to respond by telling about some part of 

his or her life story. A certain level of comfort with the group was necessary I believe, for 

telling personal stories. In the same way that stating feelings and emotions and asking 

questions tended to open up pathways for discovery and personal searching, recalling 

memories or telling stories led to deeper interpretation and evaluation of the self and the 

world beyond as well as what was read. 

The importance of considering this category in response to nonfiction was 

situated in its capability to honor and describe the range of personal connections or 
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tensions evoked during the transaction with the text. But while stories and memories 

might provide a glimpse of personal involvement, just which stories were told, just which 

memories were recalled, were also considered valuable. 

For example, Angela wrote three sentences retelling part of what she read, to 

describe an immigrant girl in The Children We Remember (Abells, 1983^ then told her 

own story; 

Helen Cohen is a 10-year-old girl who wants to come to America. She is from 
Poland and she was dreaming and one day her dream came true. She was happy to 
come to America. 
It makes me think when I was in Africa when my dad said. You are going to 
America and I was happy because I want to see my mom. One day I told my 
friend I'm going to America and we took a picture. When I was travel[ing] I was 
by myself and I didn't understand people talking at me I just don't understand. I 
was just saying yes, but I don't understand.. .and in the airplane there was a girl 
she was 7 years old and I was talking to her in French, but she spoke French and 
English, I was so happy to see her because [before] when I was in the airplane, 
nobody was talking to me, just the hostess asking me what did I want to eat 
something. She told me in French and she was talking to me a little bit in English 
and I understood...(WN 9/21/03). 

Angela's detailed story in response to her reading nonfiction showed me how 

closely she related to Helen Cohen's dream of coming to America. A recent emigre, 

Angela demonstrated keen connection to dreams and to the realities of life, which she 

associated with what she read. She exemplified what Hickman (1979) described as going 

beyond an association to a connection. The story told of happiness and hinted at the 

confusion that sometimes ensues when traveling. I saw this story as revealing that Angela 

undeniably connected to what she read about Helen Cohen and responded by telling 

about a part of her life. 
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Another example involving telling stories and recalling memories showed the 

unpredictability of response to nonfiction. One specific fact about a baseball player 

triggered Gerald to tell a personal story and commentary: 

Sammy Sosa's dad died.. .It makes me think of when my parents got divorced. It 
makes me feel like my dad is dead.. .my dad's kinda like dead in my mind 
because I never get to see him... I don't know where he is...or anything.. .but then 
again I always look and I'm kinda proud that I don't get to see my dad because if 
I were to live in that environment I'd probably be exactly like him and I don't 
want to... (11/27/04). 

While it was clear to me Gerald was responding by recalling a memory and telling 

a personal story, the relevance of the story told eluded me. I wondered why Gerald 

selected that particular fact about the fabled home run hitter Sammy Sosa. In an 

interview, I asked him about his response to it. In reply, Gerald tilted his head away from 

me, peered at me, and said, "Were your parents divorced?" As soon as I answered no, he 

scoffed and shook his head, suggesting that I could not possibly have any idea what it 

was like to think of your dad's being dead even though he isn't (FN 1/27/04). 

My reaction to Gerald's response was an example of the teacher's rushing to 

judgment (Commeyras, 1995) and failing to take into consideration the uniqueness of 

each reader and each reader's response (Rosenblatt 1978,1995), briefly losing sight of 

how indeterminate responses (Hynds, 1990) can be. Gerald justified his selection of the 

fact and his personal cormection to that fact. Response to nonfiction by telling stories or 

recalling memories provided a unique springboard to places unknown. 

In another example, reading nonfiction spurred Mario to talk about his father, too, 

but in a very different way. In response to Harvesting Hope (Krull, 2002), Mario told me 

during the interview, "He [Cesar Chavez] fought for other people, to help others.. .my 
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dad loves to help other people, just like him. Guys in the street ask for 25 cents, my dad 

gives them $5, sometimes $10. That's really good" (1 1/27/04). Mario linked his father 

and Chavez by their actions. The connection put both persons in a favorable light in 

Mario's mind. The fact that both men helped others could fuel a debate about limits of 

public assistance or awareness of needs of others. 

Adriana almost exclusively told stories or made family references in response to 

her reading. During the interview, I asked Adriana how looking at and studying Frida's 

artwork affected her, she replied: 

Well. How do I explain? When my Nina went to Guadalajara.. .they had pictures 
there and she gave [one] to me for.. .a birthday present... it was one of them and I 
didn't realize the name.. .it was little and I had to get a magnifying glass and it 
said the name Frida, and I go, well, there's lots of Fridas, and it said Kahlo and I 
say this is what I'm looking at! This is what I'm looking for! And that really got 
my interest.. .It seemed like she was having a hard time in her life and I'm having 
a hard time in my life sometimes, too.. .(1 1/27/04). 

She painted her feelings; she painted what she wanted to paint. It didn't matter 
what people said about her she just went on and painted what she feels and I like 
that kind of attitude. My mom has that kind of attitude and that just reminded me 
of my mom... when people say things about her, or me she'll just ignore it and if 
people try to hit her or something, she'll just turn her back on them because she 
doesn't like people like that (1 1/27/04). 

This response showed me that Adriana was clearly affected by the artwork of 

Frida, and she connected it to her family. At first, I thought her family stories were 

diversions, detours off the point and held little value as response to nonfiction. However, 

after more thought and consideration, and consultation with peer debriefers, I saw the 

stories Adriana told illustrated engagement with what she read to such a degree that she 

extended her interest and enthusiasm with her family members. Adriana was compelled 
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to apply what she thought about what she read to her own life. Reading about Frida 

Kahlo had broadened the realm of her attention. 

Adriana shared what she learned with her family and associated what she learned 

with her family, too. A family member reciprocated by finding a poster of Frida's work 

and giving it to Adriana as a present. 

At the outset one might be tempted to dismiss stories such as the above as 

unsophisticated and unrelated to response to nonfiction. It would be shortsighted to 

consider these stories as rambling, off topic non-sequiturs. Close examination of 

responses showed that Adriana's stories were support that she had broadened her 

consciousness and internalized what she learned. The stories she told indicated an 

engagement beyond the classroom to her family. 

Even as Adriana described to me what she learned from studying Frida, she wove 

in a family story to illustrate her point: 

I think I learned about myself as a learner and a seer. See, I don't really see... I 
don't really see people's feelings some times.. .like for example.. .my little 
brother came home one day, well, I was sick and .. .he was feeling very bad and I 
didn't really see that because he just said, hi sis! Then my mom tells me Teddy 
had.. .a rough day...and I didn't see that at first, but when I read about Frida and 
the way she expressed her feelings in her painting, I saw what people's feelings 
were like...(11/27/04). 

This example showed an instance where Adriana saw her understanding of other's 

feelings to be comparable to what she had learned about Frida's artwork depicting 

feelings she did not express in every day life. When she learned that Frida expressed her 

feelings in her paintings not in her everyday actions and expressions, Adriana made a 

parallel to her own life. I saw this as another indicator of her engagement with nonfiction. 
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Telling stories and recalling memories in response to nonfiction exposed a 

personal and occasionally private world of the reader. Sometimes the cormections were 

not immediately apparent. At other times, the personal effect of the text on the reader was 

not anticipated. However, after further probing, responders were clear and confident 

about the relationship between their stories and the texts they read. These are 

manifestations of the richness of the transactions. When transactions with text evoked 

tales and remembrances from out of school lives, the uniqueness of the events is 

highlighted. 

Intertextualizes with Other Texts 

Responding by intertextualizing with other texts refers to moments when the 

reader describes cormections and or tensions to what s/he had read, or viewed by 

referring to other written texts or media. I consider intertextualizing as a kind of 

triangulation. Making cormections across texts presupposes a knowledge of other 

examples beyond what is right at hand and looking at one thing vis a vis another, 

sometimes in a representational form. 

Sipe (2000) suggests that "when adults read they continually make cormections 

between what they are currently reading and other texts they know. They make links 

between their history as readers and what is currently in front of them" (p.73). Data from 

this study show that student readers do this, too and it should be considered a mode of 

response to nonfiction. 

Short (1992) defines intertextualizing as the process of "making connections 

between current and past texts; of interpreting one text by means of previously composed 
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texts" (p. 315). Short defines text as any "chunk of meaning that has unity and can be 

shared with others" (p. 315). For purposes of this discussion a limited definition of text 

will be used, referring to a visual representations of meaning in books, movies, cartoons, 

and artwork. The narrow definition of texts across which the students made connections 

is necessary because their limited experiences and references. 

The importance of intertextualization with other texts arises from the reader's 

ability to go beyond the confines of one text and explain relationships between that text 

in his or her experience. Rosenblatt (1995) does not speak directly to this issue, but she 

acknowledges the concept of intertextualizing by arguing that the reader brings life 

experiences, culture and context to the reading event and thus enters the transaction. 

Intertextualizing shows an awareness of a broader world as well as a willingness and 

ability to apply it back to our own. 

When students make comparisons to other texts as they describe their 

connections, they exhibit breadth of thought. They activate and utilize essential processes 

that can lead to in depth exploration and inquiry (Short, Harste & Burke, 1996; Marzano, 

1991; Short & Burke 1991). 

In response to our reading aloud This Land is Made for You and Me (Guthrie, ??) 

Elisabet said, "this is a land for everyone, not just the rich and famous... it reminds me of 

reading about Rosa Parks and Mississippi Bridge (Taylor, 1992) from third grade" (FN 

10/8/03). The short statement showed me that Elisabet related the imderlying concept of 

the book to a topic and two books that she remembered from two years before. 

Intertextualizing in this fashion showed me the enduring power of a text that made an 
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impression strong enough to last two years, which was twenty percent of her life! Huck 

(1998) describes the transforming power of literature. Connecting across different books 

as points of reference perhaps cemented Elisabet's understanding and facilitated the 

development of her view of the world. I saw this as the strength of intertextualization. 

Short (1992) suggested that for many learners, "their connections are not 

primarily between written texts, but with visual texts, especially the mass media of TV 

and movies" (p. 330). Data from this study exemplified Short's assertion. Popular media 

offered students broad opportunity and varied territory with which to connect. Gerald in 

particular was able to describe how movies and a cartoon affected, at first, his selection 

of a text and later on, his understanding and appreciation of certain texts. He selected / 

Never Saw Another Butterfly: Children's drawings and poems from Terezin 

Concentration Camp 1942-1944 (Volavkova, 1993) "because it was like another movie, 

it wasn't exactly, but it was telling about what happened to them when Hitler was 

there...1 saw it on PBS..(1 1/26/04). Gerald explained his response to what he read by 

connecting to what he's learned from the TV movie: 

I found out that he [Hitler] would actually tattoo numbers right here on the wrist 
and gas them out just because .. .they were Jewish.. .and he'd just gas them out 
and I found out all these different people got hurt... I found out most of this stuff 
out by movies... I saw the movie before the book so I was just familiar with 
Hitler...(11/27/04) 

Gerald's familiarity with Hitler through television helped him select the books he 

read and provided foundation for his response. Intertextualizing assisted him before and 

during the transaction. 
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After reading /A'ever Saw Another Butterfly, Gerald responded by querying, 

"Why would Hitler do that?" (WN 10/7/03) and described to me how he answered his 

own question making, an intertextual connection with popular media: 

I probably found out why is because he hated Jewish people and he wanted to be 
leader of the world and stuff like that and it's like Pinky and the Brain...you know 
it? It's a cartoon.. .these two mice that are always... this one mouse is always 
trying to take over the world while the other one is always on his side. It's really 
dumb. They are trying to take over the world and it but it's always.. .well, they 
take over the cheese once in a while, but they don't ever take over the world. I 
mean you could take over one, little tiny bit of the world but you can't take over 
the entire world...And that's what he [Hitler] basically did. He wanted everyone 
to believe in his religion...(11/27/04). 

Gerald described his understanding and connection to what he read by comparing 

a situation with Hitler and the Holocaust to those in a cartoon. Gerald intertextualized by 

connecting what he read with something he'd seen on TV and further compared it to a 

cartoon whose story line included one mouse trying to take over the world, as, Gerald 

stated. Hitler did. I saw this as fertile ground for further inquiry as well as another 

example of the variety of possibilities intertextual connections provide. Its limits seem to 

be only within those of the experiences of the responder. 

Angela also made coimections between a nonfiction text to a classic fantasy. In 

response to reading Children of the Dust Bowl (Stanley, 1993) she copied verbatim from 

the book then offered an intertextual comparison: 

It was said that thousands of workers were needed to harvest a hundred different 
crops, peaches, pears, potatoes, tomatoes, beans, apples, oranges, the list seemed 
endless.. .It reminds me of when I read about Pooh Fall Harvest. He was 
searching for vegetables fruits and everything that he found with his fnends, 
Tigger, the Owl, Piglet and Christopher Robin (WN 10/23/03). 
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This response gave me confidence that Angela was fully participating in and 

conscious of her transactions with nonfiction. She connected her understanding and 

experience to another book she had read. This use of intertextualizing with other texts 

was particularly notable because Angela was new to the United States, the culture, the 

language, the envirormient and climate, having emigrated from Africa less than a year 

before. She took notice of the situation of the immigrant, migrant workers and was able 

to connect it to an animal fantasy about friendship and sharing of bounty. 

Intertextualizing with other texts helped Elisabet understand works of art when 

her curiosity and interest prompted a close look at some of Frida Kahlo's paintings. 

Memory, The Little Deer and The Other Frida: 

Those are the ones [the paintings] that stood out for me.. .Memory.. .there was an 
arrow going through her heart. Her heart was on the ground, she had.. .two angels 
on each side of the stick and she had no hands and her dresses .. .each had one 
arm.. .and one was reaching out for her and.. .what did she, like mean by that? 

Then The Little Deer, a deer and she [had] a whole bunch of arrows covering her 
and there was blood and I was thinking she must have been really depressed 
because her paintings ...show a lot [about] her, to me, that she is sad and that she 
sort of needs help. 

Like it said in the book.. .she painted what she felt, I'm guessing .. .but Diego 
cheated on Frida so I'm guessing like she drew or painted those because of what 
she was feeling. I'm guessing she was a person... who had two sides because I 
saw another picture or portrait call The Other Frida. It was two Fridas. I'm 
guessing the one was like a certain person and the other was a totally different 
person (1 1/27/04). 

Response through intertextualizing with other texts stimulated Elisabet to 

continue her search, which prompted her to ask more questions and make additional 

connections about the artist. Elisabet was absolutely posing her own, authentic question 

in this excerpt, although they were not stated in an interrogatory form. Her curiosity was 
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apparent and it seemed to cement her focus on the artwork. Elisabet's response included 

an exploration of her understanding about Frida's personality and something about her 

intriguing relationship with Diego Rivera, by comparing and contrasting pieces of 

artwork. 

Elisabet admitted tentativeness about her conclusions based on the artwork and 

made inferences about Frida's life by looking closely her artwork. It was most intriguing 

to me that Elisabet's intertextual comments about the artwork were made in a face-to-

face interview without the artwork in front of us to refer to. I judged this to be indicative 

of Elisabet's deep, personal connection with the work of Frida Kahlo. She remembered 

extraordinary details and their effect on her understanding and appreciation for Frida 

Kahlo, another example of the ongoing nature of transaction (Rosenblatt, 1995). 

Responding to nonfiction by intertextualizing with other texts showed an 

experience and comfort level with a variety of forms of representations, beyond written 

text. Popular culture, media, and artwork were common associations that illuminated 

connections or tension provoked by nonfiction. When readers chose to intertextualize, 

they identified similarities and made comparisons between ideas, issues, or situations, 

they showed cognitive and affective involvement and engagement that surpassed simple 

recognition. The possibilities for connections with other texts are endless with the 

responses engendered without limit. This seemed consistent with Hartman's (1992) 

suggestion that "Intertextuality is a prismatic construct, refracted by the sign system and 

history within which it works" (p. 307). A movie, a poster, a cartoon or fairy tale can help 
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a responder break his connections into parts and recast the varied understandings that 

emerge. 

Intertextualizing with other texts as a mode of response to nonfiction offers an 

enhanced way to support understanding of relationships and ideas provoked by text. 

From examination of these data, I see the role of intertextualizing with texts as critical in 

response to nonfiction because it gives wide berth to possibilities for deeper 

vmderstanding and can assist responders in explaining and expanding their connections. 

Makes Generalizations 

When responding to nonfiction, some students went beyond the facts or 

information and quickly identified a bigger concept or idea that the facts pointed to or 

supported. Makes Generalizations emerged as a category of response to nonfiction 

because it provided a place to docvmient and honor broad statements by readers whose 

inferences were immediate and secure. Generalizations are broad statements that go 

beyond facts and accumulation of facts, and point to a wider idea or theme. Benson 

(1998) suggested that often "teachers endeavor to have students think about a topic in 

terms of concepts and generalizations, rather than concentrate on the knowledge of dates 

and places" (p. 2). While Diane Fields and I value expressions of understanding of 

concept, we did not teach the students to make generalizations. But some students 

responded by doing so. 

Responding to nonfiction by making generalizations manifest itself in many ways. 

Some students offered straightforward and concise connections, while others elaborated 

in greater detail. In response to a read aloud from Arizona (Steck-Vaughn, 1996) Scott 
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wrote a simple yet powerful identification of a bigger idea: "Hopi means peaceful people. 

My culture is peacefiil, too (WN 11/24/03). Scott saw 'peacefiil people' not as a limiting 

description or discriminator but as an inclusive concept. I saw that he thought that 

"peaceful people" was not an exclusive term, but included his people, Mexican 

Americans, too. I considered this brief response as an indicator that Scott looked beyond 

the finite phrase "Hopi are peaceful" and extended the idea, generalized it to his people, 

too. It appeared that he was not willing to limit peacefiilness to only the Hopi. 

In contrast to Scott's brief generalization, Gerald described to me at length some 

thoughts that lingered long after he read This Land Is Your Land (Guthrie, 1998): 

I found out what This Land Is Your Land meant... I was just.. .thinking about it 
later on during my winter vacation.. .while I was playing.. .1 don't know why, but 
then I just started to understand it a little.. .1 remembered some of the pictures and 
I was just thinking about it and it was like it was talking about basically 
America.. .and how much segregation was going on between the whites and the 
Negroes.. .and... the words... we always say that outside there a lot of the kids 
are just like, 'Oh, It's just a Song, just a song', all we do is just sing it and 
everything and what it actually does is, it's talking about...the Negroes and the 
Americans ... or the homeless and the non homeless and the people that were in 
the dust bowl and the people that were in California and.. .it was just basically 
comparing ...but it's about that basically everyone's equal (11/26/04). 

In this excerpt, Gerald referred to and described how the day began at his school. 

Each morning, the school day began with community time, with every class gathered in 

the courtyard to greet each other, salute the flag, and hear announcements. Singing a 

patriotic song was a part of this routine. Often, the chosen song was the first verse of 

Woody Guthrie's This Land Is Your Land. Gerald's response suggested that most of the 

students did not even think about what the words meant. I considered his response to 

indicate that the lasting power of his transactions with the text and the song. 
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His commentary indicated a personal understanding of the song, but also hinted at 

the emptiness of a rote activity. Gerald experienced tensions when he discovered the 

discrepancy between the meaning (and his new appreciation) of the song and the fact that 

the entire student body sang it without much thinking or appreciation for its nuances. He 

made the generalization that most of his schoolmates did not value what he had identified 

as the underlying message of Guthrie's words. Clearly he showed a connection with an 

idea more fully developed than the literal, and he connected it to a daily occurrence at his 

school. He generalized to the bigger idea of equality, or lack of it, in America, between 

races, the poor and the homeless. 

Another example of response to nonfiction by making a generalization and seeing 

a broader picture came when Elisabet described to me in an interview how she got 

interested in studying about Frida Kahlo: "Well, I'm not like always like girl power, but I 

just like every once in a while to study about girls because it's mostly boys who do stuff 

..." (1 1/27/04). Elisabet extrapolated support for her curiosity about successful women 

from her study of Frida. Following this further, Elisabet exhibited generalizing after I 

read aloud a short piece on the origin of Toll House Cookies, from Girls Think of 

Everything (Thimmesh, 2000). After the read aloud, I asked the group of students to draw 

or sketch what the selection made them think about using a modified Sketch to Stretch 

engagement (Short, Harste & Burke 1996). Elisabet sketched two figures, one with hair 

longer than the other, each with a round, shaded object situated by its feet. 
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Figure 4.2 It's Not About the Cookies 

When it came time for her to share her sketch she balked, saying, "I don't want to 

read mine; It's not about the cookies; it's not about chocolate chip cookies." Group 

members encouraged her to share the drawing and her thoughts. She repeated, "it's not 

about the cookies. It's about that girls can do anything that boys can.. .that's what it's 

about" (FN 12/6/03). 

These two examples gave me reason to believe that Elisabet was looking for cases 

to prove her point that girls have had a place in history and should have a place in the 

curriculum in school. Her ability to make inferences across texts was notable, also. She 

quickly and easily drew the same generalization from transactions with different texts. 
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When students made generalizations in response to nonfiction, they illuminated 

connections beyond what was immediately at hand, beyond the literal. These 

generalizations did not always appear to be profound at first. But with careful thought 

and consideration, I came to see generalizations as statements that could be parlayed into 

opportunities to examine life's bigger ideas and enigmas. Marzano (1991) defines 

generalization as "statements for which examples can be provided" (p.38). I saw 

generalizations as more complex. 

When students generalized, they showed they were able to make inferences about 

an idea or concept that transcended the immediate and the literal. Making inferences 

clarified the student's explanation of what they were experiencing during the transaction 

with text. Students who responded to nonfiction by making generalizations exhibited a 

level of engagement that went beyond literal. Their generalizations showed one way they 

viewed the world. 

Discussion 

I have presented six categories to organize and describe students' responses to 

nonfiction. By organizing the data by categories I was able to see the many, varied ways 

students made connections to the nonfiction they were reading. This was valuable for 

clarifying the possibilities nonfiction presents for response. However, there may be 

danger in sorting the students' responses into categories; one might get the idea that the 

categories are separate, finite and static. 

Moss (2003) pointed out that response to nonfiction is dynamic, fluid and varied. 

In this study, no one student exclusively responded in what could be categorized as only 
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one of the identified modes. Students responded in many ways. Categories were not 

exclusive. In addition, responses could not be fully anticipated. I noticed fluidity 

between the categories of response to nonfiction, I came to believe that the categories of 

response should be considered dynamic as well as descriptive just as response. Expresses 

feelings, emotions, opinions and values seemed to be part of almost all responses, 

implying the ease with which an aesthetic posture toward response might be developed. 

Rosenblatt (1981) argues "the aesthetic impregnates the whole transaction" (p. 25). It 

certainly seems that the categories of students' responses illuminate the possibilities of 

response to nonfiction beyond simply reporting after reading. 

It should not be surprising that students documented facts or retold information in 

response to nonfiction. Nonfiction is typically looked upon as collections of facts. 

However, I regarded students' fascination with facts and assignment of value to them was 

much more than simple recitation. Students did not collect random facts; they selected 

and reported facts that had personal meaning. When they responded by documenting 

certain facts, they made lists, webs or paragraphs, they showed one way that response to 

nonfiction manifested itself. When students retold information, what they chose to attend 

to was significant. 

This seems to contradict Sebesta, Monson and Senn (1995) who suggest a 

hierarchical rubric to analyze aesthetic responses. In their rubric, an 'efferent response' 

such a retelling, or describing the main character in the story, holds no value. 

Documenting facts or retelling information from reading nonfiction does hold 

value, as it is one way that certain students chose to respond to what they read and rarely 
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was it done exclusively, without follow up explanations of thoughts, sentiments or 

judgment. Responding by retelling was clearly a mode preferred by some readers. 

Readers shape their responses based on their personal history and experiences 

(Rosenblatt, 1978,1981,1995) and for some, retelling is response. 

One key to reader response is the opermess and availability of possibilities, not a 

target of correctness (Doiron, 1999; 2003. Hynds, 1990). Documenting facts or retelling 

information should not be considered as a narrowing of focus. Students broadened their 

world when they immersed themselves in the facts they found interesting, intriguing or 

riveting. 

Most students expressed emotions and feelings in response to their reading. Some 

added values and opinions to their responses. Nonfiction can evoke emotions and 

feelings; response to it can be more complex than a straightforward recitation of facts. 

Expressions of emotions indicated to me that readers were personally engaged in what 

they read. 

I considered the questions students asked in response to nonfiction to be 

authentic, honest questions provoked by their reading, not questions someone else, the 

teacher, or a text book publisher, asked them to answer. The questions posed indicated to 

me a level of engagement and commitment to what was being read, and provided 

examples of questioning a text (Shor, 1993) and problem posing (Freire, 2000). 

When learners asked their own questions they exhibited a consciousness about 

their reading that could be extended into a quest and personal inquiry. Similarly, when 
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students responded to nonfiction by telling stories or recalling memories, their 

autobiographical accounts indicated had identified personally with a certain aspect of 

what they read. Even though some accounts might seem off topic or far fetched, carefiil 

examination revealed a cormection that was idiosyncratic to that reader. Further delving 

into the students' stories uncovered private links that I did not anticipate. These links 

opened my eyes to the breadth of associations generated in response to nonfiction. This 

is consistent with the idea that response to text is indeterminate (Hynds, 1990) as well as 

Rosenblatt's (1978) case for the uniqueness of each reader each reading. 

When students made intertextual links between the nonfiction they read and other 

texts or media they have heard or read or viewed, they demonstrated knowledge of their 

world beyond the schoolhouse door. In addition, they used other media, movies or 

cartoons to explain their cormection to and appreciation for what they read. Some of the 

intertextual connections could be considered much like autobiographical anecdotes in that 

they were idiosyncratic and complex. Intertextualizing signified the reader's awareness of 

a broad world and set of ideas represented in what s/he was reading at the time. 

Intertextualizing in response to nonfiction offered an expanded outlook about what was 

being read and an acknowledgement of the prospect of wide ranging possibilities for 

fiirther explorations. 

Some students jumped right over specific facts and stated a generalization or 

inference in response to nonfiction. This manner of response to nonfiction seemed 

important to consider because of the notoriety surrounding the genre as exclusively an 

enumerations of facts. When readers spontaneously made generalizations or inferences 
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about what was read it became clear to me that they were engaged and connected what 

they experienced during the transaction often extending beyond the literal. 

The categories helped me see that response to nonfiction can be related to inquiry, 

as each example provided access in one way or another to a pathway to further 

investigations. The categories that emerged from the data indicate a similarity to 

responses to fiction. 

Summary 

This chapter examined reader responses to interactive read alouds in the whole 

group as well as individual written responses to personally selected biographies, by or 

category. Students collected facts, expressed feelings, asked questions, made intertextual 

connections and generalizations as well as told stories and recalled memories in response 

to what they read or heard. Typically students responded to nonfiction using more than 

one mode and in different combinations. For the most part expressions of feelings, 

emotions values and opinions were apparent in each category, indicating a personal 

engagement and possibilities for aesthetic connections to nonfiction. 

The categories give a sense of the types of responses to nonfiction engaged in 

across all students. The examples selected show the range of possibilities for response to 

nonfiction and suggest a parallel with how students respond to fiction. 

Sorting responses evoked by nonfiction into categories provided a general 

perspective on the breadth of possibilities about response to nonfiction. 



Most of the responses were personal, as the students drew on their life 

experiences and beliefs as they transacted with the text. The students utilized their 

responses as springboards for their own inquiry, to answer their own questions 

manifesting engagement with what they were reading. 
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Chapter 5 

Five Students Respond to Nonfiction 

I found the Michelangelo text very surprising. I was expecting dry facts & 
information. Instead I found a story that was flowing and interesting. Prior to this 
class I had a notion of nonfiction being boring and dry. When I remember doing 
research in grade school, I always used those types of books. It was great when I 
found one with lots of pictures but that was rarely the case. In this class I have 
learned that nonfiction is a huge area of literature than can be fun and interesting 
just like fiction. I think nonfiction has just gotten a bad rap. 

Now, back to Michelangelo. My favorite part of the book was the way that 
it included little explanations in with the story. For example, at the part about the 
fresco that Michelangelo helped with, a good explanation on what a fresco is and 
how it's made was given. It was not too in depth to get boring but just enough to 
really imderstand what was being talked about. 

I remember learning about Michelangelo, but didn't remember details. I 
learned a lot from this book. It would definitely be something that I would use in 
my classroom. I would be interested to see if there are others by this same author 
and if they are written the same way. 

Journal entry of a preservice teacher, Jenny, in response to reading Michelangelo 
(Stanley, 1999) 

The above journal entry gives a glimpse of one undergraduate student through her 

response to a picture book biography, Michelangelo (Stanley, 1999). This particular entry 

shows responses that could be described as fitting in the following categories: Expresses 

feelings, tells stories, recalls memories, and documents facts. The final sentence of the 

entry hints at an interest in intertextualization, "I would be interested to see if there are 

others by this same author and if they are written the same way." But the written 

response also casts light on the student, a fiiture teacher who was pleasantly surprised by 

the book and by her response to it and the nonfiction in general. Through her response, 

she paints a portrait of herself and her developing awareness Michelangelo and the genre. 

By examining her responses we may get a glimpse of what Jenny is like. 
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In chapter four, students' responses to nonfiction were organized and presented 

through five distinct categories in answer to the question, "How do students respond to 

nonfiction?" The categories provided a valuable first look at how response to nonfiction 

can manifest itself across all students. Examples selected showed the range of 

possibilities for response to nonfiction, providing perspective and detail about response. 

It was useful to use the categories that emerged for the data to help discuss, recognize and 

reify response to nonfiction, but the categories cannot be the only way to think about and 

examine response to nonfiction. 

Rosenblatt (1994) argued that the "particular world of the reader" (p. 11) must 

always be taken into account when discussing the transactional model of reading and 

writing. The reader's experiences, culture and context converge with the text to shape the 

transaction. The idiosyncrasies the reader brings to the reading event are not visible when 

looking at the data across categories. 

Missing from considering response to nonfiction exclusively from a categorical 

standpoint was an analysis, description and discussion of the ways in which individual 

students orchestrated the different categories to construct and reveal their thinking about 

the nonfiction they read. Simply categorizing their responses did not give a complete 

view of individual children, nor were the categories alone able to cast light on the 

children's strengths, individual preferences as responders or distinctive manner of 

engagement. Therefore, looking at each child and his work, as an individual and more 

holistically, may provide a broader vision of how the transactions with nonfiction 
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unfolded and how the opportunity to respond to nonfiction might have affected each 

student. 

Thus, this chapter provides an alternative view to response to nonfiction. In order 

not to judge the students or the students' responses by only one criterion or merely 

categorize and describe their responses, I profile five students out of the class of twenty 

two, three fourth graders and two fifth graders: Samuel, Scott, Adriana, Elisabet, and 

Mario. I chose these students because they showed interest and involvement in 

responding to nonfiction during the study. They represented a range of abilities and 

responses across the classroom population. I met with these students out of the classroom 

nine times for ninety minutes each at the end of the study. Every day we read nonfiction 

out loud. Each student explored a topic of interest and, at the end of the term, made a 

presentation to the whole class. 

In this chapter I describe each student as a learner and as a member of the 

community of learners in the fourth and fifth grade multiage classroom at Midtown 

Elementary School. I give examples of their responses to nonfiction to illustrate their 

style or preference for response and I describe what I considered their development as 

responders to nonfiction over time. 

Profiles of these five students provide a look at response to nonfiction beyond the 

six categories articulated and described in chapter 4. The profiles present a holistic look 

at response to nonfiction while offering an understanding of imique and dynamic 

character of transactions with and response to nonfiction. 
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Meet Samuel; "I have a lot of facts about Langston Hughes." 

Samuel as a Person and a Learner 

Samuel was a fourth grade Anglo American, new to Midtown Elementary School. 

He seemed to be a shy, quiet boy, who interacted with two boys who shared his table, but 

I noted he kept mostly to himself He was a good student who wanted to do well in 

school, make friends and leam. His first notebook entry is below: 

Now that summer is over and a new school year has started I am feeling happy 
and kind of sad because I had to leave my dad. I am thinking that it will be a 
pretty good school year if I make some friends. I also wonder if I will leam 
Spanish and not just take lessons and try to leam it. I am wondering who my 
fiiends will be and what I will leam.. .1 wonder if I will like this school better than 
my old school (WN 8/14/03). 

This entry shows Samuel's concern about his first day in a new school. I viewed it 

as showing Samuel's understandable ambivalence about the beginning of the school year. 

Having spent the simmier with his father; Samuel retumed to his mother's home for the 

school year. He was in a new school, in a new cultural environment where learning 

Spanish might be a possibility; he expressed an intellectual interest in learning. I 

considered this entry to help depict Samuel as concemed about the new environment he 

found himself in, as well as learning, and making fiiends. 

Samuel was a prolific writer. His notebook was the fullest of all his classmates'. 

On most days, I observed him to be highly engaged during reading and writing workshop 

times. Often he wrote full-page entries in response to his reading. He made sketches only 

when specifically directed to, but often adorned his pages with doodles in the margins. 

Samuel told me he liked "doing writing and learning new stuff about new people, like 

Langston Hughes," and that he'd "like to know more about people who changed the 
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world" (1 10/23/03). I noticed that he wrote many responses in his notebook, but rarely 

spoke up during sharing time with the whole group. I asked him about this and he told 

me, in an interview, that he preferred to process his thoughts in writing before he spoke 

them because: 

I... like to confirm it to myself first before confirming it to other people cuz I want 
to know what I wrote before other people do.. .that way I know when I want to 
share when I think it's ready (1 1/27/04). 

This comment supported my noting Samuel's seriousness about his work, and his 

less-than-exuberant feelings about making his thoughts and work public. He took his time 

putting together his responses and wanted to be prepared, to know for certain what he 

wanted to share. 

Samuel as a Member of the Community 

Despite the fact that Samuel told me he liked school, I noticed that he seldom 

spoke up in the whole group sharing session at the conclusion of readers' or writers' 

workshop. He seemed to be rather private. Rarely did he share his work, ideas or thoughts 

with the whole class. However, in response to nonfiction, he freely and fluently wrote 

facts and later on, his wrote feelings about those facts in his notebook. 

When he did share with the whole group, I noted that his voice was oftentimes 

inaudible; I had to ask him to repeat words more loudly so we all could hear. One on one, 

he seemed willing to answer questions and converse, but did so without looking me in the 

eye, choosing to doodle in his notebook while talking during the conferences and 

interviews. 
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Samuel's being new to Midtown Elementary School might account for some of 

his infrequent interactions with his classmates, quiet voice and lack of eye contact with 

me. These observations support my thoughts about Samuel as a shy, quiet boy who kept 

to himself, not particularly connected to the community of learners. 

Characteristics of Samuel as a Responder 

Analysis of Samuel's responses to nonfiction indicated the vast majority of his 

responses fell into the Documents Facts and Retells Information category. A few other 

responses were coded as Expresses Feelings, Emotions, Values and Opinions and Asks 

Questions. But Samuel primarily documented facts and retold information. Collecting 

and writing down facts was his primary mode of response to the nonfiction he read. 

Samuel might be what Jobe (2002) called an Info-kid. Samuel loved collecting 

facts. He prided himself in documenting massive amounts of facts. I believe he found 

comfort in collecting and listing facts about what he read. He told me he wrote down 

what he read, he copied facts so as not to forget them "not to lose them, to keep them" (I 

1/27/2004). He wrote; 

Langston Hughes 

I have a lot of facts about Langston because I look up to him and his poetry. He 
wrote poetry about racism.. .He expressed his feelings about racism in poetry 
instead of speeches. He was doing poetry since high school (WN 11/10/03). 

In this response, Samuel explained why he collected so many facts about 

Langston Hughes, "because I look up to him and his poetry." He collected facts 

purposefully and thoughtfully. In fact, learning about Langston Hughes meant collecting 

facts to Samuel. Those facts contributed to his admiration and appreciation for the poet. 
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For example, despite the great number of facts (over fifty!) Samuel had collected 

on Langston Hughes, it appeared that he was able to commit to memory what he read and 

wrote; he remembered that he had certain pieces of information, even when he lost track 

of them. He looked for specific facts as he and I perused his notebook. This showed me 

that he valued facts themselves - The more the better- and he remembered most of them. 

During the second interview, Samuel and I perused his writer's notebook. I asked 

Samuel to tell me about a certain notebook page on which he'd created what seemed to 

be to be a highly involved web [see web on page 143]. Immediately he recited, almost in 

litany fashion, the facts he'd put on his web. As he read, from his voice I thought he 

seemed to get lost among the mass of facts. But he knew which facts he had written 

down. He searched for pieces of information he had copied and tried to read them to me 

in a way he thought they might fit together, even though he admitted to not understanding 

all of them: 

in the 1940s he became delusioned [5/c] because of radical politics, tired of living 
hand to mouth, used money to promote left wing anti-imperialist causes... 
thought Stalin a good leader, signed an agreement with Hitler, wanted to make 
money and one more... I wrote one with Stalin.. .it's not on here right now.. .but I 
remember writing 'wanted to make money' .. .yeah, right there.. .(11/27/2004) 

Even though it appeared from the above example that Samuel didn't understand 

everything he wrote down, when he read aloud to me from his notebook, it was evident to 

me that finding facts and documenting them was important to Samuel. He remembered 

the facts. Those facts captivated him and, in fact, fueled continued reading and inquiry. 

He commented to me that he had gotten" possessed" when reading about Langston 

Hughes (FN 12/6/03). In an interview, I asked him how he got so hooked on Langston 
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Hughes, he replied simply, "I started finding out facts on him and I wanted to find out 

more" (1 1/27/04). Looking and finding facts motivated Samuel to keep at it. 

Samuel prided himself on having a lot of facts about Langston Hughes and was 

able to recount those facts. Hence, for Samuel, documenting facts and retelling them was 

his response to nonfiction. He let me know, however, that the facts were not organized to 

his satisfaction. I asked him how he organized his facts he said, "I didn't. I ended up 

going to a story-like thing, but it didn't really work out because after a while I started 

getting confiised of what order it came in because I never ordered it" (11/26/04). That 

'story-like thing' was recorded in his notebook in the following fashion: 

Langston Hughes 

I read Langston Hughes and found out he was bom in Joplin, Missouri on 
February 1902. His parents are James and Carrie Hughes. He had a brother who 
died two years before he 
was bom. His mom loves books and likes to watch plays. His father eamed a law 
degree, his father left Missouri for go to Mexico in 1903. When his father left his 
mom and him they moved to Lawrence, Kansas. Carrie's mother Mary lives there. 
He was not allowed to join Boy Scouts or attend YMCA because of his skin color 
(WN 9/25/03). 

I considered the 'story-like thing' above as his attempt to tell about the life of 

Langston Hughes. Samuel responded to what he read by retelling information he had 

collected. It seemed he had a vague idea about the need to assemble facts about Hughes, 

but he did not show have an organizational frame to do so. This example shows one way 

Samuel attempted to do something with the facts that he'd accumulated. Samuel knew he 

should do something with the facts, but didn't know what to do beyond writing them 

down. At other times, Samuel wrote a small collection of facts; he isolated facts and 

placed them on separate pages in his notebook. Two examples of these are below; 
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Laneston Hughes 
When he worked at a hotel he wrote poetry and set it by a real poet's dinner plate 
and he ended up reading Langston Hughes' poetry on stage & people know [sic] 
he was a poet (WN 12/8/03). 

Langston Hughes 
Hated his father because was focused on money too much (WN 10/6/03). 

In a one-on-one conference during readers' workshop, I suggested that Samuel 

first write a fact about Hughes' life, then add his own thoughts and ideas after it and 

continue on in that fashion. I noticed he got right to work and wrote in his notebook: 

The Life of Langston Hughes 
Do you want to know a Negro poet that changed the world, then get into the life 
of Langston Hughes. 
First of all, he was bom on February 2,1902 in Joplin, Missouri. His parents are 
Carrie and James Hughes. He had a brother who died two years before he was 
bom. 
Today we are writing things that are trae. I think it is important to be able to write 
because you do it in everyday life. I chose to write about Langston Hughes 
because I have so many facts about him. I think it is sad that his brother died 
because you always feel sad when a family member dies. 
When he got older he could not join the Boy Scouts or go to the YMCA because 
of his skin color. From this his childhood was being affected. If this continued 
who knows what would happen to him. 
That makes me frustrated to know that white people were treating Negroes like 
animals. 
Next he was elected class poet in High School. When graduation day came he 
read 11 poems celebrating the school. 
He was elected class poet. He must have been so proud. 
Suddenly he gets a letter. It's from his dad. He reads it. It's the first letter from his 
dad in eleven years. 
That's amazing he finally gets a letter from his dad in 11 years (WN 10/7/2003). 

This entry showed me that Samuel was able to organize his facts and his thoughts 

in an understandable fashion when given a little guidance. In addition, Samuel expressed 

amazement, sadness and frustration as fiirther response to the facts he'd chosen to 

document. 
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Samuel as a Responder over Time 

As the semester unfolded, Samuel briefly branched away from his collecting facts 

about Langston Hughes. I noticed he used Langston Hughes' poetry as a model for his 

own short poems. Furthermore, ever the collector, he made lists of titles of Langston 

Hughes' poems and he listed general and specific questions that he had about a number 

of issues: 

Questions I Have 

These are my questions. 
I wonder about the presidents and what they did. I am interested in poetry and 
Gary Paulsen. I want to read more books by Sharon Creech. I want to read books 
like Tell Me A Tale (if good) I want to read books like Wringer and see if they are 
good. I want to see if I like more books by Karen Hesse like Out of the Dust. I 
want to find out more about the dustbowl such as how it affected people, if they 
were scared, and how they survived, what did they eat and drink. In Out of the 
Dust it's a boy's dad's birthday and his mom gives him money to buy a coke and 
she said don't buy any music our money is tight but he did. My thoughts about 
this are sad. And makes me think he loves to play the piano. I think that's sad 
because they only have about twenty cents and they could die (WN 10/23/03). 

This entry showed me that Samuel had a broad range of interests and wanted to 

find out more, specific information about other topics beyond Langston Hughes. I saw 

this as a positive move toward growth as a reader and a responder to nonfiction. The 

questions, retellings and comments he made in the above entry began to lead me to 

believe that even though Samuel primarily documented facts in response to nonfiction, 

here he was able to get beyond the facts, ask some questions and offer some personal 

feelings about what he read. 
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When Samuel began asking questions about what he read, and adding personal 

connections, I saw a deepening understanding of the facts he chose as well as his 

beginning to broaden the scope of inquiry. For example, after reading about the 

monuments in Washington D.C., Samuel wrote in chart form: 

FACT QUESTIONS PERSONAL RESPONSE 
Great National 
Archive Buildings 
in center of 
Washington D.C. 

Who made the building? 

What did the buildings 
represent? 

The buildings must be popular 
for large crowds to surround 
them. 

The document 
was cracked and 
yellow 

What is the Declaration of 
Independence? 

The Declaration 
ofIndependence 
is a birth 
certificate 

How was it a birth 
certificate? 

Birth certificates are probably 
for every country. I wonder 
what they're called. 
(WN 10/30/03) 

Predictably in response to what he read, Samuel wrote down a fact: "Great National 

Archive Buildings in the center of Washington D.C." But then he asked a literal question 

about the maker of the building, followed by one less literal question about what the 

building represented. Each of these questions could provide the foundation for fiirther 

inquiry and research. Even though the first question is more literal, I considered it 

potential for Samuel's continued reading and research. He was asking his own questions 

and posing his own problems to be investigated (Shor, 1993), indicating engagement.. 

His personal response about the popularity of building measured by the size of the 

crowds it drew might be looked at as a simple evaluation of what he read. 

The next two facts he documented "The document was cracked and yellow" and 

"The Declaration of Independence is a birth certificate" were followed by one literal 
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question and one analytical question, "What is the Declaration of Independence?" and 

'How was it a birth certificate?' The question and the personal response that followed, 

"Birth certificates are probably for every country. I wonder what they're called" showed 

that his curiosity was stimulated by the metaphor of birth certificate of a nation. This 

indicated to me that Samuel extended himself and went beyond his previous habits of 

fact-collecting and posed a question that he was interested in answering. By asking the 

question about the birth certificate, he indicated his interest and curiosity. Inquiry and 

research are as much processes of finding questions as they are finding answers (Short & 

Armstrong, 1993, p. 191). Samuel's reading and responding to nonfiction was developing 

beyond fact collecting towards finding questions that intrigued him. 

Over time, Samuel continued asking questions. I saw this as a positive 

development. All learners need to be continually asking genuine questions (Commeyras, 

1995), that is, questions that they want answered. Further, I noticed he began making 

statements that included mention of his parents. For example, after reading a biography 

of Tiger Woods, the golfer, Samuel wrote: 

FACTS QUESTIONS PERSONAL RESPONSE 
Tiger Woods won the 
Masters on April 13, 
1997 

What happened when he 
first picked up a golf 
club? 

I play golf when I go to 
my dad's. 

He grew up in Cypress, 
California 

What did he do in 
Cypress California? 

My dad lives in 
California 

He feels his mother's 
side of the family isn't 
getting enough respect 
because of their heritage 

Why does he feel this? I'd jump into action if 
this was me. 
I would feel this way too 
over different sides just 
because of their cultures. 
(WN 10/31/03; 11/03/03) 
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The first question he asked, "What happened when he first picked up a golf 

club?" indicated to me that Samuel knew something of the game and how people talk 

about the game. "Picking up" a club is an often-used phrase in golf. In addition, he added 

a personal note, as a response: "I play golf when I go to my dad's." This entry marks the 

first time Samuel mentioned his father in response to nonfiction and only the second time 

he even wrote about his father. The first was in his first journal entry. Samuel's personal 

responses showed he was becoming more comfortable with making personal statements 

as part of his response. 

The next fact he placed in the chart, "He [Tiger Woods] grew up in Cypress, 

California" was followed by a question," What did he do in Cypress California?" seemed 

to be an innocuous and predictably textbook-variety question. But his personal response, 

"My dad lives in California" while very simple, offered another example of Samuel's 

movement towards personal cormections by mentioning his father in his response. 

Samuel cited another fact about Tiger Woods: "He feels his mother's side of the 

family isn't getting enough respect because of their heritage." He asked, "Why does he 

feel this?" His personal responses were, "I'd jump into action if this was me... And I 

would feel this way, too over different sides just because of their cultures." These 

responses showed me Samuel's personal cormections to what he was reading were 

increasing, as was his willingness to document them and go public with them. 

Samuel showed development in personal response to nonfiction as well as the 

possibility of additional inquiry, perhaps as a call to action against discrimination, which 
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was a most obvious topic of concern when he read and responded to biographical texts on 

Langston Hughes. 

When Samuel returned to reading about Langston Hughes, some expressions of 

personal feelings and cormectedness began to emerge. While he was still very content and 

proficient at collecting and reporting facts, he seemed to more carefully choose his facts 

and began to add more feelings and personal thoughts into his notebooks entries: 

Langston Hughes 
I have a lot of facts about Langston Hughes because I look up to him and his 
poetry. He wrote poetry about racism. I wish he was still alive so I could meet 
him. He expressed his feeling about racism in poetry instead of speeches. He was 
doing poetry since high school I think he had a lot more to say but didn't have 
enough time to say who he really was. Some people used to think he was writing 
poetry for nothing. I think if he was still alive the world would be a better place 
(WN 11/20/03). 

In this response Samuel selected a few facts that were related to each other. 

However, instead of merely listing the facts, he made a comment, added another fact or 

piece of information, and then continued with his opinion as a conclusion. This entry 

exemplified Samuel's growing confidence with himself as a responder to nonfiction by 

going beyond retelling strings of disparate facts. In addition, his organization appeared 

1 

more succinct. He selected only one aspect of Langston Hughes' life, "he wrote poetry 

about racism" and centered his response around it, stating his personal opinion. 

Another way in which Samuel responded to reading about Langston Hughes was 

exhibited by writing poetry. He told me he had never written poetry before, but "His 

poetry sort of inspired me to write some poetry. Cuz I looked up to his poetry, so I started 

writing it" (1 1/27/04). With the next entry Samuel showed growth as a risk taker, by 
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writing about his father, in addition to his commitment and development as a responder 

by choosing to emulate Langston Hughes: 

Dad 
I wish my life was different 
I wish you lived with me 
Why did this happen to 
You & me 
Everything would be okay 
If you were just here (WN 11/13/03). 

Finally, Samuel was able to integrate the facts he cherished about Langston 

Hughes and the poetry he so admired in this poem: 

He was a very good poet, 
but no one understood. 
He tried to stop the racism 
and yes, he did that, too. 
Even when people understood his words 
they never quite got it all 
for he wrote about Negroes 
just to stop it all (WN 11/10/03). 

I saw this entry as an expression of Samuel's lived through experience 

(Rosenblatt, 1994) as he explored the life and times of Langston Hughes and his growing 

awareness of the problems of the times. Samuel collected dozens of facts about Hughes 

and chose to share some of what he had come to know about his topic in a way Langston 

Hughes might have by writing poetry. He accomplished this with no explicit direction 

from his teacher or me. 

Summary of Samuel 

Samuel collected facts. He stored them on a web, in a list, sometimes separately 

on separate pages in his notebook. He tried to organize them, but had a hard time keeping 

track of them. While Samuel remained a collector of facts, an Info-kid (Jobe & Dayton-
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Sakari), he showed pride with amassing great amounts and variety of facts. Over time he 

added questions as part of his response repertoire. Some of these questions were literal 

and predictable. But they were genuine (Commeyras, 1995) and therefore valuable to 

him. The questions Samuel raised held promise for further and deeper explorations and 

investigations. 

His questions showed connections and tensions with what he read beyond the 

literal and held promise for future inquiry. They kept him reading and responding. 

Samuel stretched to include personal opinion as part of his responses. In addition, 

because he "looked up to Langston Hughes and his poetry" he wrote poems. As the term 

progressed, Samuel developed by beginning to organize his facts, being more selective 

about what he wrote about including more personal comments about his family in his 

responses. 

Meet Elisabet: "I have something to connect to her." 

Elisabet as a Person and a Learner 

Elisabet was a fifth grade Mexican American whose first language was English. 

She was one of four students who were in the classroom with Diane Fields the previous 

year as fourth graders. She had been at Midtown Elementary School since Kindergarten. 1 

noticed that when she interacted with adults Elisabet had a quiet, shy side to her, but was 

very social and talkative with the other girls and boys in the class. The first two entries in 

her notebook entiy of the year read like this: 

I feel very sick and nervous. I also feel like I'm going to throw up. I wonder if it's 
going to be harder this year now that I'm in fifth grade. I feel less nervous than 
last year... (WN 8/14/03) 
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Today I don't feel sick at all. I feel like I've been here for a long time. I just feel 
like I feel every other day (WN 8/15/03). 

These entries were relevant because, even though she had been in the same 

classroom with the same teacher the previous year, Elisabet expressed some ambivalence 

and maybe a touch of anxiety about the begiiming of the school year by writing that she 

was worried about school, generally, and specifically about how hard fifth grade might 

be. However, that apprehension appeared to evaporate on the next school day. That day's 

entry seemed to dismiss the tension and nervousness of the day before. It seemed that 

she had settled in to the new school year by the second day. 

While Elisabet was a good student and Diane Fields had planned on Elisabet's 

taking on a leadership role in the classroom that year, it appeared to me that Elisabet was 

not passionate about any particular aspect of school. She expressed closeness with her 

family and siblings, and reported to me that she was very interested in being an actress. 

She told me she had held prominent singing roles in the Midtown Elementary School 

plays the two previous years. 

Elisabet wrote the minimal amount during reader's and writer's workshop times, 

and was quiet enough so as not to call attention to herself Her responses to nonfiction 

were mostly oral. She used her writer's workshop time to write personal narratives 

centered on family members, usually one of her older sisters, popular culture and her 

dream of becoming an actress: 

When I grow up I want to be an actress. I want to travel the world, make movies 
and meet Johnny Depp. Plus I got a fortune cookie and it said, "You will step on 
the soil of many countries." I want to make many many movies. I want to be 
known all over the world still even want to be known when I'm dead. That's my 
dream. That's my goal to reach before I'm dead (WNl0/7/03). 
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When I asked Elisabet what she was interested in, or curious about, she replied, 

"Most of the things we read are about boys; I want to read about girls" (FN 12/1/03). At 

the time I thought this was a significant piece of information about her interest and about 

curriculum and I made a mental note to locate more biographies of women. However, 

later that day, Elisabet said to me, "I thought you meant curious in school. I'm really 

curious about acting" (FN 12/1/03). This comment gave me reason to believe that 

Elisabet saw a clear distinction between school and the world outside of school. 

Furthermore, Elisabet did not see herself as a reader. In fact, she described herself 

as someone who did not like reading, or books. Consequently, she expressed great 

surprise at the extent to which she got hooked on reading about the life and work of Frida 

Kahlo: 

I don't really like them [books], but if it's something like really good that if its 
about a person and I'll want to keep wanting to learn about that person and what 
else they would do.. .To tell you the truth, I don't really like reading unless it's 
certain things I want to learn about. And that's when I start reading, but when I 
don't, I'm like, I go back to just being me.. .Well, honestly, I don't like reading 
'cuz I could be reading something and have no idea what I'm reading about, no 
clue, it's just that I'm never interested (1 1/27/2004). 

With these words, Elisabet described a too familiar scenario of a reader who 

defended not reading and not knowing what she was reading because she was not 

interested. I found most intriguing the implication that when she started reading 

something she wanted to learn about she almost became a different person, and when she 

lost interest she went back to being herself. Her comments are consistent with living 

through the reading event (Rosenblatt, 1978) and the transforming effect of the 
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transaction between reader and text. That the reader is changed by the text and the text is 

changed by the reader are basic tenets of the transactional model. 

I was very curious about this issue, so 1 followed up with Elisabet and questioned 

her about her never being interested in reading. I noted that she had indeed shown 

extreme interest and intensity in reading about Frida Kahlo. She answered: 

Well, cuz, when we read the biographies, I like had to read them. I picked up a 
couple of them and like.. .Frida was one of the ones and, I don't know.. .at first 
read the picture book and it was pretty good and I found another one of her and I 
picked it up and read it and kept reading more and more and getting hooked and I 
didn't, like, realize it... all of a sudden I was fighting people just to get the Frida 
books.[I was getting very interested] very. Because I don't like reading... Like 
her books, I just loved reading them. She would like.. .she went through so much 
stuff and, like, she still kept going on and going on (1 1/27/04). 

Elisabet's words pointed out to me what Huck (1998) explains as the power of 

children's literature to make readers. In addition, considered that despite Elisabet's 

protests to the contrary, she had been interested in something at school other them the 

school musicals. She contributed her being interested in Frida because Frida persevered 

through many challenges and troubling times. Elisabet became focused on the idea that 

Frida persevered through hardship and criticism, and she did not give up. Perseverance 

was a value honored in her family. 

In addition, I noted that Elisabet's access to a variety of books on the same topic 

added to her getting hooked on reading about the life of Frida Kahlo. Furthermore, this 

was not the first time she had been interested in learning something at school, but it was 

remarkable: 

Well, I was.. .starting to get hooked on Harriet Tubman, cuz in 2"'' or 3"^"^ grade my 
teacher read a book about her and I was like, omigod! And then I'd go to the 
library looking for books about her and then I just started losing interest... [but] 
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Yeah! [I got hooked on Frida] cuz I had no idea I was going to do this project 
about Frida. I had no idea. I had already learned a whole bunch of stuff about her 
so.. .it was a good thing that I was started getting so hooked (1 1/27/04). 

Elisabet's engagements with the life of Frida Kahlo propelled her into a new 

world. Elisabet's words illuminated a bigger issue of readers not being aware of 

themselves as critical participants in their own education and learning. It might make a 

case for learners confronting themselves as learners. During her inquiry on Frida, she was 

animated, excited and showed pride in knowing what she knew and understood about 

Frida, at the same time she expressed amazement that she would get hooked, all the while 

contending she did not like to read. 

I observed that she was aware and competent, but for the most part, chose not to 

be particularly interested in or invested in what was going on at school. For example, 

during an interview, I asked her about a certain response she wrote after reading a 

biography of Ella Fitzgerald in Ella Sang (Nicholson, 1995). Elisabet described the entry: 

"Yeah, but I messed up on that.. .because I was supposed to do a personal response and I 

didn't know... I just wrote anything down. Cuz I wasn't really paying attention" (I 

1/27/04). Elisabet's comment here confirmed that she was not concerned with the 

character or quality of her response to nonfiction, nor was she worried telling me that she 

was trying to comply minimally with the classroom directions. 

Another example of disinterest showed itself when I asked Elisabet to elaborate 

on her written comments about Woody Guthrie and others taking a stand for what they 

believed. The entry is below: 
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How did Woody Guthrie take a stand? 

I think all the people who took a stand are all very brave. Because they all did 
something that changed everyone's life. Before every same race was together and 
now were are all mixed up.. .Taking a stand means taking a very big risk. Because 
you can go to jail or even get killed. Standing up for what you believe in is 
important because if you don't it can only get worse or you can get too old and 
not have so much time as before (WN 9/29/03). 

Elisabet made a few points worthy of exploration in the above entry. But her 

comments to me told me she might not agree with that assessment. 

MSA: OK. [About your] questions here: how did Woody Guthrie take a stand? 
Can you talk to me a little bit about taking a stand and Woody Guthrie or other 
people you've read about? 

E: Um, I don't really know how Woody Guthrie took a stand, but I just wrote 
something down because I didn't want to get in trouble. The only thing he mostly 
did was sing and I don't think that's really taking a stand. 

MSA: What would be taking a stand? 

E: Fighting for something like... I don't know.. .like Martin Luther King, Jr. I 
think it was.. .he took a stand by fighting for freedom and for there not to be any 
more slavery. And like separation (1 1/27/04). 

These examples provide a look at Elisabet as a learner who is competent and has 

potential, but who is not particularly interested in things related to school. 

Elisabet as a Member of the Community 

Elisabet seemed to have many friends in the classroom. She socialized with a 

group of girls and did not shy away from boys. She talked at her table during reader's 

workshop, but Elisabet was not vocal in the whole group. She seemed shy about sharing 

her ideas out loud, but in a small group with an adult present, and one on one, she 

appeared to be responsive, energized and comfortable. During readers' and writers' 
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workshop times, Elisabet read and discussed with her table group. Afterwards, however, 

when it came time for the whole class to gather on the risers and share responses to the 

nonfiction that they read, Elisabet was reluctant to speak up. She wrote in her notebook: 

"What is it that you do that tells us who you are as a person? I don't like being crowded, I 

don't like a lot of people around me. I like being by myself (WN 10/16/03). 

In this entry Elisabet portrayed herself as someone for whom being in a crowded 

place was not an especially positive experience. This may contribute to her reserved 

nature in public and reticence to share in the whole group settings. However, when she 

did speak up after much prodding, I noted that she offered insights and ideas that were 

different fi"om and more developed than other students' responses. Elisabet responded 

often by offering generalizations and insights sometimes beyond the literal. 

After the whole class read-aloud of Cactus Hotel (Guiberson, 1991), and a 

Graffiti Board (Short & Harste, 1996) engagement, Elisabet had to be begged to share her 

work. Elisabet sketched a house-shaped outline in which stood four figures, perhaps a 

depiction of a family of a woman, man, boy and girl. Next to the house on the other side 

of the paper, she sketched a blooming saguaro with three arms, with four different 

birds/animals inside. She wrote underneath the sketch; "They are both families but live in 

different kinds of homes. Not all families are the same" (WN 9/11/2003). After much 

prompting when the class had gathered to share together, Elisabet offered this 

commentary: "It's like a human hotel except a human hotel, it's not really a community. 

They are all separate.. .but the cactus hotel is a community" (FN 9/11/03). She further 

explained to me in an interview, "Because in a hotel there's just one building that has a 
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whole bunch of different rooms.. .none of the people in the rooms.. . talk [to each other] 

most of the time" (11/27/04). 

Elisabet's remarks in response to a read aloud of Cactus Hotel (Guiberson, 1991) 

gave me the idea that she was quickly able to ascertain similarities and differences in 

response to a nonfiction read aloud. Establishing likeness and variations is a mark of 

critical thinking (Marzano, 1991). While Elisabet seemed to grasp quickly and compare 

and contrast features of the two communities, her reticence to share out loud in the whole 

group told me something about Elisabet as a learner as well as a community member. 

Because of her quick insight, I saw Elisabet as a student who had the potential to be a 

leader in this classroom community, but she indicated no interest in being out in front of 

others, despite the fact that she came up with valuable ideas and generalizations. 

Characteristics of Elisabet as a Responder 

As a responder to nonfiction Elisabet made generalizations most often and most 

clearly. She also asked questions, but the preponderance of her responses were coded and 

categorized as generalizing to life and culture. Elisabet was able to go beyond facts to the 

ideas they illuminated for her. And she did this immediately, not showing any 

development through stages contrary to what Sebesta, Monson & Senn (1995) suggest. 

Sebesta, Monson and Senn (1995) considered the complexity of response to 

literature and developed an assessment instrument that to analyze aesthetic response. 

They describe aesthetic response through a hierarchy that develops and evolves in stages: 

from evocation, to stating of alternatives, to reflective thinking and finally to evaluation. 

They found that most student responses evolved through the stages. This was not true 
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with Eiisabet. She jumped right in from the beginning making generalizations in response 

to nonfiction. 

Eiisabet was one of the few in the class who expressed response to nonfiction by 

making generalizations and she did so directly, not in a step-by-step fashion. For 

example, reading or listening to biographies was of mild interest to her, but not because 

of the power of amassing facts or the having of information. She was more intrigued by 

why people had done what they done. And she was curious about what their actions 

meant to her. 

Eiisabet told me making the comparisons between her life and the people she read 

about interested her. When describing what kept her interested in the biography text set, 

she said, "I want to keep finding out more and more what the person did to see if I'd do 

the same" (11/27/04). This comment showed me she sometimes put herself into what she 

read, living through it (Rosenblatt 1978) and being transformed by it. 

In small groups Eiisabet read and discussed things that she noticed or cormected 

to about what she read or listened to; she often drew sketches. I noticed she was slow to 

focus on verbed or written responses to nonfiction text. However, when she got interested 

in the life of Frida Kahlo, I observed that she was able to stay focused and cormected to 

the life she was experiencing through text. While she was always able to see beyond 

individual facts and infer and generalize to a bigger idea, Eiisabet was able to identify 

relative importance to certain facts over others. 

It was Eiisabet who introduced the terms 'big facts' and 'little facts', to express 

the idea that not all facts were equal in significance or weight and that at certain times, 
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some facts may be deemed big or little depending upon the purpose. I acknowledged this 

as another example of her ability to respond to nonfiction by making generalizations. 

In preparing for the formal sharing of her study of Frida, Elisabet drew a web 

entitled FRIDA, WHAT I KNOW. She put ten facts around the center circle. She showed 

the subtraction problem to figure out how old Frida was when she died. At the bottom of 

the page she wrote: "Some facts are little and some are big" (WN 12/10/03). 

Figure 5. 1 Big Facts; Little Facts 

o i 
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When I asked Elisabet how she discerned big facts from little facts, she answered: 

Well, like that she was as artist I think that was like a big fact. Because she was 
famous mostly for that, and like...and I [looking in her notebook] I can't really 
find a little fact... Well, because it's like little facts is just one little thing and a 
big fact and has to like mostly to do with everything. 
Well, like if you said that her being an artist was a little fact I'd like really 
disagree because that's what she was like famous for and what she mostly did (I 
1/27/04). 

In response to nonfiction, Elisabet quickly got beyond the facts and made a simple 

point. Coupled with her tendency to generalize, the ability to differentiate between big 

facts and little facts offered her another way to examine what she read and respond to it 

in unique fashion. For example, she wrote, "Why Frida painted these paintings (The Little 

Deer) and {Memory) is because she was always depressed. She is also wounded and 

helpless in these paintings" (WN 12/16/2003). 

After a read aloud Woody Guthrie, Poet of the People (Christensen, 2001) and 

discussion of the concept of taking a stand, Elisabet sketched a before and after scene [ 

See sketch page 101].With the before stick figures fi-owning, standing apart and the after 

figures standing together, smiling. Underneath the sketch are the words "When one 

person takes a stand it does not only change that life but other people too" (10/2/03). 

This sketch exemplified Elisabet's primary mode of response to nonfiction by 

making generalizations. She indicated to me through this sketch that when she considered 

the concept of taking a stand, she saw beyond those who took a stand and looked at the 

effect that action might have on others, too. She did not obsess about or collect bits of 

information or facts. Elisabet was mostly concerned about and put value on a bigger idea 

or generalization the reading pointed to. 
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For example, Elisabet participated in a small group to further explore biography 

and response. Mario began one sharing session by saying, "I want to read something!" He 

read aloud a section from a biography of Cesar Chavez where Chavez was teased and 

discriminated against in school because he was "Mexican looking". I noted that Mario 

made a face then said "I think it's sad.. .the skin color's not important." Elisabet offered 

this quiet comment: "This makes me think of racism" (FN 12/08/03) as other members of 

the group compared and talked about the differences in their own skin color and that the 

color of the skin didn't matter. Elisabet did not join in this discussion. Elisabet did not 

want to explore the issue of racism in this context, but nevertheless she ascribed a 

generalization to it and moved on. 

Even though I concluded that Elisabet's level of general commitment to school 

was minimal, I saw the generalizations she made in response to nonfiction as an indicator 

that Elisabet was a good thinker. While her interactions with the whole group after 

reader's and writer's workshop were few and her responses reluctantly shared, they were 

insightful and showed potential for further deeper exploration of ideas and issues her 

generalizations could point to. 

Elisabet as a Responder over Time 

In the begirming of the year, Elisabet complied with classroom decorum and 

responded to a few nonfiction texts of her choosing. During analysis, I coded her 

responses in the category of making generalizations. She responded mostly orally, in a 

small group or one on one. As the term progressed, Elisabet began to respond in a 
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different way, while still retaining her tendency towards generalizations. For example, 

after reading Ella Sang (Nicholson, 1995) Elisabet responded in the following way: 

FACTS QUESTIONS RESPONSES 
Ella liked to dance. Why did she like to 

dance? How did she leam 
to dance? 

She does not need a stage 
to dance. 

People called Chick and 
Ella 'Musical Magic' 

When did they start 
singing and drumming 
together? 

Chick's a drummer. 

WN 10/30/03 

During an interview, I asked her about her why she chose the phrase" People 

called Chick and Ella 'Musical Magic'" to respond to. She answered by telling an 

autobiographical story; 

E: Because I think it just sounded cool. Like Musical Magic, I don't know, I just 
liked it. Because I love to sing....my sister has, like, Karaoke, and she like, always 
sings.. .And, so like one time I tried it and the guy who was helping with the play 
said like I had the best voice in there . And he gave me the song that was like the 
most important one in the play.. .He gave me the two best parts. For two years. 
The Pocahontas song Colors of the Wind and in Jack in the Beanstalk I was the 
harp and sang.... 

MSA: So that's the reason you chose that word.. .why did you choose to read 
about Ella Fitzgerald? 

E: Well, because I really love the pictures and I see a book with like pretty 
pictures then I'll like pick it up. 

MSA: And you have a response here that says, "She does not need a stage to 
dance" that's exactly from the book, right? 

E: Yeah 

MSA: How did that touch you? 

E: Cuz people think like the only way you could dance is like in front of a crowd, 
but you don't have to have people in front of you or a stage or like pretty clothes 
just to dance (1 1/27/04). 
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This interaction showed that while she was attracted to the visual, and connected 

to Ella Fitzgerald's life because they both love to sing, Elisabet was able to take a 

verbatim phrase from the book itself and elaborate on as a generalization. 

Later in the semester, Elisabet offered a glimmer of written engagement in her 

notebook. She documented what I saw as a departure in her responses from making 

generalizations to asking literal questions about selections that were read aloud from 

fVoody Guthrie, Poet of the People (Christensen, 2001); 

These are the questions I have. 1) How did W. Guthrie get famous by singing 
This Land is Your Land? 2) Did Woody's house get destroyed by the dust bowl? 
3) How long did Woody live? 4) Are there still dust bowls? 5) How Woody Died 
(WN 10/27/03). 

These literal questions differed from Elisabet's previous generalizations as 

responses to nonfiction. The questions she asked indicated her ability to respond to 

nonfiction in a variety of ways, not solely by making generalization and sweeping 

statements of inferences evoked from reading. In addition, even though these questions 

might be defined as literal, with one answer, they showed a variety of response modes. 

The list of questions Elisabet made were her questions, and therefore might lead 

to further investigation of Woody Guthrie, The Dust Bowl, or any number of other topics. 

Paradoxically, the literal questions might head her towards places where her 

generalizations would not. Elisabet's generalizations might be characterized as simple 

statements to solve a school related problem. But, even though her questions were not 

open ended, they could serve as springboards to further inquiry (Short & Bxirke, 1991). 
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After hearing a read aloud from Girls Think of Everything (Thimmesh, 2002) and 

responding about the work of Ruth Whitefield, the creator of Toll House Cookies and the 

Mexican painter Frida Kahlo, Elisabet informed me she was interested in learning more 

about successful women. Consistent with her inclination to make generalizations, she 

took a broad view of Whitefield and Kahlo as models of the potential power of women 

"[This] makes me want to study more about women, like Bessie Coleman, Amelia 

Earhart and Harriet Tubman" (FN 12/18/04). She was, however, careful not to pigeon 

hole herself, "Well, it's not like I'm always, like, girl power, but because it's mostly boys 

who do stuff.. .and then Frida.. .and she was Mexican so like, I have something to 

connect to her" (1 1/27/04). I saw this to indicate that she wanted to register with me that 

there is too much study of males and not enough about females, but also that sharing the 

Mexican heritage contributed to her interest in Frida. 

For someone who appeared to excel at playing the school game without being 

particularly engaged, responding to nonfiction at her own pace and in her own way 

created a place for Elisabet to come to know that there were things in school that she was 

interested in. Responding to nonfiction for Elisabet opened a door to a world where she 

could be an active, engaged learner. She got hooked on learning. 

Possibly unenthusiastic about school, and slow to commit to a topic for the 

biography study, Elisabet admitted to being caught off guard by getting hooked on Frida 

Kahlo's life and work. Elisabet's focus and involvement grew as she read, wrote £ind 

talked about Frida. She did extra work at home; she copied a portrait and wrote 
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summaries of Frida's life. She told me in an interview how she surprised herself and 

could not stop delving into Frida Kahlo's life. 

No, cuz at first I'd see her books and I'd be like, ohmigod, like I want to learn 
about her, just looking at the cover I think she was really beautiful. That's how I 
picked up her books and I was liking her more and more and more. And I don't 
know.. .And there are so much things I can cormect... Well, we both are Mexican, 
well, that's like not big thing, but, we both like love drawing and like painting, 
There was so much like great things about her and then I loved how she painted 
her pictures. I liked them just because they were different. Like no one paints 
really like that. And that's what sorta kept my interest and that she wouldn't give 
up no matter how she was she would keep painting... she doesn't really let things 
get in the way of her art. If something happens, she paints it. Like instead of not 
painting at all. She paints that thing that she feels (11/27/04). 

Elisabet's expression of her connections with Frida Kahlo provided some 

confirmation to me that she could indeed participate in a school activity with 

commitment and passion and no shortages of connections. She surprised herself, and 

when she found something to personally connect to, she was hooked. 

Summary of Elisabet 

Elisabet's responses to nonfiction were for the most part generalizations and 

comments about inferences she made from reading or being read to. While she was 

reticent to share in the whole group, and not particularly zealous about school matters, 

reading and responding to nonfiction motivated Elisabet to read and explore more than 

she ever had. EUsabet, a self-described reluctant reader, admitted shock and surprise she 

felt at having gotten hooked on something at school. She came to know that she could 

explore and become interested in something in school. Furthermore, she was able to 

articulate her interest in learning more about successful women. Her generalizations were 

often perceptive. 
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As I more closely examined her responses to nonfiction, I came to the conclusion 

that Elisabet's short, pointed generalizations showed some insight and sensitivity, and 

were indeed a necessary component for expanded thinking and response. But they were 

certainly not sufficient as an end in themselves. Elisabet would need to be pushed into 

supporting her generalizations from her life, texts and inquiry results. 

Meet Scott: "I heard her actually speaking to me in my head." 

Scott as a Person and a Learner 

Scott was a fourth grade Mexican American whose first language was English. I 

observed that Scott had a serious nature, he seemed to want to please and got along well 

with his classmates. Scott loved everything about school, telling me that it was "the 

funnest" thing to do and that he was interested in finding out more about "Woody 

Guthrie, Langston Hughes, and people we were reading about" (1 10/27/04). He told me 

he hoped to be an actor one day. Scott had been at Midtown Elementary School since 

Kindergarten. The year before he had been in a 2/3 multiage classroom. The first entry of 

his notebook read: 

I feel good to be back in school and ready to learn.. .1 think I am going to have a 
good time being in this class. It feels like if it was a whole year. I can't wait to 
make new fiiends. I was a little nervous. I wonder if I will be fiiends with fifth 
graders. I think I will. I wonder [about] the homework (WN 8/14/03). 

This entry suggested that Scott put a high value on being a conscientious student 

and learner. He voiced typical fourth grade jitters on the first day of school in a multi-age 

classroom. 

In response to nonfiction, Scott made entries in his notebook on a wide variety of 

topics. These entries showed me that he put concerted attention on reading a broad range 
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of topics and responding to what he read. He began the biography exploration by reading 

widely. He read about the lives of Marion Anderson, Diego Rivera, Rosa Parks, Martin 

Luther King, jr., Jackie Robinson, and Shaquille O'Neal. Scott read extensively and 

responded personally to what he read. I noticed he exhibited self-confidence and 

commitment in his schoolwork. He experienced a breadth and range of different 

biographies before he focused in depth on Langston Hughes. 

Scott as a Member of the Community 

Scott was new to this classroom, as all fourth graders were, and seemed to be 

interested, yet cautious, about making new friends. I noticed that Scott did not seem to 

have a specific group of fnends with whom he interacted; he worked and played with 

most of the boys in the class. I would characterize him as friendly yet reserved with his 

new classmates. I observed Scott working positively in small groups, the whole group 

and individually. He seemed equally comfortable in each setting. Scott did not appear to 

be intimidated or shy about expressing his ideas and values with the whole group. He 

often spoke out spontaneously. This is not an uncommon occurrence during reading 

nonfiction out loud (Pappas, Varelas, Barry & Rife, 2002). In fact, we encouraged the 

students to do so. Scott was comfortable with speaking in the whole group. 

During a whole group discussion in response to the read aloud Cactus Hotel 

(Guiberson, 1991^, Scott commented, "It's all about protection, home and environment" 

(FN 9/9/03). When we read aloud, Woody Guthrie, Poet of the People, (Christensen, 

200IJ Scott wondered, almost sotto voce, to the group, "Is this about the Dust Bowl? (FN 

9/9/03). During the reading aloud of There Ain't Nobody That Can Sing Like Me, 
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(Neimark, 2002), Scott again whispered out loud about the Dust Bowl. Later on during 

the same session, when hearing how Guthrie's sister wanted to get back at her mother for 

some perceived slight, Scott commented out loud, "that's a bad choice" (FN 9/18/03). 

When we read about the brass spittoons that were everywhere in the 1920s, Scott 

spontaneously offered, "Tobacco's bad" (FN 9/23/03). Sipe (2000) termed these types of 

responses as transparent. Talking back to the text, spontaneous response and quiet 

comments indicate engagement with what is being read. I noted that Scott engaged in and 

expressed responses easily and often. 

Scott was one of six or seven students (roughly one third of the class) who 

consistently offered comments in the whole group during sharing time after reading and/ 

or writing time. The above examples showed the variety and range of his interests as well 

as his comfort in asking questions publicly. 

Characteristics of Scott as a Responder 

Analysis and coding of Scott's responses to nonfiction indicated that he primarily 

responded by expressing feelings, emotions, opinions and values. For Scott, expressions 

of values were particularly prevalent. When Scott responded to nonfiction, he did not 

dwell on specific facts about the people he was reading about. He responded, in the 

whole group, small group and one on one, orally or in writing, by consistently 

mentioning values he thought were important: determination, perseverance, and pride. 

For example, after he read When Marion Sang (Ryan, 2002), a picture book biography of 

Marion Anderson, he wrote this response in his notebook: 
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In the book When Marian Sang, I feel that even though she was judged, she 
accomplished her dream of being a singer. She believed in herself and she had 
confidence and support of her fiiends and family. To accomplish being a singer it 
gets to [you] because it takes a lot of pride and dignity to do something like that. 
To do something that you never done before and everybody laughs at you, you are 
going to feel bad because when you just moved somewhere far away it doesn't 
feel good to be laughed at because you don't know the ropes. It will feel bad. Oh 
it will. It will (WN 9/18/03). 

This entry was noteworthy because Scott responded to the hard work, strength 

and backbone necessary in his mind to accomplish one's dreams. This response showed 

that Scott cormected with the character's situation by elaborating on the idea that success 

takes drive, tenacity and courage. While Scott did not cite many details of Marion 

Anderson's life, his responses led me to believe that he knew them well enough to draw 

conclusions based on values vital to him. 

Often, Scott's Mexican American culture provided a connection to the person he 

was reading about. In the context of responding to reading about Marian Anderson, Scott 

told me in an interview that he wanted to be an actor and the acknowledgement of the 

possibility of being discriminated against because he was Mexican: 

What got me is that she really loved singing.. .and [ I felt bad] because if I wanted 
to be an actor and they wouldn't let me in cuz I'm Mexican, then I'd be really 
mad, yeah, I worked hard.. .practiced.. .rehearsed.. .yeah.. .pretty mad (1 1/27/04). 

Scott made personal cormections to the hard work of persons of color. He voiced 

his respect for people of other cultures and ethnicities, responding consistently by stating 

his values and opinions; 

Black Misery makes me feel bad because they are getting judged by the color of 
your skin and being called Negro to me this is mean and disgusting because it 
doesn't matter. What... matters is what's inside. You should treat others of how 
you should be treated (WN 9/18/03). 
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Scott gravitated to reading about people whose values mirrored his own. Most of 

his responses to nonfiction were comments on values of determination and hard work. 

However, he did respond in other manners, also. In the following example, Scott mingled 

facts with statements of opinion: 

Rose Parks/Martin Luther 
I think Rosa Parks is very brave for not giving up her seat on the bus. One day 
Rosa Parks joined Martin Luther King to help people come together. To me 
Martin is a very important person (WN 9/23/03). 

In this case, Scott conveyed an opinion and value judgment about Rosa Parks; he 

stated a belief about Martin Luther King, Jr., and approached a generalization with 

"help[ing] people get together" (WN 9/23/03). 

Still another example in response to reading a biography of Diego Rivera showed 

way in which Scott made connections with his topic: 

Diego Rivera 
In Diego Rivera, I feel that just drav^dng pictures can get you famous and 
everybody will be looking at you draw. I think that's cool. In the book he had a 
twin brother that died of illness and later Diego got ill, too so his mom took [him] 
to the doctor and put Diego to sleep with plants. When Diego breathed the plants 
it cured him. I can make a connection to Diego that is my brother got sick too but 
he did not die. Another connection I can make to is that we are both Mexican 
(WN 9/23/03). 

In this entry Scott shared more facts and fewer expressions of values and 

emotions than he had previously. His verbatim comment, "I can make a cormection.. 

was the only time he used those words in response, imitating words Diane and I used in 

demonstrations. Usually, he jumped right in and began his response with a commentary 

on what he read; almost assuming the reader knew the facts and context he was 

responding to. Scott mentioned his connection to Diego Rivera through their both being 
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Mexican. Remarkably though, he did not do so after he read a biography of Frida Kahlo, 

he simply listed information. "Frida. For Frida she gets sick being lonely, but painting 

pictures makes her feel good. She expresses her self by painting what she feels. She has a 

lot of skeletons. Her country at the time was very violent" (WN 9/18/03). 

This example showed another way Scott responded to nonfiction, by simply 

dociunenting facts about Frida. Occasionally, reporting facts sufficed as a response for 

Scott. But for the most part, when he read about those who had achieved impressive goals 

he responded by connecting to and elaborating on the values necessary to succeed. 

Accordingly, Scott told me he chose to read about Michael Jordan's life because 

he had a lot of success and "I wanted to see how he accomplished that stuff' (1 1/26/04). 

He further explained to me that he was struck by the information that Jordan skipped 

classes to practice basketball: 

The fact that caught me really bad was skipping classes just to play basketball to 
get better.. .it seemed he was obsessed.. .you need to be in school to learn...[it's] 

Ok and no... [but] if you want to accomplish a dream so bad that you skip 
classes then, fine, go catch it (11/26/04). 

I found these words interesting because even though Scott rarely selected a single 

fact to respond directly to, he was consistent in expressing the values the fact evoked. 

The issue surrounding Michael Jordan's skipping school affected Scott deeply because 

skipping school was not part of his set of values. Skipping school stirred him up; it 

provoked tension and thereby prompted response. In addition, I think that his choice of 

words, "go catch it" was noteworthy he recognized that action was critical for success 

and for accomplishing a dream, two other important values. When I pressed Scott to 

explain his response further, by suggesting that there seemed to be a theme to his 
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selections and his responses, he sighed and answered, "OK, if you don't believe in 

yourself then you're going to have trouble... [with]giving up (1 1/26/04). 

Scott as a Responder over Time 

Scott responded to nonfiction often by declaring the value of determination, hard 

work and perseverance. He read widely. Occasionally he responded by documenting 

facts, but for the most part he responded consistently, emphatically and often passionately 

about values. In response to Black Misery (Hughes 1969), Scott's values and opinions 

were strongly voiced: 

Black Misery makes me feel bad.. .that people were getting judged by the color of 
your skin and being called negro to me that's mean and disgusting because it 
doesn't matter what matters is what's inside. You should treat others how you 
should be treated... it makes me think of colored people, because I'm Mexican 
and I'm sort of brown.. .and it really makes me mad that they.. .see us with no 
freedom. Everybody in the world deserves freedom...except Saddam Hussein.. .(I 
1/27/04; WN 9/23/03). 

It seemed clear to me from the above entry that Scott had emotionally connected 

while reading Black Misery (Hughes, 1969). He was able to expand his statement of 

value to include a subtle commentary on current events. 

Scott appeared to have internalized and acted on some values he encountered 

during his lived through experiences (Rosenblatt, 1978) with reading many different 

biographies. This came to light when he read about the life and work of Langston 

Hughes. 

As the end of the term came along, Scott and another student Samuel chose to 

explore in depth the life and work of Langston Hughes. He read the poetry of Langston 

Hughes, as well as a few biographies, and he collected a few facts about his life. He read. 
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wrote and discussed with Samuel different aspects of the life and work of Langston 

Hughes. They collected and assembled facts (Samuel's preference). They expressed 

feelings and emotions and values (Scott's preference). They read Hughes' poetry and 

selected their favorites. Their engagement was obvious. I observed him and Samuel 

sharing resources. They read to each other and discussed which facts and aspects of 

Hughes' life they might share formally with the entire class, verifying and negotiating as 

they went about their work (Dias, 1990). They didn't argue about facts, but spent time 

deciding which ones to share and which ones to leave out, which poems to read, which 

ones to talk about, which ones just to list. 

Then, one morning, on a day Samuel was absent, I noticed Scott to be 

uncharacteristically quiet. He sat at his table with his eyes down. He appeared to be 

uninterested in the work he was doing. He came to me and very quietly told me he was 

losing interest in Langston Hughes and didn't want to continue with the study. He 

expressed worry that he would be kicked out of the study group if he didn't stick to 

Langston. I told him that he had the choice to decide what he wanted to do. I invited him 

to take some time and think about his next steps. I noted that he went back to his table 

and began reading quietly. At the time, I did not take note of what he was reading. 

The next morning, in his notebook, he made a web of "Life of Langston! [his 

exclamation point] (WN 12/10/03) that included many facts about the life of Langston 

Hughes, a few imderlined for emphasis. It appeared that he was recommitted to exploring 

Langston Hughes and was willing to present his responses to Hughes' life and work to 

the whole class. 
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Scott talked with me about losing interest in his focused work on Langston 

Hughes. I knew he wanted to remain with the study group, but I was curious if there were 

other reasons that made him change his mind. Later, in an interview, I asked him what 

happened. He told me: 

I learned not to give up from Langston Hughes. I read his poem. The Negro 
Mother. The poem really tells you not to give up, to keep trying...to accomplish 
your dreams...I was about to give up on Langston Hughes because I lost interest 
but then I read The Negro Mother over and over again and finally heard a voice in 
my head that said. I heard her actually speaking to me in my head saying not to 
give up and to keep trying...(11/16/04). 

Scott not only explained to me how he lost and recaught his interest, he also 

explained to his classmates, during a formal presentation how he lost interest and the how 

the message of the Langston Hughes's poetry turned him around: 

I lost interest... [but]something came into my heart. It got to me.. .Then I wanted 
to figure out about Langston...! love the words! The words about how she [The 
Negro Mother] lived her life.. .you don't run into this every day... [she said] don't 
give up. Keep on trying. Don't give up (FN 12/18/03). 

I considered Scott's acknowledgment of losing interest in the topic as a 

momentous revelation. His classmates applauded and complimented Scott on his sticking 

to his work when tempted to quit. Furthermore, I believed persevering made a lasting 

impression on him because he wrote in his notebook, several weeks later: 

When I was doing a presentation on Langston Hughes I was giving up on it, but 
when I read The Negro Mother by Langston Hughes that poem put a voice in my 
head and it told me not to give up and to keep on trying and don't quit. I could 
almost hear her words speaking to me. You might reach your goals one day. It 
started with The Negro Mother believing.. .(WN 1/12/04). 
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Discussing losing interest in a topic is significant because while Scott's 

development as a responder to nonfiction over time started out strong and consistent, it 

did waver. While Scott could definitely be described as a focused student, his inquiry and 

responses to nonfiction were not along one, straight, bright, direct path. He experienced 

challenges along the way. This is not an uncommon occurrence with fourth graders. 

But what was uncommon was how Scott made the decision to climb out of his 

apathy and get beyond it. Perhaps what he chose to read and how he responded to it with 

such strong expressions of values, attribution of success, taught him a lesson. Scott's 

responses to nonfiction were strongly and clearly related to values he cherished. In the 

face of waning interest, his actions reflected his values. I believe his reading and 

responding to nonfiction reinforced his beliefs and prompted him to action. 

Summary of Scott 

Scott read willingly, widely and responded to nonfiction emphatically in relation 

to values that were important to him. He also demonstrated an ability to respond in other 

modes, but expressed emotions and values most consistently and convincingly. His 

commitment to learning and responding to nonfiction was immediate and prevailed 

during the semester except for one lapse. A temporary loss of interest challenged him. It 

was during that slip in attention and motivation that he faced up to the values he'd been 

reading about and using for the foundation of his responses to nonfiction. 

These actions suggest to me that Scott took his work seriously. He was tempted 

to abandon his transactions with the life and work of Langston Hughes; he reported that 

he recaught his interest by reading Hughes' poem. The Negro Mother. The poetry 
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resonated in his head and sent him a message. These experiences are consisted with 

Scott's approach to response to nonfiction through restatement of values: determination, 

perseverance and honor of culture. Scott personified the ongoing nature of the 

transaction. 

Meet Adriana: "A picture got my interest." 

Adriana as a Person and a Learner 

Adriana was a fourth grade Mexican American girl whose first language was 

English. She had been at Midtown Elementary School since first grade. I observed her to 

be a positive, inquisitive, energetic girl who was always moving. Adriana was a learner 

who was challenged by reading and writing, yet seemed to exhibit a positive approach to 

school in general. She told me that vmting got her interested in many things and that 

math was cool. Adriana knew that she could learn by asking for help from others. I 

observed her interact with her classmates during readers' and writers' workshop time. It 

appeared she was part of a circle of fourth and fifth grade girls in the classroom who 

socialized whenever they could during the day. She told me one of the things she liked 

about school other than math and writing, were her friends. 

Adriana was very connected to her family; she talked about them and wrote about 

them often. Even though she struggled to make sense in writing, she filled her notebook 

with personal narratives about incidents and experiences involving family and friends. 

The first day's entry was a brief account about her friends and animals with no mention 

of school. When she was asked to respond to a read aloud, she invariably wrote 
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something about her mother, brother, or her Tia. Her written list of what's important to 

her include: "Family, friends, mom, Teddy, me, God" (WN 12/03). 

Adriana almost exclusively told stories or made family references in response to 

her reading. During the interview, I asked Adriana how looking at and studying Frida's 

artwork affected her, she replied: 

Well. How do I explain? When my Nina went to Guadalajara...they had pictures 
there and she gave [one] to me for.. .a birthday present... it was one of them and I 
didn't realize the name.. .it was little and I had to get a magnifying glass and it 
said the name Frida, and I go, well, there's lots of Fridas, and it said Kahlo and I 
say this is what I'm looking at! This is what I'm looking for! And that really got 
my interest.. .It seemed like she was having a hard time in her life and I'm having 
a hard time in my life sometimes, too. ..(1 1/27/04). 

She painted her feelings; she painted what she wanted to paint. It didn't matter 
what people said about her she just went on and painted what she feels and I like 
that kind of attitude. My mom has that kind of attitude and that just reminded me 
of my mom.. .when people say things about her, or me she'll just ignore it and if 
people tiy to hit her or something, she'll just turn her back on them because she 
doesn't like people like that (11/27/04). 

In addition, Adriana told about her Tia, who brought posters of Frida's paintings 

back from Mexico as an early birthday present. It seemed obvious to me that Adriana was 

sharing her passion for Frida with those around her and involved family members in her 

new found passion. 

At first I thought Adriana was not going to contribute much to this study because 

her family stories seemed to ramble about, ostensibly irrelevant, apparently not focused 

on any one particular reading, mostly centered on her family. In addition, I thought she 

didn't read well enough independently to ascertain information from text on her own (FN 

10/6/04). But upon close and more patient observation of my notes and her behavior and 
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work in the classroom, I found that even though (or perhaps because) Adriana struggled 

with reading and writing, she was very attentive; she seemed to process things aurally 

and visually. She told me: 

... when I read the kid's book about Frida I got a lot of sense out of it but...it 
didn't explain what was going on during, like, the accident and what happened 
and how it happened so I just didn't really get more of the sense.. .some of my 
interest was when we go onto the risers and we come together in this big group 
and we share stuff about Frida and I say, 'I haven't heard about the bus accident 
but then I remember, yeah, I had, but it just didn't explain.. .(1 1/27/04). 

Adriana's words showed me that she knew certain books were more difficult than 

others and she could leam from her classmates as well as from other sources. I noted 

several times in my field notes and commented to the Diane Fields that I thought Adriana 

was a good thinker. She listened to her classmates and asked questions of them in the 

whole group. My field notes indicated that "only Adriana offered something" in the 

whole group response and sharing session (FN 10/6/03). It was Adriana who made the 

connection and exclaimed "She's Standing Up! She's taking a Stand!" (FN 9/30/03) in 

response to the read aloud. Pearl Moskowitz's Last Stand (Levine 1991). She was 

unafraid to ask questions in the whole group, even when she was taking a chance by 

exposing her lack of understanding or knowledge about a topic in public. I saw her as a 

curious risk taker who seemed to be interested in many different topics. 

Adriana's interest in maps seemed consistent with my observation that she was 

taken by the visual and unafraid to react to what she saw. When we were working with 

maps, she openly expressed shock at the expanse of the world and United States part in it. 

Adriana asked the whole class, "You mean to tell me everything over there is not the 

USA?" (FN 10/20/03). She wrote in her notebook, "Did you know that the AZ map on 
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page 8 is called a political map? (WN 10/19/03). She was not shy about expressing her 

opinions or showing her emotions, either. After hearing This Land is Your Land (Guthrie, 

1998) read aloud, Adriana spontaneously commented to the whole group, "they shouldn't 

let the poor be hungry" (FN 9/9/03). She appeared to be equally affected by what she 

heard and what she saw. She described how she chose to read about Frida: 

Well.. .1 chose Frida because at first everybody was making fim of her because 
she had a imibrow and Mrs. Fields had a big picture of her and I looked! And they 
were looking at the picture in that chapter book and they just didn't get it and they 
found like one of these pictures that had.. .it looked like Frida was or someone 
else was giving Frida blood and they said, 'I don't want to read about Frida, it 
looks nasty' and I go, Frida! That's a cool name for a starter. And I wanted to 
read the chapter book... (11/16/03). 

Adriana was affected by the visual as well as by her classmates' interest, either 

intrigue or disgust, with what they found in various books of Frida's artwork. Adriana 

was aware of her struggles with reading and the challenges they presented; but her 

inquisitiveness was not dampened. She told me her mother read her a book about Frida, 

helping her with words she didn't know. She told me about another book she was reading 

and how her mother helped her: 

And it's getting good.. .if I read chapter one, two, three, then I will want to make 
sure if I'm getting this correctly so I ask my mom I write down the words I 
probably don't get and then I ask my mom if she will read it again and then 
when...I show her the words she'll say that wasn't correct, but she will correct me 
to make sure I'll get it correct (11/26/04). 

Always including her family in her words, Adriana told me she and her mother 

watched the movie Frida. In addition, she was very interested in learning as much as she 

could about Frida Kahlo and was not going to be stopped because something was too 

difficult to read. She described to me her understanding of the books she selected; 
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I wanted to read the chapter book, I just wasn't making sense of it and the teacher 
said I should go and read, like, start with the kid's book of Frida then go up a step 
and another step. And when I read the kid's book about Frida I got a lot of sense 
out of it.. .but it didn't explain what went on very good about the bus accident (I 
1/26/04). 
It seemed that Adriana utilized a number of different ways to access information 

she was looking for. She asked questions, she watched and listened closely to others and 

she involved family members. 

Adriana as a Member of the Community 

I saw Adriana as a careful observer, listener and thinker who was unafraid to talk 

in the whole group. She listened to peers in the whole group, asked questions and 

wondered out loud in response to what was being read aloud or to a comment a classmate 

made. 

Adriana was one of the few members of the class who asked questions of other 

students during the whole group sharing time on the risers. She listened intently to read 

alouds and read books with others. She was bold enough to contribute to the whole group 

even when she expressed lack of understanding, asking for clarification from her 

classmates or teacher. 

Adriana heard other kids sharing what they'd found out about Frida and noticed 

some of them had information she missed from her reading; 

.. .My interest was when we go to the risers and .. .they share stuff about Frida 
and I say, I haven't heard about this bus accident, but then I remember, yeah, I 
had, but it just didn't explain a lot... .so I went into another book.. .and once I 
found the book everybody was talking about.. .1 found out what happened and 
why... (1 1/26/04). 

This comment showed me that Adriana considered herself a viable member of the 

community and saw her classmates as those from whom she could learn. 
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Characteristics of Adriana as a Responder 

Adriana's responses to nonfiction were coded primarily in the category of tells 

stories, recalls memories. Coupled with family stories and autobiographical connections 

from the very begirming, Adriana was drawn to the artwork of Frida Kahlo. She seemed 

to always seek connections between what she heard, read or saw. Most often she made 

cormections by telling stories about her family. She explained that she became interested 

in Frida from noticing and looking at a self-portrait of Frida displayed prominently in the 

front of the classroom and from listening to her classmates talk about why Frida painted 

herself with a single eyebrow. "Everybody made fim of the unibrow in her painting.. .and 

then I wanted to read [about it in] the chapter book" (1 1/26/04). 

Adriana looked closely at illustrations, pictures and diagrams in books; she loved 

maps. She told me she had been drawing more since she'd studied Frida Kahlo's life: "I 

started drawing Frida and it was a connection 1 made and it changed my life" (FN 

10/2/03). In addition, she told me that her mother noticed that since she had studied about 

Frida she was drawing more and more (1 10/22/03). 

Adriana sought the visual and the cormections she could make from and beyond 

them. "It was kinda hard drawing and trying to see through our eyes what Frida saw.. .to 

make her expressions... (11/26/04). Even as Adriana described to me what she learned 

from studying Frida, she wove in a family story to illustrate her point: 

I think I learned about myself as a learner and a seer. See, I don't really see... I 
don't really see people's feelings sometimes...like for example...my little brother 
came home one day, well, I was sick and .. .he was feeling very bad and I didn't 
really see that because he just said, hi sis! Then my mom tells me Teddy had.. .a 
rough day.. .and I didn't see that at first, but when I read about Frida and the way 
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she expressed her feelings in her painting, I saw what people's feelings were 
like...(1 1/27/04). 

After I read aloud a short piece on the origin of Toll House Cookies from Girls 

Can Do Anything (Thimmesh, 2002) I asked the students to sketch what the piece meant 

to them using a modified Sketch to Stretch engagement, (Short & Harste, 1996). Her full 

page sketch included a cookie sheet with twenty cookies on it, and a sketch of herself 

labeled, "me. All cook[ies] for me. Good Cook[ies]" WN 12/9/03). 

After members of the group shared their sketches in response to the read aloud, 

Adriana unexpectedly stood up and arranged the other three students' sketches together in 

an order than made sense to her as she told us that it made a story. She connected the 

different sketches; her response was enhanced and more thorough by putting the visual 

images in an order that made sense to her. After she arranged the sketches, she discussed 

her personal responses and urged her group mates to join her. It was through the visual 

that she was able to show what sense she made of the read aloud. 

Furthermore, Adriana sought cormections and seemed to be keenly aware of 

discontinuities and anomalies. At times, she made generalizations. For example, when I 

read The Important Book (Brown, 1949) out loud to the study group, Adriana was the 

only student who questioned the validity of the text. In fact, Adriana has been one of very 

few listeners to whom I've read that book - and I've probably read it fifty times in the 

past, to hundreds of all ages- who has ever questioned the text. When I read, "the 

important thing about rain is that it is wet..." (unpaged), Adriana said, "Hey wait.. .1 

thought the important thing about rain is that it makes trees grow" (FN 12/16/03). 
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When I read, "the important thing about a shoe is that you put your foot in it" (unpaged), 

she responded, "You put your foot in it? that doesn't sound correct.. .1 thought it says it's 

supposed to keep you warm and stufP' (FN 12/16/03). 

Adriana did not settle for the preposterous idea that the important thing about rain 

is that it is wet or the important thing about a shoe is that it is warm. She had other ideas 

and spontaneously shared them with the group. She was unafraid to speak up and to 

speak out. 

Adriana as a Responder over Time 

At the begirming of the semester Adriana seemed to be content to write a story 

about her mom, brother or Tia as a response to reading or being read to. She read with 

others and alone several picture book biographies. When asked to respond she wrote: 

My brother 
My brother is annoying His name is Teddy. He gets in my stuff. He screams as 
loud as he can. He pulls my hair. Sometimes he gets away with stuff. He gets on 
my nerves. Someone has to stop him. But I can't find someone.. .But sometimes 
he is so nice. He will give [me] candy. If you know him you have a good family 
(WN 9/28/03) 

Today we talked about taking a stand Frida took a stand by painting what she her 
feelings were. She took a stand by painting and expressing her feelings. 

These entries suggested to me that Adriana's family was on her mind most of the 

time. However, as the term progressed and she found interest in Frida Kahlo, her 

connections to the illustrations in different texts overshadowed her written responses and 

her family stories. 

Adriana developed a conmiitment to her project and focused on Frida Kahlo's 

artwork. She found many different books to explore. She compared and contrasted 
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illustrations and reproductions of Frida's artwork seeking out the differences between the 

works. She found people to listen to and share what she was finding out. As time went 

on, Adriana proceeded on her own road to discovery. Her interest in Frida was solid; she 

owned it. That ownership assured her engagement and pushed her through and beyond 

difficult texts. 

Adriana and Elisabet worked together exploring the life of Frida Kahlo. They read 

about and talked about Frida. The two of them compared and contrasted pictures in 

different books. Elisabet helped Adriana with the words, but Adriana fixated on details of 

the pictures, wondering, for example, why one leg seemed to be longer than another, or 

which leg was supposed to be the damaged one. She focused on the family tree trying to 

confirm what she had read that Frida looked like her dad's mother. 

From these experiences and from this work Adriana told me she learned to be a 

better seer. She learned that Frida painted her feelings and Adriana told me, "when I read 

about Frida and the way she expressed her feelings by painting, I started to see what 

people's feelings were.. .(1 1/26/04). She continued her explanation by telling a story 

about her brother and how learning about Frida helped her become better aware of his 

feelings: 

When I read about Frida and the way she expressed her feelings by painting I saw 
what people's feelings were so if like if my brother came home acting like he was 
all happy and glad, then, I just see there's something wrong. Because he's usually 
he's not like that... (11/26/04). 
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Adriana broadened her world by studying the life of Frida. Adriana made a 

statement that showed me the ambivalence and tension that drove her to try to understand 

the complexities of Frida's life: 

I don't think she wanted her life.. .but I think Frida liked her life because she 
had.. .a hard life.. .and a little bit easy life.. .It was easy for her to paint and that's 
what really got my interest, her painting. And then the hard part if that she didn't 
have a good life. She was ill. Diego made her more ill,..her mother died.. .her 
father died.. .and it was just hard for her at first... (11/26/04). 

Adriana was able to enjoy, appreciate and respond to nonfiction. She sought out 

and connected to visuals. She seemed to be aware of the contradictions that Frida's life 

held for her. Adriana's growth over the study was revealed during the formal presentation 

when she showed and discussed apparent inconsistencies in reproductions of Frida's 

painting. 

Summary of Adriana 

While Adriana responded to nonfiction by telling stories and making connections 

to her family, she mostly used visuals to stimulate and support her responses. This 

contributed to her enjoyment of and commitment to learning. Adriana was an active 

member of the community and drew on all its resources to assist her learning. Despite the 

fact that she struggled with reading and writing, she exhibited tremendous ability to 

connect what she was learning to stories in her life and to question what she saw, listened 

to and drew. 
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Meet Mario: "I think he was going through the same thing I was." 

Mario as a Person and a Learner 

Mario, a fifth grade Mexican American whose first language was Spanish, 

attended Midtown Elementary School since first grade. He spoke, read and wrote Spanish 

and English; he spoke Spanish at home. He was very connected to his Mexican American 

heritage and made personal, cultural coimections to what he read. Mario was a good 

student, played the clarinet in the school orchestra and played sports after school. He was 

positive and committed to learning. He loved to laugh and for the most part did his work. 

He loved school, "I love it, just love it!" he told me in the initial interview (I 10/21/04). 

Learning was important to him; he told me his job was to leam at school. I believe he 

illustrated this commitment to leam when he responded to a section of a biography of 

Ruby Bridges by writing, "I think it is wrong because she is keeping her fi-om learning" 

(WN 10/30/03). 

The first entry in Mario's notebook for the year was: "What I think about this year 

is that it will be a very tough year and a good one, too and I'm glad to be in a different 

class (WN 8/14/04). This brief entry gave me a feeling that he knew he was in school to 

leam and looked forward to it. Later on he wrote, "My role in the family: cooking; doing 

chores; taking care of my sister and brother; learning at school" (WN 10/22/03). This 

showed me the level of seriousness with which he approached school. However, Mario 

often expressed himself in a playfiil way; he told me he liked to cook, play soccer and 

laugh. He wrote in his notebook, "Who I am as a person is that I'm very easy to make 

laugh" (WN 10/17/03) 
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Mario told me that he loved math, and lots of writing and reading long books. He 

wrote in his notebook that one of the things that was important to him about his 

classroom was that "we get to read biographies" (WN 11/12/03). I noticed that he 

struggled with spelling some English words. We joked about this many times. He was 

able to spell difficult, long words easily, but the easy, smaller words were harder for him. 

I considered his good nature was an asset to himself as well as the classroom community. 

Mario as a Member of the Community 

Mario did not appear reticent to speak up when the class gathered on the risers 

during whole group sharing time. He often asked questions of the group and commented 

about what was being said as well as added his own ideas. Mario sat at a table with the 

same circle of boys almost every day. Often he helped his "buddies," as he called the 

boys, with reading or writing, even though sometimes he struggled, too. More than once, 

Mario offered to share something with the whole group announcing that he had 

something he wanted to read to his classmates. 

Additionally, I noticed that Mario was the only student in the class who would 

call for quiet and order as the students awaited dismissal for lunch, recess, or another 

activity that necessitated leaving the classroom in an organized fashion. As the teacher 

waited for silence and readiness to walk out the classroom door, Mario often called to the 

group in a gentle, but big, voice, asking people to be quiet so they could leave the room. I 

note this because he seemed unafraid to voice his impatience with the whole group, and 

kept his stature among his buddies. 
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Characteristics of Mario as a Responder 

Mario's responses to nonfiction generally fit into two categories; documents facts, 

retells information and expresses feelings, emotions, values and opinions. In contrast to 

Samuel, however, Mario made no attempt to amass a huge number of facts in response to 

nonfiction. He collected a few facts that evoked powerful emotions and feelings, which 

prompted him to state values and opinions. The facts that Mario collected and 

documented and responded to over and over were closely related to a few poignant 

experiences in his life he saw as parallel to events in the life Cesar Chavez. 

Mario's responses might be characterized as a rich mix of the two categories. He 

rarely separated the facts from the feelings they evoked. For example, Mario began the 

biography study by reading about Langston Hughes. However, it was when he discovered 

Harvesting Hope (Krull, 2002), a biography of Cesar Chavez, that he changed his course 

and never veered. He described to me what happened to him: 

So then, [after I wasn't interested in Langston Hughes] I went to Cesar Chavez 
and just loved it. Just loved it. I was interested because he helped Mexican people 
and he was American, too. It was bringing lots of memories back for me. That's 
why I chose it. Well, first he didn't know English. Neither did I. He was made fun 
of; kids made fun of me. Sometimes I cried because of that.. .1 had a hard life, too, 
just like him...It made me mad a lot that he wasn't allowed to speak Spanish (I 
1/27/04). 

Mario first shared his response to Harvesting Hope (Krull, 2003), with the entire 

class, by showing a fiill page illustration of the boy Cesar Chavez, in a dunce cap, 

wearing a sign that read 'I am a clown. I speak Spanish.' I noted that his voice wavered, 

Mario was almost in tears when he read those words. The deep and emotionally personal 

response generated interest for Cesar Chavez among the class members, but more 
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importantly it showed how empathy with a character fueled further personal inquiry and 

cemented a path of investigation. Mario exhibited a deep, personal connection to Chavez, 

and despite the fact that he told me he knew a lot about him and learned a lot about him, 

he got stuck on only a few facts. Those facts elicited powerful emotions and feelings that 

gave way to expressions of values and opinions. Perhaps he kept searching other sources 

to confirm what he had so personally connected to because of discrimination. 

Mario got stuck on a few facts about Cesar Chavez that emotionally affected him 

because he personally connected with Chavez as a Mexican American who was 

mistreated at times. Mario wrote in his notebook: 

How I feel about Cesar Chavez is that I feel sorry for him because he got beat up 
and what I didn't like about his teacher she put something on that said that he was 
a clown because he spoke Spanish! That's not right! What I don't like about those 
times is that they made fun of Mexican people (WN 9/18/03). 

The next week Mario wrote in his notebook: 

What I think about Cesar Chavez [is] that he had a hard life because his family 
worked and they didn't get paid sometimes and that made me and Cesar [his 
buddy and tablemate] angry because that's not fair and when he was little the 
teacher put on him a necklace that said I'm a clown I speak Spanish (WN 
9/24/03). 

I identified Mario as an Info-kid (Jobe & Dayton-Sakari, 2002) accumulated as 

because he fixated on just a few, significant facts about Chavez and seldom wavered 

from them. He showed a steadiness and commitment to reading about Chavez; he told me 

he studied him more than another other person he'd ever learned about. Mario only 

seemed able to share three or four seminal pieces of information about Chavez and his 

life. 
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Regardless of which text he read, he'd search for the parts that had touched him 

personally: about Chavez's struggles in school when he was discriminated against 

because he spoke Spanish and he was Mexican looking; how he helped the farm workers 

with the boycott and the twenty five day hunger strike Chavez went on. Mario would 

consistently conunent, "I think he was going through the same thing I was." Sometimes 

he would add, "but he had it worse" (11/27/04). 

At one point he asked to read aloud to a small group a section fi-om another 

biography of Cesar Chavez, having found a passage where Chavez was being made fun 

of because he was "Mexican looking.. .1 think that's sad.. .he was an American.. .the skin 

color's not important" (FN 12/8/03). This precipitated a short discussion about the 

different skin colors of the children in the group. Group members agreed with Mario that 

skin color's not important, what is inside the person is important. 

Mario expressed his opinion and passion about the discrimination Chavez 

endured. He was consistently outraged at the unfair treatment of poor Mexicans and 

Mexican Americans. It seemed Mario could not understand why the color of some one's 

skin incited ugly behavior and discrimination among people. 

Mario as a Responder over Time 

Mario began the biography study reading about Langston Hughes. But soon he 

got "tired of it ...so I went to Cesar Chavez and just loved it" (1 1/27/04). He was taken 

by the life of Cesar Chavez after discovering and reading Harvesting Hope, (Krull, 2002). 

"I was interested because he helped lots of Mexican people and was American, too" (I 

1/27/04). 
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About mid semester, Mario showed that the connections to what he was reading 

about Cesar Chavez were not simply an isolated exercise during reader's workshop. 

Mario incorporated his intense connection to Cesar Chavez into a personal narrative he 

was writing for an end of quarter assessment: 

.. .One month later we moved, I was very nervous because I was going to my new 
school.. .1 was in first grade. The principal was taking me to my classroom. But 
do you know what? I didn't know any English. That's when I met my best buddy, 
[named]. He translated for me. My teacher ... was mean as a demon....She yelled 
at me very loud and sometimes I got scared. The kids there didn't like me much 
because I didn't know any English. That reminds me about Cesar Chavez, I was 
going through the same thing he did because we were made fim of because we 
didn't speak English...(FN 10/22/03) 

When he wrote, "that reminds me about Cesar Chavez"'Mario showed the 

strength of his connections with Cesar Chavez's life and his own. The transaction with 

texts was ongoing for him. He associated the discrimination Cesar Chavez suffered with 

what he had experienced in first grade. Mario was impressed by the personal challenges 

Chavez had been up against as a Mexican American and saw them as parallel to his own 

situation when he was in the first grade. This indicated to me a personal response of great 

intensity and authenticity. However, his classmates did not pick up on it. 

During a writers' workshop conference time, Mario read a draft of this piece to 

his response partners. His partners were to respond by commenting on three things: what 

they had learned, what the writer did well and any questions they had. Mario's writing 

response partners dutifully remarked they had learned that he moved when he was in first 

grade, that when he went to school he couldn't speak English, that he added great detail 

and that the writing showed lots of thinking. 
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Mario, the writer, however, was not satisfied with his response partners' 

comments. He asked, "Didn't you notice something?" His partners shook their heads, no. 

"Didn't you notice the part about Cesar Chavez? I think I was going through the same 

thing he was" (FN 12/09003). When I observed this interaction I concluded that Mario 

held a strong emotional and cultural connection to facts of Cesar Chavez's life. He was 

surprised that his classmates did not even notice it. This was further evidence of his 

commitment and engagement to nonfiction. 

Another example of Mario's narrow focus on emotionally charged facts occurred 

in a small group setting, when we were discussing the concept of taking a stand. He had 

written in his notebook that Cesar Chavez took a stand. "He had a hard life, he was taking 

a stand..(WN 9/24/03). Then, he read a passage from a bilingual biography of Cesar 

Chavez again showing the illustration and describing a time when his teacher made him 

wear a sign that read; I am a clown, I speak Spanish. Mario said, "I'm part Mexican, it 

makes me mad." One member of the group commented, "It's part of my culture, too." 

While another member of the group argued, "I don't care; it's just a sign. I don't care 

about him, but if it were me, it would make me feel stupid to have that sign. I would look 

at it and rip it off." Mario countered, "But Cesar Chavez didn't" (FN 12/01/03). 

I used this interaction to signify two points. One, although they did so very rarely, 

the students debated and argued in response to a student selected passage of nonfiction. 

Mario was part of it. Response to nonfiction could manifest itself in debate and argument. 

Two, Mario became committed to Cesar Chavez and was willing to defend him. Mario 
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was willing to instigate talk about his hero. As an extension to this, further pursuit of the 

ideas and issues provoked would be appropriate and fhiitful. 

Even though it was clear that Mario was hooked on a few facts that were 

emotionally compelling to him, about Cesar Chavez, as the term unfolded, he did branch 

out by reading a biography of Sammy Sosa. One notebook page documented his facts, 

questions and responses: 

FACTS QUESTION PERSONAL RESPONSE 
Sammy Sosa broke the 
home run record 
Jime... 

How many home 
runs in a year did 
he do? 

I think he is being a good 
.. .that he gets to play 
baseball because he has a 
skill. I think he practices 
a lot to be a good 
baseball player. 

He used the money 
3,500 to buy his first?? 

Why does he get 
paid 42.5 million 
dollars for sport? 

I think he must be a 
really good baseball 
player. 

1 think Sammy Sosa 
was proud of Mark 
McGuire. 

About how many 
home runs could 
Mark really solo on 
a game? 

I think that's good for 
Sammy Sosa to try 

(WN 10/31/03) 

These entries show that while Mario was clearly able to pick out facts and ask 

questions (albeit literal ones) and respond to a nonfiction text he chose, however, the 

caliber and depth of personal cormections or expressions of emotions and values did not 

compare to those about Cesar Chavez. Mario read about Sammy Sosa and other baseball 

players. He collected some information, but his involvement was not apparent. His 

cormections and responses were not remarkable. 
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Mario told me he had never studied one person as long as he studied Cesar 

Chavez, that he liked to make connections and thought that only studying one person was 

"just great. Awesome. Great. Just great. I loved it" (1 1/27/04). He was clearly captivated. 

A few seminal facts stood out; he responded to them with passion and emotion. Mario 

consistently made the connections that he and Cesar Chavez were both Mexican 

Americans and both experienced racial discrimination. 

When we were planning his presentation about Chavez, Mario told me he wanted 

to complete a K-W-L chart, but he only wrote one entry on it: "He was made fim of 

because he was Mexican looking" (WN 12/4). 

During the formal presentation Mario stood tall and still, with his hands folded 

over his abdomen and told his classmates what he had learned and thought about Cesar 

Chavez. He shared the facts that affected him most and told his ovra story as he saw it 

relating to Cesar Chavez. "I felt mad about all these things... the people didn't get paid a 

lot and the farm workers were mean to them.. .Lots of memories came back to me, like 

my teacher in first grade" (FN 12/18/03). 

I noted Mario exuded a quiet, still confidence while he spoke to his classmates, 

recounting facts, adding emotions, comments and opinions: 

He made a strike to help the farm workers; he helped poor people; he did a 
boycott too, and a hunger strike for twenty-five days, that's almost a month! I was 
afraid he might die... I think that's pretty good to care about Cesar Chavez 
because he cared about other people.... (FN 12/18/03). 
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When members of the class complimented Mario on sticking with Cesar Chavez 

for such a long time he offered this insight about Cesar Chavez, "He changed things 

forever" (FN 12/18/03). 

Summary of Mario 

Mario fueled his own inquiry with a few, personally relevant and poignant facts. 

He identified personally and culturally with events in the life of Cesar Chavez. Mario 

consistently made emotional connections to a few facts about the life of Cesar Chavez 

and constructed knowledge and passionate meaning for himself He stated his opinion 

about the treatment of Mexicans and Mexican Americans. He did not branch out much 

beyond Cesar Chavez. But he intensely read and responded to those parts of Chavez's life 

that seemed similar to his own. His deep, personal connection with Cesar Chavez 

permeated Mario's schoolwork extending beyond the confines of one assignment. Mario 

came to a powerful conclusion about his newfound hero. 

Discussion 

I selected these students to profile because they exemplified the variety and the 

uniqueness of response to nonfiction, showing the potential of response to nonfiction for 

engagement and inquiry. The students' responses to nonfiction emphasized the 

opportxmities response to nonfiction affords beyond the confines of the six categories 

described in chapter four. Responding to nonfiction challenged the students to be 

personally engaged in their reading. By responding to nonfiction, the students traveled 

beyond taking away information from what they read and made public their lived through 
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experiences (Rosenblatt, 1978) by describing personal connections. This, I believe set the 

stage for more varied, deeper connections and responses to nonfiction. 

Certain students tended to favor one response mode over another. Most of them, 

however, in some way, expressed feelings, lending an aesthetic cast to their response 

styles. Samuel collected massive amounts of facts; Mario honored facts, but found a few 

he was emotionally cormected to and stuck with them. Scott routinely expressed feelings 

and the values that under gird them. Most students asked questions. Adriana almost 

exclusively told stories, and sought to closely examine the visual images that intrigued 

her. A few students made an occasional intertextual connection or comment. Elisabet 

most often generalized. 

Regardless of which category their primary maimer of responding fell into, the 

students responded to nonfiction powerfully. Personal conviction and commitment to 

what they read and responded to were evident. The reciprocal roles of the reader and the 

text and the effects of each on the other were described through the readers' responses. 

That emphasis resulted in responses that shed light on aesthetic transactions with text. 

It was apparent that each student did not respond in the same way and that their 

responses developed over time. I found that, just as Moss (2003) reported in her study, 

the responses to nonfiction were dynamic, fluid and varied. Samuel, Elisabet, Scott, 

Adriana and Mario showed the range and the potential that nonfiction can evoke. 

Reading and responding to nonfiction inspired Samuel to write his own poetry; 

motivated Elisabet to take work home, to read and explore more than she ever had. 
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Reading and responding to nonfiction stimulated Scott to think of values he attached 

importance to and eventually challenged him to live up to his beliefs when he was 

tempted to give up. Adriana got her family involved and was encouraged to look closely 

at artwork and to draw, while Mario was moved to outrage and tears. Each of them 

gained confidence as responders to nonfiction. They showed development in different 

ways, but demonstrated growth and commitment to something new, to something of 

interest. They had become inquirers (Short & Harste, 1996). 

However, I found it interesting that none of the focus students primarily utilized 

intertextualizing in response to nonfiction. Perhaps that could be explained by the narrow 

definition of intertextualizing decided upon for this work and for the limited e and for the 

limited experiences with reading outside of school. For the most part, these students' 

experiences with texts were confined to the school day. 

I believe this inquiry uncovered examples of response to and transactions with 

nonfiction that show the ongoing event, a living process, an ever-changing experience 

between the reader and the text (Rosenblatt, 1994). An environment that invited and 

encouraged response to nonfiction galvanized the reader's contributions to the 

transaction. When given the opportunity to respond to nonfiction, these active readers 

showed their engagement by responding in broad ways, and showing through their 

responses how text and reader reciprocally shaped the other (Rosenblatt, 1981). Students 

attended to what they read in different ways and responded as they saw fit, for the most 

part signifying and giving credence to the aesthetic transaction. 
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It was clear to me that the students responded to nonfiction in qualitative ways, 

sharing what was being lived through in the transaction. When the transactions were 

considered aesthetically, it was as if more light was shed on the reader and the text, as the 

possibilities for response were then increased. I found the range and variety students' 

responses to nonfiction offered support to Rosenblatt's (1981) challenges to the notion 

that a literal meaning or interpretation to a text holds priority. 

These students' responses to nonfiction manifest going beyond the literal by 

injecting and describing their lived through experiences and provided supf>ort for the 

particularly mutual influences the reader and the text have upon one another. Rosenblatt 

(1981) called for the consideration of aesthetic reading as the "basic model for all 

reading" (p. 11). When given an opportunity to freely respond to nonfiction, students 

accessed a wealth and depth of aesthetic exhibitions of their connections and tensions 

with nonfiction. They did not constrain themselves to simply reciting facts or making 

summaries. They engaged and manifest their engagement through aesthetic expressions. 

Findings of this study support honoring both the reader and the text in the transaction and 

that any text can be read aesthetically or nonaesthetically. When these readers read and 

responded to nonfiction their responses highlighted the aesthetic of their lived through 

experiences. 
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Chapter 6 

Summary, Findings, Implications, and Recommendations 

As a child I loved to read and explore the world and other people's lives through 

books. I hold an enduring image of my father reading in the living room, surrounded by 

piles of books: on the floor, on the sofa, on the ottoman. And most of these books were 

nonfiction: history, theology, economics and law. I saw at an early age the wonder and 

joy reading brought to my dad. I watched and learned from him. I grew into a person who 

loved reading and learning from nonfiction. 

As I developed as a teacher and a teacher educator, I came to understand the 

power of reading and sharing what was read without the guidance of predetermined 

questions. In addition, I noticed the dearth of nonfiction titles in our curriculum and the 

negative attitudes people had about the genre. My interest and love of children's literature 

in general and nonfiction in particular incited my curiosity about how readers respond to 

nonfiction and led me to this study. Typically and historically, the transactional nature of 

reading and reader response have been described, explored and analyzed in environments 

rich with fictional literature and so I wanted to examine these processes in a classroom 

context rich with nonfiction. 

The majority of research studies utilizing nonfiction literature focus on identifying 

text features and utilizing specific comprehension strategies to make and report meaning 

constructed from the text. What seems to be missing in discussions of the transactional 

model of reading and in explorations of nonfiction or informational literature is how 
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readers personally respond to nonfiction literature. The gaps stimulated my thinking and 

curiosity thus precipitating this study. 

In this chapter I sununarize the study, describe the findings, discuss implications 

and offer recommendations for further research. 

Summary of the Study 

The purpose of this qualitative classroom-based case study was to explore fourth 

and fifth graders' response to nonfiction that was read aloud to them or that they read in 

pairs or by themselves. 

Two questions guided the study: (1) what characteristics of the instructional 

enviroimient influence response to nonfiction? and (2) how do readers respond to 

nonfiction? 

This study has its theoretical roots in Louise Rosenblatt's transactional model of 

reading. Considering the reading event as a transaction, rather than an interaction or 

extraction, Rosenblatt (1995) describes the transaction as a relationship between the 

reader and the text that is active, recursive, generative and symbiotic, producing 

something greater than the sum of its parts. Attention to the lived through experience 

(Rosenblatt, 1976) of the reading event is as essential principle of her theory. During the 

transaction, an entity is evoked that transcends the reader and the text, something separate 

and distinct, the 'poem'. All readers do not create the same poem. The evoked poem is a 

reflection of the reader's coimections to what was read at the time of the transaction. The 

reader brings to the reading event life experiences, culture and purpose, which converge 
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with the text to create personal meaning and cormections. Therefore uniqueness of each 

reader and each reading event is honored and celebrated. 

Transactional theory is a major consideration for this dissertation because 

nonfiction has been traditionally looked upon as material from which to extract 

determinate, specific information, not something with which one transacts, creates a 

personal relationship with or constructs personal meaning from. This theory calls 

attention to the harmony between the reader and the text and capitalizes on the ongoing 

effect of the transaction. Downing (1993) suggests that Rosenblatt's model addresses 

fiction, "but invites application to nonfiction. The readers' experiences with any text 

involve a stream of ideas, feelings, images and associations that arise as they construct 

meaning under the guidance of the text" (p. 219). That readers can find and express 

personal, individual meaning in nonfiction text is important to this work. 

This qualitative classroom-based case study took place at Midtown Elementary 

School in Tucson, Arizona from September 2003 until January 2004. A Title I school, 

Midtown Elementary enrolled approximately 550 students, grades kindergarten through 

fifth. Forty five percent of the population was Hispanic; 34% Anglo; 13% Africa-

American; 5% Native American and 3% Asian. The school was situated in an old, 

established and modest neighborhood of central Tucson. Small apartment clusters as well 

as larger apartment complexes, mobile home and trailer parks, single-family homes and 

several churches surround the school grounds. A number of small businesses operated in 

close proximity to the school. 
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The immediate context of the study was a fourth and fifth grade multiage 

classroom where literacy, inquiry, teamwork and personal responsibility were 

emphasized and encouraged. The teacher was an exemplary veteran educator with eleven 

years of teaching experience. The participants in the study were twenty-two fourth and 

fifth graders. Twelve were male; ten were female. Their ethnicity closely mirrored that of 

the school population. Four of the previous years' nine fourth graders returned to this 

classroom in the looping arrangement, reflecting the school's mobility rate of more than 

50%. 

Readers Workshop (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; Atwell, 1987) formed the 

backbone of the curricular day while the Authoring Cycle (Short & Harste, 1996) 

provided the theoretical frame for the teacher's beliefs and experiences. Three facets of 

reader's workshop— mini-lessons, quiet reading time and a response/sharing time-

provided the frame for experiences with nonfiction during the study. With the whole 

group seated on the risers, the teacher and I read aloud nonfiction, demonstrated our 

responses, listened to students as they spontaneously responded, and talked about our 

responses. After the whole group sessions, we invited students to browse, select and 

quietly read from a text set of biographies of historical and current-day political, artistic 

or sports figures who were influential or influential in the United States in the 20"^ 

century, Jackie Robinson, Langston Hughes, Cesar Chavez, Woody Guthrie, Martine 

Luther King, Frida Kahlo, were a few. 

Following this quiet reading and responding time, the whole group met again 

seated closely on the risers to share responses. The responses took different forms. 
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Sometimes students read directly from a response they had written. Others read verbatim 

from a book, or showed an illustration that moved them. Others spoke freely about what 

the text had stirred up in them. By encouraging, sharing all manner of responses, 

regardless of the form of expression, we offered all students the chance to participate 

safely in the growing community of learners. Expressions of connections, interest and 

tensions were encouraged. Everyone's questions and comments mattered. 

Data collection took place three mornings a week over a four-month period during 

the fall of 2003. Primary data sources were audiotaped interviews, interactive read alouds 

and discussions; observational field notes, journal entries and written and drawn student 

artifacts. Secondary sources were the teacher's field notes, my notes and memos from as I 

the professional literature and discussions with peer debriefers. 

Analysis occurred using the constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 

1967) in an ongoing, recursive process of broad reading, close rereading for pattems and 

preliminary coding, followed by coding emergent pattems, categories or themes. As new 

data were incorporated into the analysis, the process repeated, ultimately revealing 

themes or perspectives on the characteristics of the instructional environment that 

influence response to nonfiction and categories of how students responded to nonfiction. 

I triangulated data and kept track of emerging relationships by drawing and 

sketching, making tables and charts, using post-its, and utilizing PowerPoint. Power Point 

helped me organize and sequence my thoughts with examples from the data to shed light 

on potential findings. Trustworthiness was insured by frequent on site peer reviews. 
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Credibility was established by presenting preliminary findings at two public conferences 

and by conferring with colleagues who served as ad hoc peer debriefers. 

Findings 

In answer to the first research question, "What characteristics of the instructional 

envirorunent influence response to nonfiction?" four different yet related perspectives 

emerged fi"om the data: (1) inviting response to nonfiction; (2) initiating response to 

nonfiction; (3) supporting response to nonfiction, and (4) sustaining response to 

nonfiction. The perspectives are not finite or independent, but overlap as they provide a 

picture of an instructional atmosphere in which response to nonfiction thrived. 

Creating an environment that invites response to nonfiction is inextricably related 

to the teacher's beliefs about social interactions, choice, classroom community and 

literature. Diane Fields, the classroom teacher, believed that learning is actively and 

socially constructed and that providing real options and choices facilitates learning. 

Accordingly, the schedule of the day included ample time and opportunity for students to 

browse, select and read nonfiction and respond in small groups as well as in the whole 

group. The seating arrangements included round tables where students could choose to 

work independently or in small groups. 

During readers or writers workshop time, students moved around the room fi-eely; 

they were not assigned seats, but chose their workspaces and partners. In addition, two 

sets of plywood risers provided the setting for interactive read alouds and whole group 

sharing of responses. Books and resources were accessible to all leamers providing easy 
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contact with quality fiction and nonfiction literature for browsing, reading, responding 

and sharing. 

While elements of the instructional envirorunent of this multiage classroom were 

designed to invite response to nonfiction, conmiimity building was ongoing and at times 

challenging with this particular group. The 53% mobility rate of Midtown Elementary 

School manifested itself in Diane Field's multiage classroom the year of the study. Only 

four students from the year before returned as fifth graders, necessitating almost a 

complete rebuilding of the classroom community. We constantly worked at developing 

the students' independence in thinking as well as group-oriented attitudes. Even though 

we were committed to maintaining an invitational learning environment, were often 

challenged by the students' reticence to communicate consistently with each other and 

with us. 

The invitational nature of the classroom environment provided the foundation for 

the second characteristic of the environment that influenced response to nonfiction: 

initiating response. Engagements that initiated response to nonfiction were interactive 

read alouds v«th demonstrations, and invitations to draw and sketch. Each reader's 

workshop session began with a nonfiction read aloud. We read out loud, and commented 

as we went along, and demonstrated our responses to what the text was stirring up for us. 

We chose to invite the students to interact with us as we read aloud in an effort to 

engage them with the text. We wanted to break away from teacher-dominated 

questioning behaviors by encouraging students' comments, questions and associations 

throughout the read aloud event. The interactive read alouds in effect turned around the 
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power from the traditional Interrogation, Response, and Evaluation (IRE) model to one 

that allowed the response to nonfiction to flourish by inviting questions and comments 

during the reading event. We found that students' questions and comments reflected a 

range and variety of emotions and interests in response to the text and illustrations. 

When the students' questions seemed off topic or tangential, we ventured to 

follow where their responses seemed to lead. We were prepared to pursue the students' 

responses to the read aloud, whatever direction they took. This challenged us, yet 

honored the students' authentic questions and generated more responses. Hickman (1979) 

suggested that spontaneous sharing was natural motivation and legitimized talking about 

books. The students quickly learned that we were not looking for a predetermined 

response, nor did we expect them to answer only our questions, but were openly 

encouraging them to engage personally with the text and share their responses. 

The interactive read aloud sessions provided a low risk forum to begin to 

personally respond to nonfiction by asking questions, making conunents and identifying 

connections with the text and their own experiences. Further, asking students to draw or 

sketch their responses catalyzed them into response to nonfiction. Having the freedom to 

draw or sketch ideas, questions or connections provoked by the text initiated students into 

response by expanding the possibilities for communicating with their peers. Modified 

Sketch to Stretch and Graffiti Board (Short & Harste, 1996) engagements promoted 

confidence and elicited responses that may not have been expressed by students in 

writing or through talk. 
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The third characteristic of the environment that influenced response was points 

that function as support for readers during response. Once response to nonfiction had 

been initiated through interactive read alouds and invitations for drawing and sketching, 

students were supported through explicit mini-lessons, whole group sharing with peer 

examples, conferences and fictional resources as well as nonfiction. 

Due to the students' initial reluctance and reticence to respond, Diane and I 

designed explicit mini-lessons utilizing graphic organizers in an effort to facilitate 

response. We created a two-column chart and three-column chart as a place for students 

to record information that was particularly noteworthy, write a personal response, and ask 

a question. The explicit mini-lessons using these charts during the read alouds 

demonstrated to the students a few possible ways to respond, thus supporting their initial 

efforts. The charts gave a visual reminder of a direction to pursue and broadened the 

possibilities for response. 

However, as successful as our demonstrations of response were at generating and 

provoking response to nonfiction, the examples provided by the students themselves were 

more powerful. Gathered in the whole group, students listened to each other's responses 

and gained confidence to question each other and share what they were reading. 

Exchanges in the whole group motivated students to find new books to read or explore 

topics fiirther, reinforcing the idea that personal response can be considered a starting 

point for deep engagement and strong transactions with text (Rosenblatt, 1995). 

In addition, conferences with students often supported response. Diane and I were 

able to work one on one with students during readers and writers workshop, assisting 
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briefly yet pointedly when necessary. Conferences with individuals and small groups 

frequently produced better organization, understanding and development of initial 

responses to nonfiction. The conferences also provided a time for us to encourage 

individuals to share their responses when we gathered on the risers in the whole group. 

Finally, incorporating fictional resources with the nonfiction supported students in 

their response and conceptual understanding of the relationship between and among those 

whose lives they were studying. Findings from this study confirmed the interdependence 

of fiction and nonfiction and the necessity to include all forms of resources in text sets. 

The students were stymied when we suggested that the people whose biographies 

we read might be connected because they all took a stand for something. Even though 

they had read widely, the students were not able to discuss or elaborate sufficiently how 

the person they read about fit into the broader concept of taking a stand. It was not until 

we read several fictional stories wherein characters clearly took a stand for something 

that the students exhibited engagement and understanding. This was consistent with the 

suggestions of Doiron (2003) and Moss (2002) not to limit the use of nonfiction nor use it 

exclusively. This is a significant finding to consider and contemplate as more and more 

nonfiction is incorporated into the curriculum. 

The fourth perspective firom which to view the characteristics of the instructional 

environment that influenced response to nonfiction involved elements and actions that 

sustained students' response to nonfiction. The difference between the supporting and the 

sustaining characteristics lay with the amount of independence the students decided to 

exercise. The teacher was always around and available to support the students as they 
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transacted with and responded to nonflction. The students' individual interests and 

commitment to inquiry along with an expectation of a formal presentation to their peers 

drew learners beyond initial response into prolonged engagement and sustained them. 

The students' curiosities moved them into independent inquiry. They exhibited 

fascination with their topics, often taking their work home, an atypical behavior for these 

students. Pursing their ovra questions sustained them and fueled their inquiries. Formally 

presenting their responses to their peers sustained the learners by providing a purpose and 

goal for exploring and sharing their chosen topics. 

Characteristics of the instructional envirormient that influence response to 

nonfiction overlap and functioned symbiotically. None of the perspectives flmction 

independently. Creating an instructional environment where response to nonfiction is 

valued to the extent that it is practiced as part of a belief system about socially 

constructed learning holds promise for individual, passionate inquiry. When nonfiction is 

regarded as more than a repository for facts to be extracted and reported, when the power 

and possibilities that response to nonfiction are embraced and supported, learners will 

thrive. 

In the context of reading and responding to nonfiction, the goal is to get the 

students interested and committed enough into the sustaining mode, where independent 

learning flourishes. Once response to nonfiction has been initiated, the move into a 

supportive milieu is the goal with the hope and promise that curiosity and interest will 

propel them fiirther and sustain them. 
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The second research question, "How do readers respond to nonfiction?" was 

examined through two different analyses. The first analysis yielded categories that 

describe response to nonfiction. The second analysis looked at how the categories played 

out across five students. 

The findings in answer to the second research question "How do readers 

respond to nonfiction?" indicate that readers respond to nonfiction in many, varied, and 

often unique and idiosyncratic ways. The data support the notion that nonfiction can be a 

stimulant for wonder, awe and curiosity about the world around us and that response to 

nonfiction can serve as a catalyst for personal commitment and inquiry (Doiron, 2003; 

Daniels, 2002; Dias 1990). 

While similarities between response to fictional literatvire and response to 

nonfiction as revealed by this study, were apparent, individual students' responses to 

nonfiction took uniquely characteristic forms. This is consistent with Rosenblatt's 

transactional theory. Rosenblatt (1976,1994) posited that the reading event is more than 

an additive activity, more than an interaction; it is a transaction, with the reader and the 

text converging to create a unique entity, the poem. The individuality of evocations is 

significant. Readers approach and make connections with text in different ways. When 

given the opportunity to respond to nonfiction, students in this study showed their 

engagement in many ways, showing how the text and the reader reciprocally act on the 

other (Rosenblatt, 1981). In addition, was clear that students responded to nonfiction in 

qualitative ways, sharing what was being lived through in these transactions, highlighting 

the aesthetic nature of their responses. 
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The first analysis of the data categorized student responses to nonfiction into six 

domains; (1) documents facts, retells information; (2) expresses feelings, emotions, 

opinions and values; (3) asks questions, (4) tells stories, recalls memories, (5) 

intertextualizes v^th other texts, and (6) makes generalizations. 

When students documented facts and retold information in response to nonfiction, 

they made lists and webs, indicating their love for great quantities of facts, and behaving 

like Info kids, (Jobe & Dayton -Sakari, 2002). Which facts they chose to collect proved 

to be interesting and significant. Students did not just randomly retell what they read, 

they infused thoughts and ideas, judgments and sentiments about the particularly selected 

fact. Therefore I considered selecting and retaining facts as response, not a simple 

recitation of information encountered. 

Some students expressed feelings or emotions, values or opinions as they 

responded to nonfiction. Readers often experience emotions as they read in light of their 

experiences and in relationship to their values (Marzano, 1991). In response to 

biographies, students expressed outrage, sadness, interest, and joy. They described values 

they held dear and voiced opinions about right and wrong. These responses highlight the 

power and possibilities reading biography presents. It is consistent with Zamowski's 

(1990) suggestion that children can readily cormect to biography because they are 

"interested in exploring the boundaries of achievement [and]... .in understanding what is 

truly possible (p. 8). Furthermore, expressing feelings, emotions, values and opinions was 

often an initial response to reading nonfiction and was consistent with Rosenblatt's 

(1978) description of the evocation of the poem as evidence of the ongoing transaction. 



Personal connections and individual engagement became evident through these 

expressions and endured. 

Students showed consciousness, ownership, curiosity and wonder as they asked 

questions in response to nonfiction. Baumfield and Mroz (2002) discuss the empowering 

role of questions in the classroom and argue that when students are given permission to 

do so, they can develop powerful questions. Commeyras (1994, 1995) posits that good 

discussion questions are the ones students want to discuss, not necessarily the one 

teachers deem suitable. 

In this study, students asked questions about facts of history, about the motivation 

for discriminatory actions and about language use. Their questions served as seeds for 

personal inquiry and showed they were learning to go beyond seeking answers to others' 

questions. Short and Burke (1991) advise that questions "keep us going" (p. 59). Asking 

questions in response to nonfiction fueled the students in this study to continue reading 

and discover more. 

When readers responded to nonfiction by recalling memories or telling personal 

stories they opened up pathways connecting what they read with their lives and 

experiences. Engagement in their reading became apparent as autobiographical stories 

unfolded. While it is not possible to anticipate the effect of any text on any reader, 

students gained insight into themselves and into the world around them when they 

responded by telling stories or recalling memories. This parallels Huck's (1982) 

suggestion about the power of children's literature as both a window and a mirror. The 
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students' stories and memories and the lives of those they read about, functioned as two-

way illuminations of their transactions with nonfiction. 

Students also made occasional intertextual connections between the nonfiction 

they were listening to or reading and other texts or media they had experienced 

previously. Responding by intertextualizing with texts showed that students had an 

awareness of a world broader than what was being experienced during the reading event, 

and had a capability to relate it to the current text. The power of intertextualizing lies in 

the exhibition of breadth of thought that can lead to exploration and inquiry (Short & 

Burke, 1991). Further, intertextualizing offers another avenue for supporting the 

uniqueness of the reader's experiences brought into the transaction (Rosenblatt, 1995) 

because each readers' connections to other texts can be different and valid. 

Finally, students responded to nonfiction by making generalizations in a range of 

ways. Some students offered straightforward, concise generalizations while others 

provided those that were elaborate and complex. By making generalizations to 

nonfiction, the students illuminated their understanding that went beyond the literal. 

The range of categories that described students' response to nonfiction is 

noteworthy because of the notoriety of nonfiction as primarily a genre that is information 

giving, practical and usefiil. Even though writers and authors of nonfiction have long 

heralded the mysterious, surprising, engaging, astonishing qualities of the genre 

(Colman, 1999; Fritz, 1999; Saul, 1994; Lasky, 1985), nonfiction has been largely 

regarded as functional and not considered as holding potential for evoking emotions. 
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feelings or bigger ideas. It has been looked upon as primarily utilitarian. The findings 

from this study challenge this assumption. 

In a subsequent and different examination of the data in answer to the second 

research question, "How do students respond to nonfiction?" I looked beyond categories 

of response to how the categories played out across the responses of five students who 

met with me together in a study group nine times. Highlighting individual students 

provided a way to identify and appreciate the unique, yet explicit, nature of response and 

emerging insight into response style. In response to nonfiction, students expressed their 

personal evocations of the text in several ways, but tended to prefer a few modes of 

response. Additionally each student, in his or her own way, however managed to express 

sentiments and judgments as they responded. For the most part, but not exclusively, each 

student exhibited a certain preference or style of response that was identifiable and 

steady, yet developed over time. 

As a primary response style, Samuel documented facts and retold information. 

He was keen on collecting as much information as he could about Langston Hughes. He 

made lists and webs of his information. Samuel was an Info Kid (Jobe and Dayton- Sakari 

2002) who sought to organize his cherished facts. Over time Samuel wrote paragraphs 

and poems about his topic, infusing his opinions and feelings, but preferred amassing 

many, many facts over other response modes. 

Mario primarily documented facts in response to nonfiction. However, because he 

connected personally and powerfiilly with the challenges that Cesar Chavez endured as a 

Mexican American, Mario fixated on a few facts fi-om the life of Cesar Chavez and 
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related them to his own struggles when he was a first grader who did not speak English in 

a new school. Mario expressed outrage at discrimination against Spanish speaking people 

and wondered why people treat "Mexican looking people" with disregard. He read 

several biographies of Chavez and searched each one for evidence of discrimination, 

responding with a predictable annoyance and passion. For Mario, facts became 

"springboards for emotions" (Fisher, 1972, p. 11). He freely expressed his connections to 

the life of Cesar Chavez. 

Elisabet listened and read and quickly made generalizations in response to 

nonfiction. She was not overly concerned with school and certainly not interested in 

hooked she became on reading about the life of Frida Kahlo. She exhibited commitment 

and motivation to further her knowledge about the artist. That inquiry spurred her to want 

to study more about women who had made a difference in the world. 

Adriana's responses were primarily family stories. She was attracted to visual 

images of Frida Kahlo's work and often expressed curiosity about the motivations of the 

artist. Adriana struggled as a reader and writer but was not deterred by literacy challenges 

to pursue her interest in the life of Frida Kahlo. Adriana often intertextualized by 

comparing and contrasting images of Kahlo's artwork. She involved her family in her 

curiosity about the life of Frida Kahlo to the extent that her relatives and friends 

presented her with gifts related to the life of Frida Kahlo. Adriana found success in the 

school setting through response to nonfiction and involved her family in it. 

Finally, Scott expressed his responses with feelings, values and opinions. He read 

widely and was steadfast in his responses as he explored his cormections and tensions by 
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describing how events in certain people's lives might relate to his life and his values. At 

one point during the study, Scott reported losing interest in his topic. He was able to pull 

himself through his challenge by reading further and committing to persevere, a value he 

held in very high esteem. Scott not only exhibited a response style but in a way exercised 

that value for his own success. 

The categories of response and the response styles of five students distinctly 

showed the variety of responses and the dynamic and personal nature of response to 

nonfiction. The students attended to what they read in different ways, and responded as 

they saw fit, for the most part signifying and giving credence to the power of the aesthetic 

during the transaction. The students' idiosyncratic, qualitative responses showed 

involvement with the shaping of the lived through experience with nonfiction. 

When readers' transactions with nonfiction are considered aesthetically, it was as 

if more light was shed on the reader and the text, as the possibilities for response 

increased. I found the range and variety of the students' responses to nonfiction support 

Rosenblatt's (1981) challenges to the notion that a literal meaning must take priority or 

should be the first to be attended to. 

The students' responses to nonfiction manifest their lived through experiences and 

showed the mutual influences of reader and text. Rosenblatt (1981) called for the 

consideration of aesthetic reading as the basic model for all reading (p. 11)1 believe the 

findings of the study provide examples that support her assertion and give evidence of its 

importance. 
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Implications 

The findings of this study have strengthened my stance on the capability of 

nonfiction literature to engage and enthrall readers and the effect of response to 

nonfiction as a pathway for engagement and inquiry. Nonfiction is not simply a genre of 

fact whose purpose is recalling and reciting remembered information. Nonfiction evokes 

powerful connections and tensions, questions and comments from readers. After reading 

biographies, students in this study expressed outrage at the racism, discrimination and 

segregation depicted in the United States historically and in the present. They registered 

curiosity about the motivations and styles of artists. Students reported they "got 

possessed" by and "got hooked" on the lives of people whose biographies they read. 

They personally connected with the people whose lives they explored and made 

comparisons between their own lives. These students did not simply extract information 

from the biographies and report it; they exhibited strong interest and engagement, bearing 

out Rosenblatt's belief in the transformational power of the ongoing transaction with text. 

The findings of this study are connected to the particular setting and context of the 

research. It is my hope that teachers and other readers find parallels to their own 

classrooms, curriculum £ind students, and are motivated to branch out towards nonfiction 

as a way to broaden literacy experiences, question the world, and share the joy of 

learning through responding. 

The uniqueness of this study lies in uncovering the potentials for transactions with 

nonfiction literature that can evoke emotions, feelings, opinions, questions, connections 

and tensions. Evocations indicate and describe personal engagement. Transactions are 
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ongoing, recursive and generative. Where this study differs from others is in 

consideration of the purpose of the transactions. Nonfiction literature need not be utilized 

strictly for research, to extract information, highlight features of text, examine structures 

of the language or to practice comprehension strategies. 

This study adds to the field by identifying that readers respond to nonfiction in 

identifiable ways. These styles of responding are based in their preferences and 

experiences as readers and thinkers. The findings from this study are useful for teachers 

because they foreground the dynamic possibilities that reading and experiencing 

nonfiction offers. It only seems logical that with a genre as wide, broad and all 

encompassing as nonfiction, students have the chance to transact with selections in ways 

that reflect their personal styles and connections. 

I undertook this research because I noted a difference between how teachers 

approached, characterized and utilized fiction and nonfiction, and I was unsure why this 

was so, or if it had to be so. I wondered if something was being missed by not 

considering nonfiction literature when responding and talking about books. 

In this section, I outline and discuss possible implications of the findings of this 

study for teachers and teacher educators. I describe essential characteristics of an 

environment that encourE^es response to nonfiction and key issues related to response to 

nonfiction. I conclude the section with suggestions for policy makers. 

Essential Characteristics of an Environment that Encourages Response to Nonfiction 

The instructional environment where response to nonfiction thrives is reflective of 

the teacher's beliefs about learning in an invitational and supportive atmosphere. The 
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structure of the classroom and the instructional day reveals values about time, choice, 

materials, inquiry and the social nature of learning. In an atmosphere that is learner-

centered and literature-rich, response to nonfiction can prosper. When experiencing 

literature is privileged over doing activities about literature, students are invited to 

engage with the nonfiction, not simply read it and recite what they've read. Attention to 

the transaction, to the ongoing, generative nature of reading and responding to literature 

emphasizes the live circuit that occurs between reader and text. The following 

characteristics reflect the qualities that are most essential for nurturing the transaction and 

encouraging response to nonfiction in elementary and teacher education classrooms. 

* Time for reading and responding 

o To browse, read, reject or reread materials 

o To develop a transactional relationship with the texts, to ignite the live 

circuit between reader and text 

o To discuss, draw and revise responses 

o To develop an interest in a new topic or person 

o To consider other's responses and revise one's own response through a 

process of co-creating meaning 

In these demanding days of standards, standardized tests and attention to 

quantifiable items such as time on task, we must have the fortitude to solidly stand behind 

what we value. We must slow down and focus in on how we are using our time in 

classrooms, what our students are doing £ind how they are benefiting in the long run. 
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We do what we value; our convictions drive and color our actions. Hence, when 

teachers plan large amounts of time for reading, their beliefs and understanding about the 

relationship between time spent reading and possibility for reading success shine through. 

Calkins (2001) discusses the difference between being interested and getting interested. 

She suggests teachers set aside time and create specific opportunities for students to 

develop interests in topics or areas previously untouched. Making time for browsing, 

reading, rereading and responding to nonfiction can help get students interested and keep 

them interested when they are invited to express their lives, experiences and culture in 

terms of what is provoked by nonfiction texts. 

Atwell (1987) identifies time as the essential element in a workshop environment 

in order that reading becomes a way of life, not something simply done in school. 

"Children read more, comprehend better and value books to a greater degree when we let 

them read" (p. 159). This statement seems obvious. However, more and more time in the 

instructional day is being mandated to include increased teacher-directed instruction, 

isolated skill practice and performances of explicit reading strategies. 

Taylor, Frye and Maruyama (1990) suggested there is great value in having 

students actually read during reading class. They found that the amount of time spent 

reading during class contributed significantly to gains in students' reading achievement, 

foregrounding the fact that teachers influence the amount of time students read. How one 

allocates time reflects one's values. Making time for students to experience the ongoing 

transaction with literature will make a difference in how students engage and develop 

into readers and responders. 
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Teacher educators hold a unique opportunity to have an effect on preservice 

teachers' attitudes and ideas about the use of time in the classroom. Atwell (1987) 

reported that her most challenged classroom based practice was spending time reading. 

By designing instructional time to include wide reading and opportunities for in-depth 

discussions and response to nonfiction, teacher educators can demonstrate the value of 

dedicating extended periods of time for reading and response. By creating an 

instructional environment in which preservice teachers take the time to experience 

nonfiction literature, respond to nonfiction and pursue individual inquiry, teacher 

educators can actively express the importance of allotting significant amounts of time for 

successful reading and responding. 

* Provide real choices concerning nonfiction materials, workspaces and collaborators. 

When learners are given options for many facets of their learning, engagement 

can be positively affected. In this study, the students and the teacher negotiated 

curricular foci for the year, thus incorporating their interests and strengths into the 

learning plan. Students did not have assigned seats; they chose their workspaces and 

partners. They engaged in reading and responding to what they chose. They talked in 

pairs or small groups. They found places to work that suited them. They moved aroimd 

fi-eely and used materials as needed. Students had options and opportunity to select topics 

of interest to explore; they were not limited by a teacher's list. Real choices such as these 

contribute to an environment that is learner centered and conducive to inquiry (Short & 

Burke, 1991). Teacher educators can lead by example in college classrooms by 

negotiating curricular foci and inquiry processes, from selection to presentation, with the 
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students instead of carrying out an agenda with little room for debate and adjustment for 

student needs and interests. 

¥ Nonfiction Materials 

o A variety and broad scope of nonfiction materials at different levels on 

related topics and concepts. 

o Ongoing updating and replenishment of nonfiction materials to support 

students' inquiries 

o Reading aloud nonfiction every day 

Hansen (2001) reinforces the notion that when students have access to 

comfortable reading materials, that is materials that are readily available, on a variety of 

levels and whose scope is broad, their engagement and commitment increases. 

Hickman's (1979) work supported this idea by noting the importance of student contact 

with books and materials that appeal to learners of different interests and many levels. 

Having a range of literature resources in the classroom, labeled and arranged for easy 

access promotes autonomy for learners. It also highlights teacher openness towards 

learning about new nonfiction texts and vigilance about providing options and choices for 

readers. Although some teachers may find utilizing nonfiction in the classroom daunting 

because of its unfamiliarity, as Pappas (2003) suggests, with persistence, practice and 

patience this can be overcome. A first step toward this goal might be to become familiar 

with nonfiction literature available on a personal topic of interest. 

Reading aloud nonfiction selections every day is another way to introduce 

students to the wonder of the genre and acclimate teachers to the potential the genre 
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offers. Traditionally, choices for reading aloud have been fiction. Reading aloud 

nonfiction selections daily holds promise for engaging, spirited debate and wondering. 

By demonstrating possibilities and power that nonfiction children's literature 

offers, teacher educators can positively influence future teachers. Even as students in this 

study began to use teacher talk and learned how to respond through making personal 

connections and responses, preservice teachers may do the same in their college 

classroom learning environment. Teachers and teacher educators can greatly influence 

the use of nonfiction with learners of all ages and interests by incorporating the genre in 

engagements that encourage debate, investigation and enjoyment, processes which are 

critical for thinking and inquiry. 

Further, the university classroom can offer a unique opportunity for preservice 

teachers to explore and experience the range and depth of nonfiction literature available 

today. Therefore, teacher educators should become familiar and comfortable with 

nonfiction literature and incorporate selections from the genre in their teaching, and not 

only in children's literature classes. 

Moss (2003) proposes that nonfiction has "moved fix)m the shadows into the 

spotlighf (p. 7). Development of the genre suggests it be treated as literary and utilized 

across the curriculum and across age groups. Teacher educators can provide leadership 

by experiencing, reading aloud and learning more about the genre and what is possible 

when response to nonfiction is encouraged and promoted. 
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* A place where inquiry is honored within a conceptual framework 

When we believe there is a greater purpose for schooling than evaluating and 

memorizing information, nonfiction literature can assist in creating conceptual frameworks 

for understanding bigger ideas. Erickson (2002) suggests that deep understanding will not 

occur without a conceptual lens focused on a topic. She challenges us to consider the 

difference between raising our students' cognitive levels and raising their conceptual 

levels. Information gathering C£in raise cognitive levels. A conceptual focus contributes to 

relevance and students' interest. Relevance and interest are essential for student 

engagement. 

When students do not see relevance to what they are studying they will not 

engage in significant ways. In this study, until the children were able to grasp the bigger 

concept of taking a stand as a way to conceptually unify the biographies of individuals, 

they were simply learning about the lives of others with no greater broader connector. 

The concept of taking a stand served as glue for the various lives the students explored. 

With a broader grasp and deeper insight about the relationships between subject of the 

biographies and the concept of taking a stand, the students created a context for their 

learning and a reason to continue. 

Key Issues Related to Response to Nonfiction 

Uncovering and developing the potential that transactions with nonfiction hold 

necessitates discussing certain matters surrounding. When transitioning into a nonfiction 

rich environment, teachers and teacher educators may want to consider issues this study 

revealed. 
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¥ Similarities and differences between response to fiction and to nonfiction 

Numerous studies over the years have explored student response to fictional 

literature. Findings suggest that in response to fiction, readers summarize, retell, and relate 

what they read to life. They tell stories, ask questions, and identify issues and ideas 

provoked by the text. They describe favorite parts and are moved to read and discuss more 

(Noe & Johnson, 1999; Spiegel, 1998; Cox, 1997; Short, 1997; Beds «& Wells, 1989). The 

findings of this study reveal similarities and differences between students' responses to 

nonfiction and fiction. In response to nonfiction, the students documented facts, expressed 

emotions, asked questions, intertextualized with other texts, made generalizations and told 

stories. These students' responses paralleled responses to fiction in the professional 

literature. There are, however, distinctions that characterize and separate them that mostly 

center on the purpose and manner in which engagements are introduced and carried out. 

Curiosity propels students who are invited to respond, not instructed to answer in 

a certain way. When individual, spontaneous, learner-initiated responses are encouraged 

and supported students have a better chance of sustaining interest in their own work and 

expressing connections and tensions provoked by the text. The critical element between 

response to fiction and nonfiction lies in honoring the preferences and direction of 

individual responders, not in fiilfilling an outcome or objective. 

When students responded to nonfiction by documenting facts or retelling 

information they were selective and persuasive about the reasons certain facts stood out for 

them. They did not list facts or itemize random details from their readings, rather they 

purposefully chose information that had personal meaning to them fi-om careful reading. 
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They did not provide facts as answers to other peoples' questions, but to issues they were 

considering. 

When students expressed emotions, feeUngs, opinions or values in response to 

nonfiction, they did so without any provocation from the teacher. They showed the ways in 

which the information breathed life into them showing that the knowledge that lives in 

books can develop into knowledge that lives in students (Erickson, 2002,p. viii). 

When students asked questions in response to nonfiction their questions revealed 

unique connections that could not be anticipated, providing opportunities and challenges 

for further inquiry. Their questions were not response to the teacher's questions. Teachers 

must be something other than a transmission device, or a question-asking machine. We 

must keenly pay attention to questions that students ask, however unimportant, off subject, 

taboo or inconvenient they might seem. Lindfors (1999) suggests that we listen for the 

children's questions with an ear toward discerning the way the child expresses his inquiry. 

She also encourages teachers to explore the sounds of silence, paying attention to what the 

student does not say. 

While Dean and Small (1997) found no difference between responses to fiction 

and nonfiction, studies by Pappas and Barry (1997), Doiron (2003) and Moss (2003) 

reveal that students make connections, claim expertise, ask questions, express surprise, 

predict and pick up information in response to nonfiction. The parallels between 

responses to fiction and nonfiction reflect the wide-open possibilities that nonfiction 

offers. No longer should nonfiction be looked at as merely a tool for voiceless, narrow 

school reports, or the purveyor of unrelated, dispassionate lists of facts. We can learn 
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from students' ability to respond to fiction and apply the strength of unique, personal 

connection to nonfiction. Knowledge and understanding about ways students respond to 

fiction can be useful as we explore responses to nonfiction, but should not limit the 

possibilities. 

Furthermore, the difference between inviting response to fiction and nonfiction is 

related to the teacher's values, attitude and decisions about richly incorporating 

nonfiction in interactive read alouds, browsing, and reading. When students are given the 

opportunity to live through experiences with nonfiction, not simply focus on getting 

through the books or other texts, they will benefit fi-om the wealth and depth the genre 

offers and take in the joy, wonder and awe nonfiction can engender. 

* How can the concept of response style assist teachers? 

Children orchestrated their responses to nonfiction in unique ways. By identifying 

and honoring a child's response style, teachers have a place to begin to encourage 

children to develop a rich repertoire of response possibilities. Akin to utilizing the 

concept of a reading strategy toolbox, expanding students' response repertoire can 

increase the range of response by offering chances to try on, experiment and stretch 

through different response modes. A response repertoire can guide a student as he 

develops a response style and enriches his own learning. Describing, demonstrating and 

inviting a range of responses to include those situated inside the reader and others that are 

outside the reader in the text offers options and possibilities for making new connections 

to nonfiction. The response repertoire is a treasury of expanding possibilities. Being free 

to respond in personally meaningful ways adds to the readers' understanding and 
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connections with nonfiction and creates a climate that honors and values individual 

expression. Accordingly, each student needs room to grow and to be encouraged to 

develop a response repertoire. 

Adriana was able to enlarge her circle of learning to include her family. In the 

future, Adriana might be challenged to stretch beyond her comfort zone of expressing her 

personal connections to nonfiction through family stories to also incorporating facts or 

retellings of information she found pertinent in her reading. Scott had opportunity after 

opportunity to explore values expressed strongly at home and found examples of those 

values in the lives of people he explored. He might be challenged to consider broad 

concepts from which he could make generalizations about the people he studied. Further, 

his wide reading might offer rich chances to intertextualize between specific texts, 

expanding his response repertoire. 

Elisabet sought validation for her beliefs and interests and found a place to 

exercise her wish to explore more about women in history. As she read widely, her style 

remained constant, her world expanded and her ideals were explored. To extend her 

response repertoire, Elisabet could be encouraged to become more explicit about facts, 

for instance, and relate those facts to her life experiences and to other reading 

experiences. 

Samuel was able to capitalize on his fact-collecting passion and to grow as a 

responder by adding feelings and emotions along with thoughts and ideas about the 

many, many facts he amassed. His response repertoire could be further expanded to 

intertextualizing between texts. Mario was riveted to a few facts, clearly showing his 
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personal connection and style. However, he was able to extend his connection beyond 

daily workshop time and incorporate his learning and passion into other work. A teacher 

might capitalize on Mario's focused passion by suggesting he expand his response 

repertoire to make broad statements that stretch his thinking and connecting beyond "we 

were going through the same thing." 

The importance of a response style is not to pigeonhole or to put boundaries or 

limits around responses, but to offer a guide to identify how the different ways of 

responding come together for one child as a starting point for rich response. When we 

offer students options and choices for responding to nonfiction by encouraging expansion 

into other modes or styles of response, we can enlarge their world with potential 

expressions of coimections and give them tools to explore the world over time, by 

building on their preferences. Additionally, we must remember that time positively 

affects response (Hickman, 1979) and always keep in mind the value that difference and 

diversity of opinion and viewpoint provide for broadening our worldview. 

Finally, the response repertoire creates a construct through and within which 

responses can unfold and in which engagements with nonfiction can be ongoing and long 

lasting. By enriching the response repertoire teachers can assist readers in making sense 

of their world in myriad ways. 

* Comprehension and Response; Relationship, Resonance and Recommendations 

While comprehension and response are clearly interrelated, I do not believe that they are 

the same processes. They are intertwined and interdependent. It's important be to be clear 

about the differences and the effect of the differences between the two. Instructing for 
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comprehension differs from inviting response. As teachers, we want to identify and 

encourage talk that explores response as well as clarifies understanding of what is read. 

The difference between the two lies amidst the instructional context, most 

importantly, with who is directing and setting the purpose for the work. For the most part, 

comprehension instruction involves teacher-directed lessons about text structures, 

features of the text and organizational elements to assist the reader in independently 

understanding the text. For example, comprehension instruction can involve expectations 

to extract information from the text and report it, to analyze the text in a particular way, 

or to apply certain reading strategies that have been decided by the teacher and the 

curriculum. 

In contrast, response focuses on inviting students to fully experience the text and 

think about it. The emphasis is on relating what the students have read to their 

experiences, to share and analyze their understandings of issues and cormections 

provoked by the text that they see as significant, not necessarily on what the teacher other 

deems as most important. Response acknowledges the many ways a text can affect a 

reader and expands the possibilities for expressions of engagement and connection. 

Hynds (1990) distinguishes between comprehension and response by emphasizing 

the determinate nature of expressions of comprehension and contrasting it with the 

indeterminate character of response. When considering comprehension, readers bring 

their knowledge, experience and culture to a relatively static text, with specific 

instructions as how to approach that text and what to do afterwards. In contrast, when 

readers are asked to respond, they must "constantly reformulate their own personal value 
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and identify systems as they encounter and transform literary works. Thus, no two 

experiences with a text are even the same even for the same reader" (p. 242). A variety of 

meanings and coimections or tensions can be evoked by a particular text. The differences 

lie in potential. The possibilities for response are as wide and varied as readers and texts. 

This brings to the forefront the issue of teacher comfort with the unknown and 

uncertainty, which must be addressed, not feared or backed away from. Responding to 

nonfiction creates a fertile opportunity for teachers to be learners along with their 

students. 

The students in this study were invited to immerse themselves in biographies and 

to respond in ways that were significant and appropriate to them, not to merely complete 

a prescribed, preordained activity related to nonfiction text, or follow a proscribed path 

towards predetermined questions with specific answers. Cox and Many (1992) suggest 

that we; 

expand opportunities for personal response in instruction. Ask more open ended 
question initially, and later ask questions which enable and support the students 
reflection on the personal evocation of the work. Build more choice into 
the.. .program.. .choices about what to read and how to respond to that reading. 
Give students more time to ponder and develop their responses and even more 
space...[A]s the transactional theory suggests...our goal should be to encourage 
aesthetic response.. .we must shift control of this process to students (p. 68). 

* Questions in the Classroom 

Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner (1969) lamented, "Children come to 

school as question marks, and leave as periods" (p. 60). This thirty-five-year-old 

comment is shocking and tension provoking. We must pay more attention to the 

questions students ask in the classroom than to the ones we ask as teachers. An 
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instructional environment that solicits and honors students' questions is an empowering 

atmosphere that challenges the teacher to resist being the authority and invites students to 

participate in their own learning. Being aware of and beginning to move away from the 

egocentricity of our own questions are good first steps for teachers to take towards 

enriching the classroom with learners' questions (Commeyas, 2002). Asking questions is 

not teaching. 

Teachers might examine the subtle power issues inherent in questioning processes 

in the classroom. By relinquishing the notion that the teacher is authority and knower-of-

all-things, teachers can create an environment where students' initial comments and 

questions are explored, thereby reinforcing the power of the evocation. 

When students ask their own questions and follow through on their own paths of 

discovery, they have the chance to contemplate exclamation points around them (Gelb, 

2002). When we nurture students as question marks into exclamation points, not squash 

them into periods, our learners' engagement and commitment can flourish. Their 

understanding and personal meaning making should be our goal. Students' questions 

should be springboards for further inquiry and guidance rather than outcomes in 

themselves. 

Suggestions for Policy Makers 

In an effort towards leaving no child behind, more and more particulars of 

instruction, specifics for assessment and management are being handed down to 

classroom teachers and school administrators. One concept that is currently being used 

by policy makers to control what occurs in classrooms is time on task. Time on task refers 
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to the amount of time a student is actually observed to be engaged in learning, "work[ing] 

on a teacher directed task without interruption. Engagement rate is the number of 

allocated instructional minutes the students is actively participating in teacher directed 

lessons and activities" (timeontask.html, 2004). It is true that valuable instructional 

minutes per day are lost during transition times, when teachers repeat directions and 

when students wait for individual attention. Clearly, these classroom management issues 

can be scrutinized and streamlined. There is, however a flaw in the logic. Time 

management issues are not synonymous with instructional engagement issues. In 

discussions about time on task, the two are erroneously intermingled. 

Time management should not be improved without exploration about what entails 

student engagement. If we must keep track of time on task, which has its value, because 

there are so few minutes in an instructional day, we must also revisit the definition and 

the values that underscore task. The term task must be interrogated and expanded to 

include student-directed and student-initiated lessons and activities. We need to redefine 

what we mean by task. 

Reading independently, or with a partner or listening to a read aloud is a task. It 

can be documented. It is time well spent. Its benefits are legion. The amount of time 

students spend reading in school identifies successfiil schools fi-om others (Taylor, Frye 

& Maruyama, 1990). Time allotted shows priority. Academic engagement shows 

thoughtfixlness. Hansen (2001) reminds us that the nature of the academic work is 

probably the best predictor of student success. 
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Discussing readings with others is a task. Responding in writing or through music 

and art is a task. It is well documented that reading and responding improve through 

reading and responding (Atweli, 1987). Time spent browsing reading materials and in 

reading widely Eind broadly positively affects readers and therefore reading success. 

Having a real reason to read and the opportunity to read a variety of texts on topics and 

themes of interest greatly enhances engagement, connection and, therefore, reading 

success. If need be, these tasks can be documented, charted and assessed. With the 

student's interests being tapped into, engagement, and therefore, time on task can 

increase. Time on task must be reconsidered in terms of the critical elements of student 

engagement, commitment and interest, not how quickly students carry out teacher 

directions, apply themselves to individual seatwork or the extent to which they exhibit 

individualistic, focused stillness. 

Even though eighty percent of test items on standardized tests are nonfiction, it 

does not follow that simply increasing the amount of instructional time with nonfiction 

texts will improve students' engagement or their test scores. The goal of school should be 

to prepare active, thinking and responsive citizens in a democracy. We should be 

teaching for life, not for performance on tests! We can spend time preparing kids for 

standardized tests that may or may not improve their scores or their engagement with 

their subjects. Preparing students to score above the norm on standardized tests does not 

prepare learners for a lifetime of reading and responding to nonfiction. It does nothing to 

develop thought-provoking members of a community. 
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We are not gaining time; we are losing time by not giving students the 

opportunity to read selections of their own choosing for long periods and to share the 

personal sense they make out of what they read with others. We are not gaining time; we 

are losing time by not insisting that engagement be developed from the learner, not the 

teacher. We are not gaining time; we are losing time by creating lockstep curricula and 

controlled environments in which all learners are expected to participate and achieve at 

the same interest level and achievement level. Hansen (2001) reminds us that it takes 

time for students to learn to question. It takes time for readers to leam to question 

textbook authority, for example, or question the validity or slant of a text. It takes time to 

develop into a thoughtful, productive citizen through reading and responding to texts. She 

also suggests that when children have time to read books they can make sense of they 

usually do better on tests. 

Time is of the essence! And the tasks are clear. We must focus our time on 

reading and responding to quality, provocative nonfiction text. We must realize that time 

for reading isn't an extra, a frill; it is an essential. No more is nonfiction considered 

boring, or solely fodder for information-gathering, to be summarized and recited in tests. 

Students must be challenged to transact with texts and recognize the power within them 

to make what they read relevant to them. Nonfiction can ignite desire; it can "light fires" 

as Carr (1987) suggests instead of simply fill the vases of our brains with information. 

When we reduce education to purely matters of schooling, reading, test-taking 

and scoring above average, are we filling vases or are we lighting fires? Do we want our 

students to develop into robots or into contributors to a democratic society who can 
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weigh issues, make personal connections, ask questions and wonder about the past and 

the future and about how what they know fits with what they are learning? 

Furthermore, a wide selection of quality materials in classrooms greatly affects 

engagement and is necessary for students to succeed in their personal inquiries. The 

growth of the children's literature industry and the current rise in availability of quality 

nonfiction literature for children points to unprecedented ease of expanding the 

nonfiction holdings in classroom and school libraries. While this study was not focused 

on the number or amount of nonfiction literature available, accessible and utilized in the 

classroom, as Duke (1999,2002) and Pappas (1991) have explored, it could be said that 

the amount, variety and depth of nonfiction literature available in the classroom where 

the study was conducted influenced the students' responses. Teachers should expand 

classroom libraries and their personal children literature horizons to include more of the 

genre. Nonfiction literature should be introduced to all readers and incorporated into 

classroom curriculum at least with parity to fiction. When teachers connect and extend 

nonfiction materials to their students' interests and support student inquiries with time 

and flexibility for exploration, experiences with nonfiction literature will be enhanced 

and students' engagement will rise. The wonder, joy and awe that nonfiction literature 

inspires can only increase student interest and commitment to learning about their world. 

Policy makers must help make this happen by examining the tunnel vision attitude 

towards one-size-fits-all textbooks, scripted curriculum and standardized tests. Policy 

makers must acknowledge that literacy improves through experiences with literature. 

Policy makers must advocate for enriched libraries with engaging materials for inquiry. 
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Policy makers must support curricular guidelines and actions that celebrate and reward 

students who are engaged in reading and responding to the vivid writing, rich concepts 

and awe- inspiring connections that nonfiction offers. 

Recommendations 

In this section, I address recommendations for further analyses of data collected 

for this study and recommendations for further research in the field. 

Recommendations for further analyses of the data 

In this study, I analyzed the data by looking at characteristics of the instructional 

environment that influenced response to nonfiction and at the ways in which children 

responded to nonfiction. However, many avenues of analysis remain to be explored. 

Examining the following areas would cast a different look at the data and enrich the 

discussion about response to nonfiction: (1) the influence of talk and collaboration 

between the children on their developing responses; (2) the influence of the socio-cultural 

dynamics of the classroom on children's response to nonfiction; (3) the specific themes 

that emerged from the children's responses to certain nonfiction titles, or to biography in 

general, and their relationship to one another; and (4) ways in which students' response 

styles influenced their negotiations of the nonfiction texts and subsequent responses to 

them. 

Recommendations for further research 

Because this case study focused primarily on response to biography, and not other 

kinds of nonfiction, the findings cannot be generalized to other forms of informational 

text. Biography is written in a narrative form with a time-oriented structure. It is clear 
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that response to other varieties of nonfiction with differing organizational structures need 

to be studied. In addition, further research might offer added insight and support about 

response categories or response style if examined with the same students across different 

types of nonfiction. While the students in this study responded to nonfiction in 

identifiable ways, it is important to stress that the categories described in the study were 

neither finite nor exclusive. 

There is a danger that the categories of response to nonfiction that emerged from 

this study might be identified and reduced into a checklist of behaviors to be achieved. 

Therefore, research on more evocations of nonfiction might offer expanded and deeper 

understandings about transactions with nonfiction and about response style. In addition, 

explorations of issues of personal identity manifest through response to nonfiction may 

cast more insight on the influence of transactions with nonfiction on young learners' 

developing understanding of the world and their place in it. 

While it is my belief that the subject of an inquiry does not matter, what matters is 

passion, commitment and interest, it would be interesting to look at how or if the 

categories of response to nonfiction described in this study manifest themselves in 

different instructional contexts, for example in science explorations, math encounters or 

readings in art or physical education. Addressing the possibilities of nonfiction in content 

area classrooms may provide data demonstrating the power and potential afforded by 

nonfiction trade books across the disciplines and suggesting alternatives or additions to 

textbook-driven curricula. 
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This study was limited to a few literacy engagements, for the most part interactive 

read alouds, individual reading, drawing and writing, and whole group responses. 

Classroom research looking at group discussions of nonfiction in literature circles hold 

promise for informing the field. In addition, ascertaining how certain engagements affect 

response to nonfiction and how individual response styles are influenced by those 

engagements would be most informative. 

Finally, this study focused on a small number of elementary students. We need to 

know how a wider range of students transact with and respond to nonfiction. Further 

research possibilities with nonfiction over a longer period and with different variations of 

nonfiction might inform the field about how students develop as responders to and 

connect with a range of nonfiction literature. 

Conclusion 

Educare is the Latin word meaning to lead. An educator's charge is to lead 

learners towards a world where they can explore and grow. Nonfiction literature offers 

readers windows and pathways that lead into the world. Responding to nonfiction can 

open windows and illuminate the pathways for venturing out into and enjoying the world. 

When honored and invited to personally engage with nonfiction, each reader, guided by 

the light of the words, can find her imique path that can lead to exploration, fulfillment 

and enjoyment. It is our responsibility as teachers to roll up the window shades and 

remove roadblocks in order to provide our students with the time and opportimity to 

respond and connect with nonfiction and thereby expand their xmderstanding of the world 

and their place in it. 



APPENDIX A: 

INFORMED CONSENT FORMS 



PARENT CONSENT FORM 
Response to nonaction: Children transact with informational text 

I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL TO ENSURE THAT I AM 

INFORMED OF THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND OF HOW MY CHILD WILL 

PARTICIPATE IN IT, IF I CONSENT TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS FORM WILL INDICATE THAT I 

HAVE BEEN SO INFORMED AND THAT I GIVE MY CONSENT. FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

REQUIRE WRITTEN INFORMED CONSENT PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION IN THIS RESEARCH 

STUDY SO THAT I CAN KNOW THE NATURE AND RISKS OF MY CHILD'S PARTICIPATION 

AND CAN DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE OR NOT PARTICIPATE IN A FREE AND INFORMED 

MANNER. 

PURPOSE 

My child is being invited to participate voluntarily in the above-titled research project. The purpose of this 
project is to gain understanding of how elementary students respond to text that is informational, that is not 
fiction. 

SELECTION CRITERIA 

My child is being invited to participate because s/he is a student in Mrs. Fields' grade 4/5 classroom at 
Wright Elementary. Approximately 25 children will participate in this study. 

PROCEDURE (S) 

If I agree that my child to participate, I will be asked to consent to the following; The written work and 
artwork that my child will do as a student will be photographed or photo copied. Read alouds and Literature 
discussions will be audio taped. Writing and drawing samples will be collected and photocopied. My child 
will be interviewed twice about their attitudes about nonfiction and preferences for reading. Those 
interviews will be audio taped and transcribed. 

RISKS 

My child may feel uncomfortable answering questions, but he or she may refuse to answer any question he 
or she chooses or end his or her participation in the study at any time. If my child feels uncomfortable being 
audio taped, he or she may choose not to be audio taped at any time. My child's participation or non-
participation in this study will have no impact-either positive or negative-on my grades in Mrs. Fields' class. 

BENEFITS 

There are no guaranteed direct benefits associated with my child's participation in this project, but s/he may 
benefit from learning more about informational literature that is not fiction and responding to it with others 
through discussions, writings and artwork. 



CONFIDENTIALITY 

All data collected will remain confidential. The only people who will have access to the raw data are the 
Principal Investigator, Mary Starrs Armstrong and her advisor, Dr. Kathy Short, Ph.D. Any time that my 
child is referred to in the final research report or subsequent publications or presentations, only his or her 
first name or a pseudonym will be used. 

I would like my child to be referred to by (Please write a first name or a 
pseudonym of your choosing.) 

• I agree to allow the use of my child's artwork, journals, logs and audio-taped discussions to remain 
with the investigator indefinitely for use in classrooms, research and teaching. 

• I do not agree to allow the use of my child's artwork, journals, logs and audio-taped discussions to 
remain with the investigator indefinitely for use in classrooms, research and teaching. 

PARTICIPATION COSTS AND SUBJECT COMPENSATION 
Beyond the interviews and mid term conferences, that may take ten minutes, there will be no costs or 
compensation for participating in this study 

CONTACTS 
I can obtain further information from the principal investigator Maiy Starrs Armstrong, Ph.D. Candidate, at 
(520) 621 -1311. If I have questions concerning my rights as a research subject, I may call the Human 
Subjects Committee Office at (520) 626-6721. 

AUTHORIZATION 
BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING THIS FORM, THE METHODS, 

INCONVENIENCES, RISKS, AND BENEFITS HAVE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME AND MY 
QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. I MAY ASK QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND I AM FREE 
TO WITHDRAW MY CHILD FROM THE PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING BAD 
FEELINGS. MY CHILD'S PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE 
INVESTIGATOR FOR REASONS THAT WOULD BE EXPLAINED. NEW INFORMATION 
DEVELOPED DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY WHICH MAY AFFECT MY WILLINGNESS 
TO CONTINUE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WILL BE GIVEN TO ME AS IT BECOMES 
AVAILABLE. THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE FILED IN AN AREA DESIGNATED BY THE 
HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE WITH ACCESS RESTRICTED TO THE PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR, MARY STARRS ARMSTRONG OR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
LANGUAGE, READING AND CULTURE DEPARTMENT. I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF MY LEGAL 
RIGHTS BY SIGNING THIS FORM. A COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT FORM WILL BE GIVEN 
TOME. 

Subject's Signature Date 

INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT 
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify that to the best of 
my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands clearly the nature, demands, 
benefits, and risks involved in his/her participation and his/her signature is legally valid. A medical problem 
or language or educational barrier has not precluded this understanding. 

Signature of Investigator Date 



MINOR'S ASSENT FORM 

Title of Project: Response to nonfiction: Children transact with 
informational text 

Your mother/father has told me it was okay for you to read and work with me in 

this project. I am curious about how boys and girls like you respond to reading texts that 

are not fiction. I'm curious how discussing and writing and drawing about the reading 

helps you think about it. I will be tape-recording our read alouds and the discussions that 

we have as a whole group. 

Also I'll be tape recording the discussions you may have in a small group. And, I 

will want to look at and photocopy your reading journals and logs as well as your artwork. 

Finally, I will want to interview you twice; that may take ten minutes or so each time. Do 

you understand? Is it OK? 

Child's Name 

Child's Signature Date 

Investigator's Signature Date 



APPENDIX B; 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
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Interview Questions October ,2003 Name; 

Hello, Welcome, explain minor Assent Form. Both of us sign it. Check tape 
recorder. Test. Turn on to RECORD. 

How's school going? 

What do you like about school? 

Tell me about yourself as a reader. 

Tell me what you know about the difference between fiction and nonfiction. 

What's it like for you when you read nonfiction? 

Tell me about nonfiction that you know. 

What's it like for you when you read fiction? 

Tell me about some fiction that you know. 

What are the things you are just itching to know about? What are some burning, nagging 
questions that you have? What are you dying to find out about? What are you passionate 
about? Curious about? Interested in? 

What else do you want to tell me? 
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